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McCASKEY, DR. A. E...Dr. McCaskey head of Marshall College’s Engineering
Department, checks a new pressure testing machine. Adv. Photo 3-6-56
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NAVY VETERAN.. .Feature story on navy veteran by Bob Adams.
Sp. H-Adv. 3-1-56
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PARENTS WEEK END.. .Arrangements and plans being made for Parents’ Week
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PHILLIPS, MAJOR PURDY.. .Major Phillips, chairman of the ’’Miss Armed
Forces” contest for Huntington’s seventh annual tribute to the Armed
Forces. Dis. Cl. 3-22-56
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PI KAPPA SIGMA...Carol Dawson elected treasury assistant for Pi Kappa
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held April 6 and 7. Adv. Cl. 3-5-56
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REGIONAL SCIENCE FAIR.. .Regional Science Fair sponsored by 12 industries
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RIVLIN, JULES...Release on the history of Jules Rivlin career.
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RIVLIN, JULES...Rivlin, Marshall College basketball and track coach,
guest speaker at a banquet honoring the Huntington Vinson basketball
team. Adv. Cl. 3-27-56
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H-Adv. Cl. 3-4-56
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3-5-56
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ROBERTS, 0. H., JR... .^resident of the National School Board Association, 52
Inc. guest speaker at the banquet to be held in conjunction with the
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Adv. Cl. 3-19-56
ROGERS, MISS MIA...Miss Rogers elected "Sweetheart of Company M 1" at
the U. S. Military Academy at West Point, N. Y. Dis. Cl. 3-19-56
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the President Night meeting of the Andrew Club of the Johnson Memorial
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School Board Association. Excl. Adv. 3-16-56
SCHOOL BOARD ASSOCIATION, WEST VIRGINIA.. ."Solving the integration problem"
is one of the topics to be discussed at the W. Va. School Board Associa
74-75
tion meeting with the W. Va. Association of School Superintendents in
Huntington. Sp. Dis. 3-14-56
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is the topic to be discussed at the W. Va. School Board Association
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SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON.. .Sigma Alpha Epsilon reservation period extended.
Dis. Cl. 3-7-56
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SIGMA PHI EPSILON.. .The Gamma chapter of Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity,
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Ghurch. Dis. Cl. 3-3-56
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SIGMA IHI EPSILON...Paul Jones, elected vice-president of Sigma Phi
Epsilon social fraternity at Marshall College. So. Chas. Free Press
3-5-56
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SIGMA PHI EPSILON. ♦ .Richard Sutherland, elected historian of Sigma Phi
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Sigma social sorority at Marshall College. Mullens Advocate 3-16-56
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SIGMA SIGMA SIGMA...Mina Henlsey elected vice-president of Sigma Sigma
Sigma social sorority at Marshall College. Williamson Daily News
3-16-56
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SILVER TEA...Silver tea at Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity house, to raise
funds for the Marshall College Symphonic Choir. GPR 3-15-56

84

SMITH, STEWART H. ..Dr. Smith and Walker Long appointed to an Honorary
State Committee for the 1956 campaign of the Crusade for Freedom.
Dis. Cl. 3-12-56
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SMITH, DR. STEWART H...Dr. Smith speaks for the St. John’s Laymen League
of St. John’s Episcopal Church in Huntington. GPP 3-13-56

64

SMITH, DR. STEWART H.. .President of Marshall College will address St. John’s
Laymen League at St. John’s Episcopal Church. 3-8-56
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SOCIAL ORGANIZATIONS...Sororities, fraternities pick new officers.
Adv. Cl. 3-8-56

57

SPORN, DR. PHILIP A.. .The State Board of Education authorized Marshall
College to grant an honorary degree to Philip Sporn, president of the
American Gas and Electric Corporation. Dis. Cl. 3-6-56
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STALLINGS, DAVID W...Second Lieutenant in the United States Army.
Adv. Cl. 3-9-56
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STUDENT DRINKING...Note from President Stewart H. Smith to Marshall
College fraternity men. Excl. The Parthenon 3-19-56
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STUDENT TEACHING APPLICATION.. .Marsha 30 deadline for the filing of ap
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Downtown Distribution 3-8-56

SYMPHONIC CHOIR.. .Quartets compete in college benefit event in the Shawkey
Student Union Building. Dis. Cl. 3-28-56
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TEACHERS COLLEGE GRADUATES...P. K. Martin of Welch, Assistant Superintendent
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positions. 3-20-56
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TEACHERS COLLEGE INTERVIEWS.. .Assistant Superintendent of McDowell County
Schools to interview prospective teachers college graduates. Dis. Cl.
3-21-56

55

TEACHERS COLLEGE INTERVIEW.. .Assistant Superintendent of Putnam County Schools,
to interview prpspective teachers for the 1956-57 school term. GPR
81
TEACHERS COLLEGE INTERVIEWS. • .Director of the Star Commonwealth School for
Boys, Albion, Michigan, to interview? men interested in teaching in his
institution, this fall. GPR 3-22-56

143

TEACHERS COLLEGE INTERVIEW.. .Parma, Ohio school administrator to interview
prospective Teacher’s College graduates. Sp. Dis. 3-13-56

67

32
TEACHERS COLLEGE INTERVIEWS...Prospective 1956 Teacher’s College graduates
at Marshall College interviewed by a representative of Wood County Schools.
Dis. Cl. 3-1-56

TEACHERS COLLEGE INTERVIEWS...Public school officials from Virginia and
California on Marshall College campus to interview 1956 graduates of the
Teachers College. Downtow Distribution. 3-8-56

40

TEACHERS COLLEGE STATISTICS.. .A survey of 45 future teachers in the men’s
dormitory at Marshall College.

134-135

TEACHERS CONFERENCE...The annual Home Economics Supervising Teachers Conference
held in Northcott Hall on the Marshall College campus. Excl. Adv. 3-15-56 82

TENNIS...Big Green and Notre Dame netmen battle tomorrow.

TENNIS...Marshall net team to host Notre Dame.

Adv. 01. 3-30-56

Adv. 01. 3-28-56
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53

THEATRE..."The Cruc ible,” a two-act drama presented in Old Main Auditorium
by the Marshall College Theatre.

29-30

THEATRE,.."The Crucilble” a two-act drama presented in Old Main Auditorium
also presents a 17th Century fashion show. H-Adv. Cl. 3-18-56

50

THEATRE, COLLEGE..."The Crucible” a drama in two acts, presented by the
Marshall Theatre group in the Old Main Auditorium. Excl. Adv. 3-19-56

109-110

THEATRE, COLLEGE.. .Rehearsal note on "The Crucible" cast at Marshall College. 38
Adv. 3-9-56

(

THEATRE, COLLEGE..."The Crucible" a drama of the infamous Salem witch trials
presented by the Marshall College Theatre group. Excl. Adv. 3-20-56

121

THEATRE, COLLEGE.. .’’The Crucible” a two act drama opens at Marshall Colleg.
Sp. Dis. 3-20-56

120

THEATRE, COLLEGE..."The Crucible”, a two-act drama, presented in Old Main
Auditorium by Marshall College Theatre. Adv. Cl. 3-8-56

60
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THEATRE, COLLEGE..."The Crucible" opens at the Marshall College Auditorium
in Huntington-to be presented in two acts with a cast of seventeen.
Sp. Dis. 3-19-56

107-108

THEATRE, REVIEW OF COLLEGE.. .Backstage with Bob Adams.
3-26-56

147-148

The Parthenon

U

UGLY MAN CONTEST...Glen Smith, representative of Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity,
won the "Ugly Man" contest sponsored by Alpha Chi Omega, national service
fraternity at Marshall College. Charleston Gazette 3-21-56

130

76-77
UNITED HIGH SCHOOL PRESS.. .Postponement of the 22nd annual congress of the
United High School Press of West Virginia announced by Professor W. Page Pitt.
GPR 3-15-56

V

VACATION, EASTER.. .Easter vacation for Huntington schools and Marshall Col
lege begins Thursday and reopens Tuesday morning. Adv. Cl. 3-27-56

53

X

X-RAY UNIT...State Health Department’s annual free x-ray program at Marshall. 37
The Parthenon 3-8-56

X-RAY UNIT AT MARSHALL COLLEGE...?/. Va. State Health Department’s x-ray unit
taking free x-rays of students and faculty members on the Marshall College
campus. Excl. Adv. 3-19-56
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t ’• 1 d- .'i.:orican conferencc nl u>mu 1 on s
1955-56

The 1’arnhall Collcre Pig Green started off the 1955-56 bnskot-

bell sea eon by a rather unimpressive win over the Padrars of Spring Hill
Cc’lo(*.’.e of Alftbam.

The Big Green bad throe starters back from the *54-55

term that lost only four ganes, plus a host of talent from the sophomores,
and most of the fans expected to son center Charlie "lack (x*.jho has boon

declared ineligible for the HCflA toumarwrt), forward Cebu Price and guard
T;hu1 Undorwood along with )6:.l Greer and Twve Kirk, take a laiv-er victory

margin over the Bcdrcrs than the final 83-69 score*

I.

However, the following v.eek-end the Big Green showed their old

stylo when Vi\v,y downed the live i;tar Generals from hashincton and Toe by

a score of 115-83.

Kaur of L'ar^haU' s starting five men were in double

firure&:.
Hollowing the ’•'’ashington and Lee win the rig Green proceeded to
whip Ohio University by an equally wide margin.

Then they took to the

road where they lost two si might to vest urn Vicki-^n (80-70) and verehond
(100-<’6)

They then took the Fayetteville, ’ • Ve. Holiday Tcurnsuaent by
downing Boeton CoS.le;>> (l'0-G0), and Eonv^r vn Ivors it y (79-78).

Th©

Bcnver geuw showed the ?lg Careen behind as r-ueh as 13 jxjintn at one st-^e
of the grille.

Vurahall continued tl <?ir cosnc-fron-behind tactics the following
I

week-end when they avurc r^e a fifteen point difwlvnntr/ e to dox n ? lo-ii
of Ohio 79-... in Huntlnr ton. r>ey followed this voctory with & raven 'e
win ov^r astora . ichimin.
(nore)

r

Q

I

Ohio University was their next victim for the second tine,
and with thia victory Marshall was able to gain a firm hold on the

Mid-Merican Conference load*

They also became tho second highest scor

ing major college team in the nation, and boosted their victory string

to five in a row.
With four of the starting five still averaging in double

figures, Marshall returned to their hone court to tuke on the Toledo
Hockets, whom they defeated by a twenty point margin.

‘Hie Morris Harvey

Golden J’agles, from Charleston, likewise fell befor the strong Marshall

offense by a score of 115-79.
Baldwin Wallace was ths next victim as the Big Green started

a road trip that proved them better than both the Yellow-jackets and
the Kent State Golden Flashes, another MAC foe.

Marshall book a six day lay-off for the semester exams before
meeting Kent State in a return match in Huntington, in which they barely

managed to out joint the Flushes, 108-106.
Morehead managed to bang out another victory over Marshall in

the following garie to break a ten game win streak in a non-conforence
tilt on the Big Green’s home floor.

In the next to the lest home game Marshall took an easy victory

over West Virginia Wesleyan.
Next cane Howling Green and Toledo, both MAC teams, whom Mar

shall met on the road in successive nighta.

The Green managed to take

both contests, Bowling Green by a 88-86 score, and Toledo 78-70.
(more)

*»

They then returned horn to defeat Fowling Green again in
the final homo game of the season.

Tlxey ran into more then they could

handle in the return natch with ^iami, however, where they were de
feated by a twenty-one point margin.

Then they closed out th® regular

season with an easy 109-91 victory over Yorris Harvey in Charleston.

The outstanding mon on the Marshall team included Cabo Price,
the middle-man on the fest breaking offense that ended the season as
the second highest in the nation averaging over 9'3 points per content.
Price had a final per game average of ovor 19 points.
Paul Underwood, a set-shot artist, who ha® been a town nnto

of Price’s since the ninth grade, hud the highest individual scoring
average on the te<im with 20.3 points per gme.
Hal Greer, the first Negro to participate in Marshall Col
lege Athletics, hit the scoring column for a per gome average of over

15 points, end held the second highest fieldgoal percentage in the
nation.

Creor was outstanding on both offense and defense.
Dave Kirk, the only starter who did not average in double

figures •, waa an outstanding defensive guard and a bettor then average

reboundor.
Charlie Slack, whose services will not be available for fershall in the Tournament due to the four year eligibility rule, averaged

ovor twenty points per game, and was fourth in the nation in rebounding.

He led the nation in rebounding in tho 1954-55 season.
Bob Ashley end Jack Freeman saw a good deal of reserve action

during the regular season, and it is a good bet that one of the two
will gain a sterling berth on the team that will participate in the
Tournament •

Ashley is an exceptionally good rebounder and Freeman is a

very good scorer.

(more)

Th© team posted a final 18-4 regular season record under
Conch Jules Pivlin, who is in his first year as the Big Green head

conch*
”Kiv" is a former All-American who played his college basket

ball under the win ho is replacing, Cam Henderson*
He has also coached the professional Toledo Jeeps and the

Wheeling,

Va* Blues.
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For Immediate release
By Robert G. Adans
fershall Student Journalist

(Zlevy Veteran—1)
limTITTOrON, V«. V’ .—-(Special)--- The air battle was over and

the battered U. S. E. Yor-ctom was burning furlouslyl

Nestling in

close to the dangerously listing aircraft carrier the destroyer U. £* S.

HfiMiann poured Btreem of water into the stricken vessel

Suddenly an explosion x-ent the air and the Hamann shuddered
as if struck by a giant fist* Hen shouted, black smoke bellowed forth,
and in two uinutes the destroyer was ^ono.

A Japanese submarine had

done its work.
One of the aurvIvors of that explosion in the Pacific fourteen
years ago unrolled recently >*t ;.k-.rsh£:ll Collegs after twenty years of

active duty in the navy.

he is John Pica, Fairmont, Vest Virginia frosh

man.
recalling that 1942 sinking in the Pacific Pica says, ”Tt was

so sudden.

One minute I was at r.y duty station in the r^mman’s plotting

room and th© next minute I was in the water."

Pica, a business administration major, was decorated with the

Navy and Morine Corps Medal for saving a wounded shipmate’s life following
the sinking of the Hamann.

According to service records, Pica placed his own life in

jeopardy by giving up his place on a life raft to a wounded comrade.
Pica in credited with pulling the injured sailor into th.© raft

(r ore)

I

1
EARHBALL COLLEGE EII’WlATlon SERVICE---- 3-1-56

(Navy Veteran

r

2)

and Bwlming eway to prevent the small craft from overturning.

It was

later discovered that Tica was injured more seriously than the man he
had saved.

Pica enrolled in the College of Arts and Sciences at Marshall

in February of this year for the first time.

"I have always wanted to

go to college," he said. "and in ny opinion Marshall is the best in the

state."

Flea enlisted in the Navy in 1936.

During his ten years of

sea duty he sei'vcd aboard battleships, destroyers, and destroyer tenders

in the Pacific, Atlantic, and Caribbean.
His longest tour of duty nt sea was in 1936-37 aboard the

u. s.

S . Arkansas.

Phil© he was aboard the battleship it visited Germany,

England, Trance, and Portugal.
Pica ms in Iceland aboard the U. 8. S. Hanmnn on Da center 7,

1941.

”V.e sailed for Pearl Harbor immediately," said Pica, "and arrived

there January 3.

’.'■© were stunned at th© complete destruction we found.

Under the Navy’s plan of rotating shore assignments with sea

duty Pica served at the U. f-< Navel Academy at Annapolis, Maryland; the

Gan Diego Naval Base; end at Astoria 9 Oregon, during his career.

According to Flea, three of bis most enjoyable years in th©
Navy were spent in Ashland, Kentucky,9 O2i recruiting duty.

"The people

down there ax’© wonderful," he said.
Pica wr.ts appointed Chief Yeoman in 1943 while serving at the

IT S. Naval Station, Astoria, Oregon.

The rating is equivalent to

faster Sergeant in the a my. He was discharged with that rank at Long

(more)
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MARELL COLLEGE WOmTION SERVICE---- 3-1-56

(Navy Veteran—-3)

Beach, California on December 88, 1955.

Pica, son of Kr. Ambrose Pica of Fairmont, West Virginia,
lives in an apartment near the campus, and does his own cooking.

Carrying six college subjects including English and mathemtics is not easy Pica has found•

”1 have had more trouble with

mathematics than anything,* he said, *but it’s beginning to come

through to me now#*

y

Pica receives a monthly training allowance from the govommont

in addition to his retirement pay from the Navy,

He is a member of the.

Fleet Reserve and holds his rating of Chief Yeoman#
■<

Looking back on his career in the Navy, Pica says, "After I
made that initial adjustment to taking orders it was a good life.

I

can’t complain#w
- 30 -
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For Immediate Release
From: Joe Maynor, Sports fubllcity Director

Coach Jvle 1Ivlin, who has develdped a c’ ampionsbip
basketbull team in I is first year as Marshall College head coach,

will put his HCAA team through a regulation game with the Little

Green freshnen Harch 7 at the Feraorinl Fieldhouse*
The frosh will be led by the regular Big Green center, 6’5
Charlie Clack, w’o has b-?en declared ineligible for the ?ICAA

he will team up with Leo Byrd, \;hQ averaging over 3s*
//
Dick
hall
and
Ennis
Canterbury,
a
6^7
points per game > Sonny Allen,

tournament.

newcomer to the froshman team*

Coach hivlln Mill try several combinations against the
freshmen in an effort to try to find a replacement for Slack.
He ray either: move Kirk to center ard Bob Ashley or Jack Freeman to

the guard jsosition; move Ashley to the center position or start

John Mayfield at center

M??yflield, a 6’5 sophomore, had played second

to Slack throughout t’ e regular season, axul has turned in son© good

play as a r serve*
Marshall will meet the \ahnn: r of the Ohio Valley Conference

in ti e first round of tie I*caa tournament at Fort Wayne*

The Big

GT'-en’s foe may Le either V.bst?rn Kentucky, Forehead or Tennessee

lech depending upon w? id of the three contenders emerge
victorious in the conference*

(30)
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE---- 3-1-56
To the Herald-Advertiser, Huntington, W. Va.

For Release Sunday, March 4

(Marshall Debate Team—-)

Marshall College’s debate team returned yesterday from the

annual two-day North-South Debate Meet at Morgantown, West Virginia*
The group left at 6 a.m. Friday for the event.

members are:

The team

Tom Carter, Huntington freshman; Charles Wagner, Hunting

ton sophomore; Ruth Ann McCabe, St. Albans sophomore; end Tanis Caldaba&gh,

McMechen freshman, Ben W. Hope, associate professor of speech accompanied

r

the students.
The meet was attended by more than thirty colleges and uni

versities from throughout the eastern and midwestern sections of the

United States.

West Virginia University is the sponepr of the annual

contest•

The guaranteed annual wage was the topic for debate.
Miss McCabe and Carter were on the negative team and Miss
Caldabaugh and Wagner competed from the affirmative viewpoint.

- 30 -

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 3-5-56
To the Charleston Daily Fail, Charleston, W. Va.

For Immediate Release

(Ann Garrity——)
Ann Margaret Garrity, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Edward F.

Garrity of 105 Bradford Street in Charleston, was recently initiated

into Fourth Estate, women's journalism honorary society at Marshall
College•

Miss Garrity, formerly attended West Virginia University.
She is presently enrolled as a junior in the College of Arts and

Sefences at Marshall.

She is managing editor of The Parthenon, Mar-

shall student newspaper, and a member of Delta Sigma Ensilon sorority
and the Student Government.

- 30
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE—3-5-56

To the Charleston Gazette, Charleston, W. Va.
For Immediate Release

(Richard Thomas Sutherland-—)
Richard Thomas Sutherland, son of Mr. and Mrs. Edwin H.

Sutherland of 50 Abney Circle, Charleston, was recently elected
historian of Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity at Marshall College.

Mr. Sutherland attended Kentucky Military Institute end

is presently enrolled as a junior in the College of Arts and Sciences
at Marshall.

- 30 -
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 3-5-56

To the South Charleston Free Press, South Charleston, W. Va.
For Immediate Release

(Paul E. Jones-- )

Paul E. Jones, son of Hr. and Mrs. P. B. Jones of
1516 Kanawha Avenue in Dunbar, was recently elected vice-presi

dent of Sigma Phi Epsilon social fraternity at Marshall College.

Mr. Jones is a veteran of the Korean War and is presently
enrolled as a junior in the College of Arts and Sciences at Marshall.
- 30 -
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE---- 3-5-56
To The Leader, Hinton, W. Va.

For Imnediate Releese

(Ronald Louis Keaton—-)
Ronald Louis Keaton, son of Mr. and Mrs. 0. I. Keaton

of 207 Second Avenue in Hinton, was recently elected vice-presi
dent of The Robe, monts honorary leadership fraternity at Marshall
College in Huntington.

Mr. Keaton is a graduate of Hinton High School and is
presently enrolled as a senior in the College of Arts and Sciences

at Marshall.

lie is a mon her of various campus organizations, in-

eluding Pi Kappa Elpha fraternity.

- 30 -

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 3-5-56
To Th© Clay County Free Press, Clay, W. Va.
For Immediate Release

(Patsy Joan Friend-- )

Patsy Joan Friend, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Friend

of Ivydale, W. VaM was recently pledged to Fourth Instate, women*8

journal! er honorary at Marshall College in Huntington.
Miss Friend is a junior in the College of Arts end Sciencefl
at Marshall and a journalism major.
- 30 -
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 3-5-56
To the Pt. Plea stmt Register* Pt. Pleasant* V/. Va.
For Immediate Release

(Lar j orie Cappellari-—)
Marjorie Cappellari, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. L. C.

Cappellari of 188 Park Drive in Point Pleasant, was recently
initiated into Fourth Estate, woman’s honorary journalism society

at Marshall College.
Miss Cappellari is a sophomore in the College of Arts
and Sciences at Marshall end is a journalism major.

uate of Point Pleasant nigh School.

- 30 -
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MARSHALL COLLEGE WOFMATION SERVICE---- 3-5-56
To the Nicholas County News-Leader, Richwood, W. Va.

For Immediate Release

(Betty Frame---- )

Betty Catheryn Frame, daughter of Hr. and Mrs. Paul Frame

of Birch River, W, Va., was recently initiated into Fourth Estate,

women’s honorary journalism society at tershall College.
Hiss Frame is a majorette with the Marshall College March
ing Band and a member of .Alpha Xi Delta sorority.

She is presently

enrolled as a sophomore in the College of Arts and Sciences at Marshall.
- 30 -
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 3-5-56

To the Herald-Dispatch, Huntington, W. Va.
For Immediate Release

(History Student-—!)

Marshall College graduate student Richard 0. Curry has
been granted a @750 scholarship by the Board of Christian Education
of the Presbyterian Church.

The scholarship was awarded on the basis of interest,
ability, and academic attainment.

Curry may us© the scholarship for

additional study in history at any university of his choice.
Curry, a native of Fainaont, West Virginia, is a Korean

War veteran and a member of Omicron Delta Kappa, national leadership
honorary group.
He was a member of the 1952 graduating class at Marshall
■_____

and is scheduled to receive his master of arta{this"year.
He resides at 1533 Sixth Avenue with his wife Patricia.
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE--

Sunday -.f Tines, Fairmont, West Virginia
For Immediate Release
By Robert G. Adams
Marshall Student Journalist

(Fairmont Navy Veteran-- 1)
HUNTINGTON, W. VA.**r(Special)- The air battle was over and
the battered V. S. S. Yorktown was burning furiously I

Nestling in

close to the dangerously listing aircraft carrier the destroyer U. S. S.

Hammann poured streams of water into the stricken vessel.
Suddenly an explosion rent the air and the Hammann shuddered
as if struck by a giant fist.

Men shouted, black smoke bellowed forth,

and in two minutes the destroyer was gone

A Japanese submarine had

done its work.
One of the survivors of that explosion in the Pacific fourteen
years ago enrolled recently at Marshall College after twenty years of

active duty in the navy.

He is John Pica, son of Mr. Ambrose Pica of

Fairmont, West Virginia.

Recalling that 1942 sinking in the Pacific Pica says, "It was
so dudden.

One minute I was at my duty station in the Hammann’s plotting

room and the next minute I was in the water.”

Pica, a first year student at Marshall was decorated with the
)

Navy and Marine Corps Medal for saving a wounded shipmate’s life following

the sinking of ths Hammann.
(

According to service records, Pica placed his own life in

jeopardy by giving up his place on a life raft to a wounded comrade.
(more)
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE

(Fairmont Navy Veteran—-2)

Pica is credited with pulling the injured sailor into the raft
and swimming away to prevent the small craft from overturning.

It was

later discovered that Pica was injured more seriously than the man he

had saved.
Pica enrolled in the College of Arts and Sciences at Marshall

in February of this year.

"I have always wanted to go to college", he

said, "and in my opinion Marshall is the best in the state.*
Pica enlisted in the Navy in 1936.

During his ten years of

sea duty he served aboard battleships, destroyers, and destroyer tenders
in the Pacific, Atlantic, and Caribbean.

c ■

His longest tour of duty at sea was in 1936-37 aboard the
U. S. S. Arkansas.

While he was aboard the battleship it visited Germany,

England, France, and Portugal.
Pica was in Iceland aboard the U. S. S. Hammann on December 7,

1941.

"We sailed for Pearl Harbor immediately," he said, "and arrived

there January 3.

We were stunned at the complete destruction we found."

Under the Navy’s plan of rotating shore assignments with sea

duty Pica served at the U. S. Naval Academy at Annapolis, Maryland; the
San Diego Naval Hase; and at Astoria, Oregon, during his career.

According to Pica, three of his most enjoyable years in the
Navy were spent in Ashland, Kentucky, on recruiting duty.

"The people

down there are wonderful," he said.

Pica was appointed Chief Yeoman in 1943 while serving at the
U. S. Naval Station, Astoria, Oregon.

The rating is equivalent to

Master Sergeant in the army. Ho was discharged with that rank at Long
(more)
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MARSHALL COirSGE INFORMATION SERVICE

(Fairmont Navy Veteran—-3)

Beach, California on December 28, 1955.
Pica, a business administration major, lives in an apartment

near the campus, and does his own cooking.

Carrying six college subjects including English and mathe
matics is not easy Pice, has found.

"I have had more trouble with

mathematics than anything," he said, "but it’s beginning to come
through to me now.”
Pica receives a monthly training allowance from the government
in addition to his retirement pay from the Navy.

He is a member of the

fleet reserve and holds his rating of Chief Yeoman.

Looking back on his career in the Navy, Plea says, "After I made
that initial adjustment to taking orders it was e good life.

complain."

- 30 -
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 3-6-56

To the Advertiser, Huntington, W. Va.
For Immediate Release

(Arts and Sciences Honor Roll—-1)

More than 240 students in the College of Arts and Sciences

at Marshall College attained a 3.0 academic average or better for the
first semester of the 1955-56 year, according to figures released by
the college yesterday.

The statistics show that 72 seniors, 48 juniors, 62 soph
(

omores, and 66 freshman made

1955 to February of 1956.

grades or higher from September of

A 2.0 average is a nCn average by Marshall

grading standards.

Seniors attaining 3.5 or better in order of merit are: James
Evans, Billie Dean, Joseph Harshaw, Paul Thomasson, Lowell Anderson,
Dixie Clay, Ernest Henson, Thomas Branham, Delores Kayos, Robert Adams,
James Saunders, John Walker, Paul Dyke, Charles Rece, N*n Williams, Jackie
Robinette, Jacob Bosley, and Arthur Ferguson.

Other senior honor students are: Keleel Ammar, Eugene Anderson,

John Atchinson, Jacqueline Ayers, Doris bailey, Raymond Bailey, James
Baylor, George Beter, Nancy Berry, Frank Boumer, Richard Burgess, William

Calloway, Earl Chambers, Douglass Cook, John Cloony, and James Clay.
David Ellis, Lawrence Endicott, William. Evans, Richard Farmer,

John Gallion, Ray Hagley, Mary Harrison, James Holloway, George Humphreys,

Charles Jambe, Bennett Johnson, Donald Johnson, Charles Kincaid, James

Xinzel, and George Lake.
(more)
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3-6-56

(Arts £md Sciences Honor Roll—-2)

Franklin Lusk, Ellasue Marrs, Anna Meader, William Moeser,

James Moss, Joe Neff, Victor Newman, Harry Pardue, Con Pitsenbarger,

Stephen Posti, Pat Queen, Janies Ratcliff, William Rice, Clarence Rimer,

Patricia Rourke, Mack Sammons, William Seidel, Bartley Spencer, Jack
Spurlock, Goebel Thacker, Carolyn Van Gordan, Sieglinde Werner, and William
Whitman•
Juniors attaining 3.5 or better in order of merit are: Robert
Dawson, John Shells, Marjorie Barron, J. Kent Fleming, Orman Bowyer,

David Mitchell, Jimmy Morrison, James Mallory, George Fleming, Donald
<

Dayhoff, Walter Sprinkle, Henry Ettling, and Paul Robertson.

William SheiIs, Elizabeth Renick, Danny Goulding, Clarence Schaub,
Alvin Arnett, Max Robinett, Donald Plymale, Betty Cornett, James Davis,

Ann Garrity, Theodore Groft, and Edward Hagan,

Other junior honor students are:

John Barbour, David Bellomy,

Paul Borders, James Coen, Charles Derbyshire, Jimmie Dunkle, Charles Fink,
Thomas Fulcher, Sydney Green, Robert Hall, Bill Harbour, and David Hepler.

Bien Hunter, Nonnan Jones, John Kearney, Wesley King, David
Loveday, Willis Lykins, Gifford Nease, Thomas Oakes, Dorin Ricketts,
Fanny Ross, and Dolores Rowan.

Sophomores attaining 3.5 or better in order of merit ere: Paul

Duncan, Ruth Thayer, Donald Willis, Barbara Thornburg, Frank Turrill,
Larry Jarrell, Charles Bearden, Bob Knox, William Nelson, Robert Pine, Reece

Townsend, Charles Wilkinson, Audy Perry, and Shearl Galloway.

(more)

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 3-6-56
(Arts and Sciences Honor Roll-- 3)

Other sophomore honor students are: Robert Sane, Charles

Beane, Donald Blessing, Sara Boggess, Gary Boggs, Richard Burton, Kay
Campbell, Marjorie Cappellari, Gene Carnes, Bobby Chaffins, David Conley,

Patricia Cooper, Ronald Creamer, and Clark Curry.

Carroll Davidson, Keith Fitzpatrick, Judith Flint, William
Gibbs, William Greene, Albert Hall, Robert Hamood, Bettie Harmon, James

Hastings, Mary Hill, Carol Hunt, Howard Hutchison, Kenneth Justice,
Donald KeIsay, Fred King, and Charles Loar.

Randall Lowry, John Maxwell, Barbara Miller, Richard Moore,

Mary Mosely, Bill Neal, John Noll, Robert Phillips, Raymond Powers,
Franklin Sampson, Hairy Seaman, Charles Secrist, Edward Stasik, John

Stone, Ralph Taylor, James Tombliu, Betty Wooten, and Armand Workman.
Freshmen attaining 3.5 or better in order of merit are:

Sandra Shaffer, Gary Adams, Sarah Crocket, Winifred Harbold, Richard
Arnold, Raymond Lambert, Nancy Hesson, Harry Tweel, Virginia Ellis,
Kenneth Whited, Mary Kirkland, Freda Akers, Floyd Roach, Carolyn Robertson,

Donald Seelhorfct, David Myles, and Sally Coen.
Other freshmen honor students are: Joyce Arnold, Colleen

Arrington, Linda Baird, Janice Caldabaugh, Mary Campbell, Tom Carter,
David Childs, Carolyn Cohen, Gnover Curry, David Deeds, Elizabeth Frame,
Roy Goins, Donald Griffin, James Hamm, Bessie Harvey, and Helen Hertwig.
Rosemary Hill, William Holliday, Jerald Hughes, Eileene Kerwood,
Sue King, John Laing, Norma Lester, Lynda Lewis, Ramon Looney, Jo Ann Lucas,

Bollen McNew, Phillip Macri, 111011188 Milewski, Thomas Miller, Jack Moore,
Robert Morris, and Phillip Morrison.

(more)
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(Arts and Sciences Honor Roll-—4)

John Murphy, Nancy Naylor, Martha Nichols, Raynond Phillips,
Lewis Reynolds, David Rivlin, Rita Rogers, Barthel Rohler, Charles Sanders,
Elizabeth Shamblin, Douglas Somerville, Ralph Tallarico, Hoyt Wheeler,

Mary Woodworth, Richard Wright, and Wilamine Wykle*

i
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MARSHALL COLLEGE BIFOH'JITION SERVICE-- 3-6-56

To th© Advertiser, Huntington, W. Va#
For Immediate Release

(Richard 0. Curry-- )
Richard 0. Curry, Marshall College graduate student, has

been awarded a ^hpblarship for advanced study in history by the Hoard
of Education of the Presbyterian Church in the United States, according

to Dr. Horace G. Toole, Marshall professor of history#

The scholarship is for $750 and may be used for advanced study
in any accredited college or university#
Curry received his A. B# degree at Marshall in 1952, and ex

pects to obtain his Master of Arts degree here this year# He is a
veteran of the Korean War, and a member of Phi Alpha Theta, Sigma Delta Pi,
and Omicron Delta Kappa.

Curry, son of Mr# and Mrs. Ernest Curry of Ronceverte, West

Virginia, resides with his wife Patricia at 1533 Sixth Avenue in Hunting
ton#
- 30 -
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MARSHALL COLLEGE P?FOR?LATION SERVICE-- 3-6-56
To the Advertiser, Huntington, W. Va.
For Immediate Release

(Marshall Convocation.—-)
’’Curiosities of the Mind,” a. lecture-demonstration by
Dr. Stanley Inks will be presented on the Marshall College convo

cation program tomorrow, Thursday, Feb. 8, at 11 a.m. in Old Main
Auditorium.

Dr. Take, will present a lecture on the odd and the un

usual, the strange and the unexplainable, all illustrated by dozens
of experiments in which the audience takes part.
Included in the performance will be a discussion on the

psychology of handwriting and an internationally famous demonstration

of iiij.

_

"forge ry •
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE---- 3-6-56
To the nei-eld-Dispatch, Huntington, W. Va.

For Immediate Release

(Marshall Convocation-- )

Dr. Stanley Jaks end his lecture-demonstration, ’’Curiosities
of the Mind**, will be presented on the Marshall College convocation

program tomorrow, Thursday, Feb. 8, at 11 a.m. in Old Main Auditorium.
Dr. Tales /.vill present a lecture on the odd and the unusual.
i

the strung© and the unexplainable, all illustrated by dozens of ex

periments in which the audience takes part.
Included in the performance will be u discussion on the psy-

otology of handwriting and an internationally famous demonstration of

> e. K-i

forgery.
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MARSHALL C01LBG3S CTOPh'ATION S?NZVICE---- 3-7-56

To the Advertiser, Huntington, W. Va.
For Immediate Release

(College Theatre---- 1)
"The Crucible”, a two-act drama by Arthur Miller, will be

presented March 21-23 at 8:15 p.ri. in the Old Main Auditorium by the

Marshall College Theatre, under the direction of Clayton R. Page.

The play is a dramatic version of the trial and conviction
/

of nineteen persons accused of witchcraft in Salem, Massachusetts in

Colonial times.

Arthur Miller, author of "Death of A Salesman", has offered

in "The Crucible” an explanation of the famous trials, placing blame

for the misfortunsto incidents upon a group of young girls with too
vivid imaginations.

The action revolves around "Abigail Williams", played by
Sandra Alexander, and "John Proctor”, played by Paul Tright.

'The

entire town of Salem beeemos involved in the trials as accusations

run to the extreme.
In the roles of Abigail’s girl friends who conspire with her

against members of Salem society are Nancy Lee Johnson as

Hetty Parris”,

Hetty Moore as "Susanna Wolcott”, and Karen Haivey as "Mercy Lewis."

Jane Garrett appears as "Rebecca Nurse", with Joe Borradaile

as "Rev. Samuel Parris" and John Murphy as "John Hale.”

Charles Picketts

will appear as "Thomas Putnam" and Danny Coulding as "Giles Cory."

(more)

/

r./Trwn cotjdge rrorwioN fervi-it—s-v-bs
(Colle; e Theatre----C,)

John SefTense will nicy the role of ’’Deputy Governor Danforth**

aided in the trial scene by Keith Fitzpatrick who will ploy ”Judc,e
1’?? thorn e. ”
Ida Path Duffey will p-.oerr .as ’Tro* ’ rector”, Shi r1 ey Bowyer
ps

"Tl tuba*’ 5 Patricia Bif.cki)v.rr ®s n?>.ry ^’arron”, h'c.ry Lou Maloney as

”Irs« Ann Putnam”, end Dill Brooks ss •’ Sz ek in 1 Ch e e ver. ”
SO

12 Sponsor
Science Fair
At•x' Marshall
/ - s £ z' . A —

FTA Plans
Regional
'I
Meeting

Sponsors of the second annual
Regional Science Fair at Marshall
College April 6 and 7 were an
nounced today by Dr. N. Bayard
Green, publicity chairman.
They include the International
i Nickel Co., Owens-Illinois Glass
I Co., Cabell County Medical Society,
; Huntington Chamber of Commerce,
i Chesapeake & Potomac Telephone
Co., Ensign Electric Co., Ti;i-State
Technical Society Council, Medical
Arts
Supply Co., Sylvania Electric
t
Products Inc., United Fuel & Gas
•v^Pv’••
Co., the Ohio Valley Section of the
American Institute of Electrical
Engineers and The Advertiser.
“These organizations make the
-v ;
'
j fair possible and we are grateful
for their interest and support,” Dr.
Green said.
y£
S C , !.' ••• -• .
Advertiser Staff Photo
“"3
3^4*
Dr. A. E. McCaskey, head of Marshall College’s en- , 300-500 Expected
It is expected that between 300
gineering department, checks a new pressure testing
and 500 students will exhibit proj
machine with Elmer Goble, engineering major from
ects in the fair. Eligible are boys
Barrett,-W. Va. The machine, which weighs approx
and girls from the sixth through
the 12th grades in an area com
imately 8,000 pounds, can exert pressure on ma
prised of eight counties in K e nterial light enough to merely crack an egg shell, or
tucky, six in Ohio and six and part
pressure ranging up to 300,000 pounds. Dr. McCaskey
of a seventh in West Virginia.
says the machine, the most modern of its kind in the
The ‘deadline for mailing entry
state, will be helpful in laboratory experiments.
blanks is March 15. They should be
addressed to Dr. Howard L. Mills,
director, Marshall College Regional
7—The Herald-Dispatch—Wed., March 7, 1956
Science Fair, Marshall College,
Huntington 1, W. Va.
Blanks may be obtained from
science teachers in the schools or |
Subscribers to the Marshall Col-1 Speakers tomorrow night will be by writing to Dr. Mills.
Each student may enter only one
lege Community Forum series‘Dr< Bernad Cherrick, director
” * - J exhibit, but schools may enter as
may bring guests to a Forum1 general of the Board of Gov- 1
many as desired.
presentation tomorrow at 8:15 ernors at Hebrew University of |
P. M. in the college auditorium.
hree speakers will appear on ' Jerusalem; Dr. Hanoch Reinhold, |
Three speakers will appear ““
Town Hall Mission pro-| director of youth resettlement in
an Israeli
L,.
imssiuH is vloiwME, 21 Israel, and Mrs. Phyllis *Palgi,
gram. The mission is visiting 21
I anthropological
adviser to the
1 CpiCOCUvaviru of
W* Town
______
._
_
cities as aI representative
... Ministry of Health, Jerusalem,
non-partisan,
non-profit
Hall, a i
(Israel.
educational institution.

r
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Guests Are Invited To Forum

I •

V

Prof. Jablonski To Study Abroad

■
Joseph S. Jablonski, first semester of the 1956 - 57
A special "‘send-off program for
head of the Marshall College art college year.
the Marshall College basketball
The
State
Board
of
Education
department, yesterday was
team before their departure for
granted a sabbatical leave for the said in Charleston that he would the National * Collegiate Athletic
travel, study and do original
painting and sketching in England, Association in Fort Wayne, Indi
•Holland, Belgium, France and ana, will be presented on Chan
nel 13 tomorrow at 6 P. M. Par
Italy.
James H. Herring, director of ticipating in the program will be
the college information service, the basketball team, coach Jules
•was advanced to assistant pro Rivlin, Marshall's cheerleaders
fessor, effective February 1. He and “pep” band, and members
recently received his Master of from previous Marshall basketball
teams.
Arts degree.
Bev Barton. WHTN-TV an
The board approved the faculty
for summer sessions at Marshall. nouncer, will conduct the informal
show.

r Professor

(

I TV Send-Off
For Marshall ,

-.S'-

6V

I

,

The Future Teachers of Amer
ica will hold one of eight reg
ional annual conferences here
Friday beginning at 9:30 A. M.
in the Marshall College science
auditorium.
The conference is sponsored
jointly by the state Classroom
Teachers Association and the
education department of the
local college.
The program will include an
oreintation program following
registration, a movie, a visit to
the laboratory school, a tour of
the campus, a luncheon in the
cafeteria.
A panel discussion will be held
by members of Delta Kappa
Gamma, honorary teachers
sorority.
Seven southwestern counties
will be represented. The college
chapter will play host.
All high schools in the region
have been invited to send a
sponsor and five students
whether the school has member
ship in FTA.
Reservations may be made
with Dean Wilburn, Walter
Felty, Nancy Morgan, state
FTA president.
Mrs. Leta Foglesong and Miss
Virginia Lewis are on the board
in charge of arrangements.
V
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Al. C. Student
Is Nominated
To Air Academy
(Special' t<yni/
*
WASHINGTON — Congressman
M. G. Burnside, (D-W. Va.) an
nounced today that he has nomi
nated- James Oliver Bowles, 323
High School avenue. Hurricane, to
the United States Air Academy at
Lowry Air Force Base, Colo.
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
C. R. Bowles of Hurricane. Young
Bowles was bom in Lincoln county
in 1937. Shortly thereafter his fam
ily moved to Hurricane and he at
tended the Hurricane grade
schools and graduated in 1954 from
Hurricane high school. He pres
ently is attending Marshall Col
lege at Huntington, West Virginia.
His major is engineering.
Bowles received nomination to
the second class of the Air Acad
emy. The first entered in June.
1955.

-w<

Stimulate
/Religious
Thoughts
By DORIS MILLER
During Life Planning Week* held
at Marhall College recently, you
may have read news stories which
described it as “a five-day pro
gram of religious emphasis”, and
wondered how and why religion
was being stressed on the college
campus.
Jacqueline Spaulding, chairman
of the student committee in
charge of the program, was ques
tioned about the event. _____„
"The purpose was to stimulate
students to think about religion,
particularly in terms of their own
lives,” Miss Spaulding stated.
"It gave them an opportunity to
meet members of the clergy in
formally, to consult with them and
to seek their advice in solving
problems they might have as stu
dents. It helped them to learn what
life is and what it should be.”
Life Planning Week is conducted
by ministers and religious leaders
of the city, and by special speak
ers. This year the two who were
invited from without the city to
speak during the entire period
were Dr. W. Kenneth Goodson,
Methodist minister from WinstonSalem, N. C., and Rabbi Abraham
Feinstein, Jewish Chatauqua lec
turer who formerly was located
here at Temple Ohev Sholom.
It was an inter-faith and inter
racial project, with Protestant,
Catholic, Jewish, white and col
ored religious leaders participat
ing.
Though a faculty committee chd-
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/ERS QUESTIONS AT ‘BULL SESSION’
FATHER ROONEY ANSWERS
Programs, Were Feature Of
( Recent Life Planning Week At Marshall^

Rfib Rho chapter of Alpha
Sigma Alpha sorority will hold
an initiation today at 4 P. M.
at the sorority house, 1637 Fifth
avenue.
Pledges to be initiated are:
Misses Sherry Bazzie, Vicki
Blevins, Mary Ann Campbell,
I Mary Lou Douglas, Virginia Rae
' Ellis, Peggy Graham, Nancy
Hanger, Mary Sue Hoey, Mary
Hutchison, Barbara Kingsbury,

Honorary For
Sporn Authorized

Teqcher Interviews Are Scheduled

I

.
C/-J

__
—
- -----sen by the youifg p ? o p-i' e and-^-wks'^noCewo
foteworthy
that u-u-u
both -young
jinquire about.
headed by Dr. Donald C. Martin people and adults who attend re Simply and with quiet dignity
acted in an advisory capacity, the ligious conferences of all types re- :Father Rooney answered each
program was planned, arranged,
question. His occasional explan
and managed by the students. Dr. ported that the "bull sessions”
atory
throughts, given from time
were
of
outstanding
interest
and
;
Goodson complimented Miss
to time, expressed points of re
Spaulding for her efficient leader value.
ship throughout the week and the The "bull sessions” scheduled ligious philosophy.
planning period which preceded it. for sorority and fraternity groups "Religion is a science; it is not
Events on the program included during Life Planning Week met a; matter for emotion, but for
vesper services, convocations, a between 9 P. M. and midnight. reason and intellect. Emotions
tea, a buffet supper, classroom At least forty young people at change from day to day; truth is
and never changes . . .
speeches, discussion sessions,. and tended the session held at the subjective
’
private consultations by arrange Delta Sigma Epsilon Sorority Christ’s teachings are supposed to
be kept as He taught them, with
ment.
;
House, 1616 Fifth Avenue, where
Throughout the past summer, it the Rev. Robert Rooney, instructor out change , . . Christ stands be
tween the human race and God,”
in Latin and religion at St. Jo were some of the counselor’s re
seph’s High School, was the coun marks.
selor and members of the Sigma An occasional note of comedy
Alpha Epsilon Fraternity partici entered the very serious discus
pated. The young men and women sion. At the close of a solemn ex-!
Lynda Lee Lewis, Judy Mar
filled the large living room and planation of the communion, onecum, Norita Payne, Cosette
entrance hall, sitting on couches, co-ed waved her hand vigorously.
Zorio, Dora Goodman and Mar
chairs, and the floor, with Father "Father, is it true that your
garet Goodman.
Rooney as the center of attention. church marries people only in the
After a brief discussion on some morning?” she queried.
A -banquet will be held at
5:30 P. M. at the Hotel Gover
of the Pauline Epistles, the coun The session continued until mid
selor invited the young people to night. In a later conversation about
nor Cabell.
ask questions. Most of them were the evening, Father Rooney said
Protestants eager to learn about he had not minded the busy quesCatholic beliefs and practices, per tion-and-answer type of discussion.
haps encouraged to speak freely
by the youthful appearance of the
priest. They asked questions per
taining to life, death, the here
after, forgiveness for sin, baptism,,
birth control, the use of Latin in
Catholic liturgy, and every differ
The State Board of Education
ence between Catholic and Prot
yesterday authorized Marshall
estant beliefs they could think to I
College to grant an honorary de
gree to Philip A. Sporn, president
of the American Gas, & Electric
Corp.
Prospective-1956 teachersjcollege mnks Wilburn dean of the teach
Prospective'1956
Dr.' Sporn will speak at the
Marshall commencement exer
graduates at Marshall College will ers college, announced yesterday.
cises in May. He is to receive the
Students interested in teach
be Interviewed by a representa
degree of Doctor of Humane Lettive of Wood County schools at ing appointments should schedule,
. ters.
at Dean Wilburn’s of.
Marshall on Monday, Dr. D. interviews
fice.

Sorority To Hold Initiation Today
I

J

! Three To Speak On Israeli
Town Hall Mission Thursday
™
■' 4J
Three noted speakers will appear here Thursday on the Israeli
, Town Hall Mission. This will be a special attraction of the Mar•\ ] shall College. Community Forum and will begin at 8:15 P. M. in
i the college auditorium.
In cooperation with the Community Forum, local arrange■ ments are being made by the World Affairs Council Group headed
‘ by Dr. Conley H. Dillon, head
of the political science depart Jerusalem. In 1949 he was
ment at Marshall.
awarded his Ph. D. by the He
The Israeli Town Hall Mis- brew University of Jerusalem.
His thesis was published as a
; sion is visiting 21 leading cities
book entitled "Youth Builds its
J this year as a presentation of
Town Hall, a non-partisan, non Home.”
Mrs. Palgi was born in South
profit educational institution
Africa. She obtained her Master
' founded in 1894 as the League
of Arts degree in social science
for Political Education.
I THE SPEAKERS Thursday from the University of Cape
town. Later she specialized in
, will be Dr. Bernard Cherrick,
anthropology at Columbia Uni
: director general of the Board
versity, New York.
of Governors at Hebew UniverDURING WORLD WAR II she
i sity of Jerusalem; Dr. Hanoch Reinhold, director of youth was a member of the South Af
resettlement in Israel, and Mrs. rican social welfare unit work
Phyllis Palgi, anthropological ing in refugee camps in Egypt.
■ adviser to the Ministry of . In 1947 she settled in Israel
where she joined Kubbutz
Health, Jerusalem, Israel.
Maagan,
a farming settlement
Mr. Cherrick was born in
in the Negev desert.’ In her
| Dublin and educated in England.
He was graduated from the present post she helps shape
University of Manchester in the mental health program of
the Ministry of Health in Israel.
Semitic languages and philoso
Mrs. Palgi’s husband, Ycel
phy. Later he obtained his Palgi,
is manager of El Al Is
i Master of Arts degree at the rael National Airlines. During
University of London where he World Wai* n he was para
held a fellowship. He did re- chuted into the Balkans to or
, search in sociology at the Lon ganize resistance to the Ger
don School of Economics and mans.
! Political Science.
Curtis Baxter, Community
Mr. Cherrick has been as- Forum manager, said all mem
; seriated with the Hebrew Uni bers may bring guests to this
versity of Jerusalem since he special program.
Town Hall throughout its his
settled in Israel in 1947. He was
formerly rabbi at the New tory has functioned as a "clear
Synagogue, London, one of Eng ing house of ideas” for those
land’s oldest and largest Jew who desire to be well informed
ish congregations. At the out- on all sides of the great
day.
! break of World War H in 1939 issues of the
.
- . It has
— been
’ ’
......................
he entered the British Army a- deader
in the field of’ com- ,
and served in France as chap munity adult education. Town
lain with the British Expedi Hall also produces the coun
try's oldest audience participa
tionary Forces.
Mr. Cherrick has been a fre- tion radio forum, "America’s
■ quent visitor to the United Town Meeting of the Air,” for
j States and has appeared before the ABC radio network.
civic organizations and univerAS A SPECIAL "Town Meet- •
I sity gatherings.
ing” project during the sum
DR. REINHOLD has been as mer of 1949 a group of 28 Amer
ican citizens embarked on a
sociated for more than 20 years
tour
around the world, discus
with the Youth Aliyah organiza
with their counterparts the
tion, the body originally set up sing
for saving Jewish children from gamut of issues commonly
. Nazi Germany and settling faced today. Out of that tour
! them in Israel. At present he is has grown a series cf reciprocal projects bringing similar :
educational director of the or groups
of foreign visitors to the
ganization.
United States with Town Hall
Dr. Reinhold was born In Po- acting as host. The current
• land and settled in Israel in mission, like its predecessors,
. 1937. He has studied at the uni- has a solely educational pur
l versities of Berlin, Vienna and
pose.
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Marshs!!
Buckjet Is
Discussed

Fraternity
WiBI Mark
Centennial

(

Board, College
Heads Meet

2?/Ml-

By VERONA GRAHAM
Marshall Student Journalist
j Sigma Alpha Epsilon’s Alpha
chapter at Marshall College will
join with 138 other chapters of
1 the fraternity to celebrate its Cen'tennial March 9.
>i Local festivities will begin with
' formal initiation rites at
5:30 P. M. at the Hotel Prichard.;
Fifteen pledges will be taken in'
at that time, along with membersof the chapter’s forerunner, Phi:
Tau Alpha.
A banquet will be held at:
7 P. M. in the ballroom, at which'
time the model pledge will be an
nounced by the president, Larry
Hite. Following the banquet a
house corporation meeting will be
held with Maurice J. Flynn, group; .
president, in charge.
; I
See TV Program
<
' y
At 9 P. M. a closed circuit
broadcast will originate from the;
University of Alabama. More;
than 100 chapters and alumni as
sociations will listen to the pro
gram dramatically depicting the;
founding and growth of SAE.
i A formal Centennial Ball will be
held from 10 P. M. until 1 A. M.
in the hotel ballroom. The Centen
nial Queen will be crowned at the
ball. She will be chosen from pic
tures of the dates of the active
members, by a committee of
the alumni association.
Saturday, March 10, a coffee
hour will be held at the chapter;
house, 1401 Fifth avenue, at;
11:30 A. M. for members and
.alumni of the fraternity.
Sunday, March 11, there will be’
an open house from 3 until 5
P. M. at the chapter house.

: Dr. Stewart H.' SmltH^bf&Iar. shall and other state college
.presidents sat down with the
'State Board of Education in
Charleston today to discuss
budgets for the next fiscal year,
to begin July 1.
The board meeting will continue
. , ^1^orfow;, with discussion o f
[budgets for the’ West Virginia
[schools for Deaf and Blind—and
• for other divisions under board
• jurisdiction—set for the forenoon.
• The • actual budgeting of money
. for the next year, within the limits
’in the new budget act, win not be
done until the board’s next meeting
in April.
Also on the board agenda today
was the possible adoption of a for
mal resolution setting forth exactly
when Social Security coverage for
staff members and other employes
at the colleges and other agencies
should become effective.
Coverage Retroactive
J The West Virginia University
Board of Governors recently de
cided by resolution to make such
coverage for persons under its
jurisdiction retroactive to Jan. 1.
A 1954 federal enactment extend
ed Social Security to members of
the State Teachers Retirement
System and certain other groups,
provided they voted in favor of
such coverage — and provided that
means to finance it were available.
The state will pay the employ
er’s share of contributions with
respect to WVU and state college
personnel who have voted for in
clusion in the Social Security
system.
Available for salaries at the state
colleges for the coming year will 1
be amounts averaging'roughly 10 j
per cent above those for the cur- , .
rent year, without counting funds
appropriated to provide for 36 addi- * '
I tional
tional faculty
faculty and
and administrative
positions. The board administers
nine colleges. .
!
‘

<1

Rivlin To Speak
To Lions Club
5’4' -6 f

!

Jules Rivlin, coaoh of the Mid-,
American championship Marshall';
'College basketball team, will be
the featured speaker at the reg-;
ular meeting of the Southeast
Huntington Lions Club Tuesday
at 6:30 P. M. at Robinson’s Lake
, Side Inn.
Coach Rivlin has just completed
his first season as basketball
coach at Marshall.
The program committee for this
meeting are William T. Miller
and Kenneth H. Miller. The ger.
gener al program chairman is W. Ed’ ward Camack.

.. J
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Rules, Regulations
Set In Science Fair

Six Initiated
By Lambda Chi

Collegians
To Observe
Rules and regulations for the second annual
Lambtla Chi Alpha'fraternity
Alpha/fraternits at •
Fair to be held at Marshall College were
Marshall College
six new
new
six
__ initiatedyesterday
Regional Science . ‘ members
at ceremonies
Howard L. Mills, director.
members at ceremonies yesterday Greek Week
announced today by Dr, > morning at the chapter house, 1701
"GrJI l4e^”^'an/^^Tto

uuuoc, A/Ul
The fair
..«* be held April 6
1—• will
: Sixth avenue.
'mltting entry blanks is March
and 7. The deadline for sub- I New members are Leno E. Bird, better relationships between Greek
is March 15.
606 Buffington street; Thomas J. organizations and to inform the
Students
from the sixth through the
'
Coyne Jr., Wheeling; Charles E. public of the activities of sorori
private and parochial
schools
are
1
12th
parochial schools
S'ades of pub]ic> Derbyshire II, 2810 Collis ave ties and fraternities will begin on
eligible. Counties
l.j included
included are:
r_
nue; Robert M. Fanning, Prince- .the Marshall College campus
Boyd, Carter, Floyd,
ton;
William McGinnis Ramsey, ‘March 22.
tonWiliam
Floyd, Greenup,
Gr e enu
Mary Jane Jablonski, Hunting-.
-- ---- ouvt
The exhibits
should conform as 333 Eleventh avenue, 17
Johnson, Lawrence,
Martin and nearly as possible to this maxi and Earl Dennis White
ton junior, and Albin Wheeler, .
Pike in Kentucky;
1---—Huntington junior, are chairman
__
ow, width: . tona, W. Va.
Lawrence, Meigs, cnil*’Ja.c^son’i ^uni dimensional
'
range:
Scioto and Pike I four feet
.In <Ohio,
side); depth-1 i A degree team of seven active for planning the week’s activities.
'u,7, and Cabell, Mingo, three ieet ((side
front to back).
The week will open with a conMingo, three feet (front to back).
members under the direction of
Wayne, Mason > _.
VUJ
Lincoln,
Logan
|
-vocation
in Old Main Auditorium
...
---1
1
.
Th
®
exhibitor
will
be
responsible
Travis
E.
Wells
and western Putnam in
performed the
Li West Vir- for delivery of the
on Thursday, March 22, with Presginia.
—J exhibit to the ritual iceremony, others on the
exhibition hall at Marshall Col- team twere Donald B. Wilburn, ■ ident Stewart H. Smith as speaker.
Contestants may enter one origi. lege.
All r
____
be in place by noon I chapterr . President;, Charles
E. ' Betty Dickson, president of Pannal exhibit only. It must be builtf on April must
6.
hellenic Council, and Alvin Arnett,
Wood, vice-president;. Edward
------- J D.
■by the contestant himself and
president of Interfraternity Coun
Hagan,
secretary;
TL
and
Open
To
Public
Flavie
Mcmust be self-explanatory by apcil, will talk on Greek relation
Clung, social chairman;.; James L.
. propriate labels or otherwise.
Exhibits will be judged between Davis, treasurer; and
ships.
William
noon and 5 P. M. that day. The Cabell.
Must Be Durable
Thursday night will feature a
judges
may
want
to
question
an
Construction must be durable,
After the rceremony
------- . the chapskit night. Sororities and fraterni
durable
; all parts firmly attached and
safe exhibitor during this period so all ter had a breakfast att aa <down*
ties will combine to perform for
should be on campus during this town restaurant and attended
, from hazards. Dangerous chemi' time.
the
campus in the Student Union
-J servbetween 6:30 and 7:30.
cals, open flames, explosives, elec
ices at Central Methodist Church.
The
exhibition
hall
will
be
open
“Greek Week” will end Saturtrical hazards, poisonous reptiles
to the public on Friday, April 6,
■ day night with a closed dance at
or starvation c::p"~
____ , from 7:30 to 10 p- M- and °n
experiments onTniMemorial Field House from
mals will not be
' Tf
.'F
be r"permitted.' Live- ( 50
Saturday
morning
from 9 A. M. to
9 P. M. to 1 A. M. Johnny McCoy
animals must be fed, watered,
| ...
15 requested that ex- '■
-A .n■ oon’
_>
and his orchestra will provide the
cages kept clean. Plants must I [• hibitors be with their exhibits dur- C
■ music,
_ .
I watered. Electric circuits and
. - I jng these times to explain the pur
J fl
switches must be for standard 110volt operation with at least six pose, construction and principles j
feet of extension cord unless bat of their projects to spectators.
Each exhibitor will be respon free, all-expense Paid trip to the
tery operated.
sible for removal of his exhibit National Science Fair at OklaAll materials or tools necessary' between the hours of 12 noon and homa City. In adum
addition, prizes will
for setting up the exhibit must be
2 P. M. April 7. He must present be awarded winners
“----s in the differsupplied by the contestant.
his claim check to the fail- offi 1 ent classes in the junior (grades i
The name of the contestant, cials before removing it.
6-9 inclusive)
and senior d i v ischool or other identification must
sions. These will
One
boy
and
one
girl
winner
in
'
•’! include gold, silbe omitted from the exhibit until the senior division (10 - 12th I ver and 1
bronze medals as well as
after the judging. No exhibitor or
a choice from
grades Inclusive) will receive a | of
- —i aa large selection |
sponsor will be permitted in the
J articles of scientific
------ c equipment.
i exhibition room during the judg
ing period unless requested to be
present by the committee.
All equipment and materials entered will be exhibited at
at the risk
of the contestant. The fair
—’ committee and sponsors flssume
no.
responsibility for loss
or damage.
Observe Safety
Only individual exb.'
exhibits entered
In the senior division
—
---J will be. ellgible to receive grand awards.
Safety precautions must be ob
t.-'- for
<•• alumni
•• > of Sigma
The time
served and the committee will re- i
Alpha
Epsilon
fraternity
at Mar
serve the right of refusal of an
shall College to make reservations
exhibit which it considers unsafe.
for its centennial banquet and
All exhibits must be entered on
ball has been extended to noon
official entry blanks furnished by
tomorrow.
the committee. A separate entry
_Reservations
M^vauons areareto tobe be made
blank for each exhibit must be '
with Harry E. Fischer,
Flo-’’ 2839 Wash
Z -jailed by March 15 to Dr. Mills
ington Boulevard.
zt the college. Blanks may be ob-,
The banquet at 7 P. ..M. Friday
■ tained through the student’s school
at’• ".
thej Hotel Prichard will be
-science teacher or by sending a
followed by
the dance
.j the
dance from 10
request to Dr. Mills. A registra
P. M. to 11 A.
M.
A
A.
M.
A centennial
c
tion card will be sent to the ex
queen willI be crowned at the
hibitor on receipt of the entry,
dance.
| blank.
--

■

” -

mw

c

A- ...

SAE Reservation
Period Extended ,

A

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-—3-8-56

For Immediate Release

From:

Joe May-nor, Sports Publicity Director
JULE RIVLIN

Not many conversations about Marshall College

basketball players will ever go far without someone mention
”RivM is probably the best

ing the name of Jule Rivlin.

known ball player to ever wear the green and white*
He gained a berth on the All-American squad in

1937-3® when he was playing under Cam Henderson, the man
whom he replaced this year.

That same year he was the second

highest scorer in the nation.
Jule spent two and one half years in the Army after

graduation, where he coached a basketball team, for the first
time.

After he came out of the army he took over the coach

ing duties of the Toledo Jeeps
player-coach.

where he handled the role of

He led his teammates to the World Professional

Tournament in 19^+79 and was picked the most valuable player

in the tournament.
He then shifted his coaching talents to the Wheeling,
West Virginia Blues, of the All-American Professional League.

Here his team took first place in the league in 19^9-50 with

”Riv" still active as a player.

He took a job coaching at Wheeling McKenley High
School after the Blues broke up, and remained there until he

was called to take over at Marshall where the ”01e Man” left off.
*

UjflSre)
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE—3-8-56

In the past he has been active as both player and

coach, and all of his teams have played the same aggressive
basketball as the Marshall team on which he was so successful.
This year Coach Rivlin, in his first year as head

coach, has guided his team to their first Mid-American Con?•

ference championship with the second highest scoring team in
the nation.

- 30 -
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MARSHALL COI.LEGE INFORMATION SERVICE---- 5-8-56

For Immediate Release
To The Parthenon

(X-Ray Unit-- 1)
Students and faculty members will have the opportunity to
participate in the State Health Departments annual free x-ray program
March 19 through the 23, according to Dr. Charles H. Hagen, clinic physician.

Peginning March 19 a mobile x-ray unit will be in front of
the Student Union for five days during which tine students and faculty members

may have chest x-rays taken without cost to themselves.

The chest x-ray picture is the best and most effective method
of detecting Tuberculosis and other pathological disturbances in the lung area,

according to Doctor Hagan.
"Last year’s records of the program here Indicate that approxi

mately 75 per cent of the students and faculty members participated, " said
Doctor Hagan.

"This year we would liko to have 100 per cant participation,"
Doctor Hagan added that several cases of mild lung infection

were detected and promptly treated as a result of the unit’s five day visit to
the campus in 1955.

The actual picture taking process takes less than two minutes end
results are available xvithin sixty days.

Those who had chest x-rays in 1955

should repeat the procedure again this year, Doctor Hagan stressed, as

Tuberculosis can developed in a very short time.
- 30 -
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 3-9-56
To The Huntington Advertiser, Huntington, VZ.Va.

For Immediate Release

(Rehearsal Note)
Is there a seamstress in the house?

One member of ’’The Crucible” cast

at Marshall College could have used one after a slight accident occurred
during rehearsals last night.

In a scene which called for her to be

thrown to the floor, Pat Blackburn, wearing toreador pants, found that she

had overestimated their flexibility. The seems gave up the fight as Miss

Blackburn dove to the boards.

In an attempt to save her composure, Miss

Blackburn threw her hair over her he:.d to cover her slightly reddened face
as the director cried ”No ad libs, pleaseI”

- (30) -
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 3-9-56
To the Charleston Gazette, Charleston, W. Va.
For Immediate Release

(Kay Henrietta Hoon-—)
Miss Kay Bennetta Hoon, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John B. Hoon of

1906 McClung Street in Charleston, was recently initiated into Kappa Phi,

national honorary art fraternity at its Marshall College chapter.

Miss Hoon was initiated among a group of eighteen students majoring
in art at Marshall.

Miss Hoon is a sophomore in Teachers College and a member

of the F. T. A., the Sportlettes and Kappa Phi.

- 30 *
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MARSHALL C0I1ECK INFORMATION SERVICE-- 3-8-36
For immediate release

(Public School Officials)
Public school officials from Virginia and California “will be on

the Marshall College campus Monday (March 12) to interview 1936 graduates
of the Teachers College.

Appointments with either man nay be made through the office of

Dean D. Hanks Hilburn.

The school officials are Dr. Charles T. Walsh of Arlington, Va
assistant superintendent of Arlington County Schools, and Dr. Howard Crofts
of Dan Diego, Calif., assistant director of personnel of San Diego City

schools.
-30-
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MARSHAIL COLLIDE INFCWVTION SERVICE-- 3-8-56

?or Immediate Release

(Student Teaching Application deadline)

March 30 is the deadline for the filing of applications to do
student teaching at Marshall College during the summer and in the fall, it
was announced by Deem D. Banks Kilburn of Marshall’s teachers college.
/ /

Prior teaching experience is required of those who register for

C'

student teaching during the summer. Ho previous professional experience is

required for the fall program.
- 30 -
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MARS} ALL COLLEGE ITTOPJ'ATION SERVICE—-3For Immediate release

(Dr. Braith to speak)

Dr. Stewart H. Smith, president of Marshall College,
will address St

John’s Laymen League at St. John’s Episcopal

Church Friday (March 8) at 7:30 p. •m.

His subject will be ’’Giants in the Land.”
-30-
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/

Or. Bartlett et Conference)

Dr. .T • ’hr-nk ’'urtlett, dean. o' V-e college of arts End sciences

et ’torshall College, attended the 11th \rationr«l Confcn’ence on

*du-

ertion in Chicnf’O 1 torch ^-7.
- to wis aliened to a {-roup ctudylnc the

fienn.ee that educa

tional pi’or:iwia o.f :ovem)iCnt end industry ’ r.vc to hOker education.
' oro then lfOGO leaders in A^ericrui '..5/±er ednc?4 ion attended the

conference.
-:?0-

MARSHALL COLLEGE IUFORIUTIOH .SERVICE---- 3-9-56
To the Industrial Hews, leager, W. Via*
For Irnedlate Release

(Shirley Fite—)
Miss Shirley Fite, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Earl M. Fite of

Squire, W* Va.f was recently initiated into Kappa Fhi > national honorary
art fraternity, at the Marshall College chapter.

Miss x?ite was initiated along with a group of eighteen art majors

who are candidates for art degrees from the college.

She is a graduate of

Big Creek High School and is presently enrolled as a sophomore in Teachers

College at Marshall.

- 30 -
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE---- 3-9-56
To th© Charleston Daily Mail, Charleston, W. Va.

For Immediate Release

(Kappa Phi-- )
Two Charleston students of Marshall College have been initiated

into Kappa Phi, national honorary art fraternity, at ceremonies in the
Art Department of Marshall recently*

Nancy Marples end Patricia Lou Frame, both graduates of South

Charleston High School, were initiated among a group of eighteen art majors
who are candidates for degrees from the Art Department of the college*
Miss Marples is tho daughter of Mr. and Mrs* Alan Marples of 308

Shepherd Avenue in South Charleston.

She is a sophomore in Teachers College

and a member of Alpha Sigma Tau, F. T. A., and the Student Christian As
sociation.
Kiss Frame is the daughter of Hr* and Mrs. Harry Frame of 710

Jefferson Street in South Charleston.

She is a junior in Teachers College

and a member of various campus organizations, including the F. T. A., Alpha

Beta, Kappa Pi, Alpha Lambda Delta and the Student Christian Association.
- 30 -
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 3-9-56

To the Williamson Daily News, Williamson, W. Va.

For Immediate Release

(Joan 'Tadine Carr—-)
Joan Nadine Carr, daughter of Mr* and Mrs. Lester F. Carr, Sr.

of Williamson, was recently initiated into Kappa Phi, national honorary

art fraternity at the Marshall College chapter.
Miss Carr was initiated with a group of eighteen art students

who are candidates for degrees in art.

She is enrolled as a junior in

Teachers College at Marshall and is a member of various campus organizations.
- 30 -
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HARSHAI1 COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 3-9-56
To the West Virginia Herald, Clendenin, W. Va.
For Immediate Release

(Elizabeth Ann Renick-- )
Elizabeth Ann Renick, daughter of Hr. and Mrs. Earl C. Renick of

Route 4, Clendenin, recently took part in a program of religious services
at the Stella Fuller Settlement in Huntington.

Miss Renick, was among a group of Marshall College students v?ho
conducted a religious service Thursday evening under the auspices of Kappa

Delta Chi, national religious honorary fraternity.

Their program was the

first in a series to be presented at various hospitals and settlement homes

in the Tri-State area.

Miss Renick is a junior in the College of Arts and Sciences at
Marshall and a member of the Student Christian Association.
- 30 -
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 3-12-56
For Immediate Release

To The Parthenon

(Parents Week—1)

Arrangements and plans for a 1256 Parents Week End on the
<--- \
&

campus have been drawn up by a committee of students and faculty
members.

The event is scheduled for May 11-12-13 and will consist

of departmental displays, demonstrations, guided campus tours,
special programs, teas, luncheons, religious services, and other

*
■

events, designed to interest the parent.
According to Maywood Ellifritt, Greenwood senior and program chairman, efforts will be made to conduct the program annually
if this year’s event is successful.
!

The program is intended to acquaint parents and relatives
of students with the college and its overall academic and social

program.

•I
The annual Mother’s Day Sing sponsored by the Lnter-fra•l

ternity Council and the Pan-Hellinlc Council will conclude the week-

end of activity. J
4

Committee members are:

Steering Committee—Maywood

Ellifritt; Major Purdy Phillips, assistant professor of military
science; James K. Herring, assistant professor of journalism and

Director of Information Service; and R. Wayne Hugoboom, associate
professor of music.

(more)

—

LTARSHA1L COIZEOE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 3-12-56
(Parents Week—2)

Publicity—Robert Adans, Huntington senior and Pat Cooper,

Huntington sophomore.
Finance—James Davis, Huntington senior; Events—K. -A. Ammar,
Bluefield senior; Jim Eddins, Huntington junior; Joanne Jeffries,
Clarksburg junior; and Nancy Williams, Hurricane senior.

Intromurals events—G. David Humphreys, Huntington senior.

Information desk—Tammy Orr, Huntington junior; and Gloria

Biggs, Beckley freshman*
Presidents Reception—Jean Ford, Huntington sophomore;
Onicron Delta Kappa Awards—William Keesee, War senior; and

dance chairman—Edward Davis Hagen, Huntington junior.

Open House committee—William Horan, Huntington junior;
Margaret Ann Taylor, Charleston junior; and Wary Ponded Boomer<;senior.

Other chairman and committee members will be appointed as

arrangements progress, according to chairman E’llifrltt.
- 30 -
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College Play Also Presents
17th Century Fashion Show
J MM
__ _.

By JOANNE McCLELLAN
j What would it be like to at
tend a fashion show' in 1692?
■ Well, you can do the next best
‘ thing. You can see what the
i well dressed Pilgrim wore back
when he was fighting to k e e p
his sanity and keep America
free. The place is the Marshall
College auditorium, and the
play is, “The Crucible,” open
ing Wednesday under the direc
tion of Clayton Page of the
speech department.

The costumes were rented
from the Hamilton Horn and
Son Company in Philadelphia.
They are authenic replicas of
the clothes worn by our fore
fathers. The women’s dresses
are definitly not Marilyn Mon
roe type clothes. From their
high necked neatly tucked bod
ices down to the skirts one inch ’
from the floor, they have a ■
simple, attractive puritan look.
I The predominant colors are reds
' and greys. The flowery print
worn by Tituba, a colored
mammy, played by Shirley
Bowyer, has the fiery gypsy
look not uncommon today.
The men’s costumes however
foolish they may seem at first,
are not pre - historic either.
Bermuda shorts worn on the
campus by every collegian are
barely three inches shorter and
just a bit more stylish, accord
ing to our 20th century fashion
authorities. The men wear tunic
styled jackets with high starched
collars and cuffs. The belts
worn on the outside of the coasts
are about three inches wide
and have large metal buckles.
THE SOCKS worn by pilgrims
are not plaid argyles but are of
trim black silk. The well dressed
Pilgrim completed his outfit with
a high black hat trimmed with
a metal buckle. The hats are
higher than present day Stet
sons and have wider brims,
somewhat resembling a ten gal
lon Texas hat.
Paul Wright from Huntington,
who plays the role of John
Proctor wears a stylish outfit
of maroon and grey. His short
maroon pants, trimmed with
maroon braid, barely show
■ beneath his luxurious kelly
green coat.
In one scene three women are
clothed in lavender, rose, and
purple. The dresses are comple
mented by stiff white starched
collars and cuffs.
Everywhere on the Marshall
campus today, women can be
found with white collars and

i

J

! cuffs that add a touch of gay
ness to their skirts and sweat
ers. Twentieth century women
have gone a step further than
their ancestors though, they
have added rhinestone and pearl
designs to their collars.

>

PERHAPS IF the fashion de
signers of the 20th century
could turn back to the late 17th
century, they would be sur
prised to see the correlation be
tween attractive Grace Kelly
dresses and the dresses of our
puritan anscestors.
The cast is as follows:
John Proctor will be played
by Paul Wright, Huntington jun
ior; Deputy Governor Danforth,
by John Seffense, Huntington
senior; Elizabeth Proctor, by
Ida Ruth Duffey, Huntington
junior; Mary Warren, by Pa
tricia Blackburn, Belle fresh
man; Abigail Williams, by San
dra Alexander, Kenova fresh
man; the Rev. Samuel Parris,
by Joe Borradaile, South
by Nancy Lee Johnson,
Charleston sophomore;
The Rev. John Hale, by Harry
Tweel, Huntington freshman;
Betty Parris, by Nancy Lee
Johnson, Charleston sophomore;
Tituba, by Shirley Bowyer
Charleston freshman; Susannah
Waicott, by Betty Moore, St.
Albans freshman; Mercy Lews,
By Karen Harvey, Baileysville
sophomore; Mrs. Ann Putnam,
by Mary Lou Maloney, Bailysville sophomore;
Rebecca Nurse, by Jane Garrette, Huntington sophomore;
Thomas Putnam, by Charles
Ricketts, Huntington freshman;
Giles Corey, by Danny Goulding, Huntington junior; Zekial .-I
Cheever, by Bill Brook, Hun-.
tington sophomore; Judge Ha
thorne, by John Murphy, Clarks
burg freshman; and John Will
ard, by Keith Fitzpatrick, Hun
tington sophomore.
James McCubbin, play produc
tion instructor, is technical di
rector.

found through Christian friendship
is more helpful in shrinking the
world to community size than all
the marvels of modern com
munication, Miss Aiko Yokoya,
Japanese student at Marshall Col
lege, has found. Friendship is re
sponsible for her being in Hun
tington today and is making her
stay here very pleasant.
Miss Yokoya is residing at 223
Green Oak Drive with Mr. and
Mrs. George J. Selvey, parents
of her friend, Miss Esther Selivey, Christian missionary in
'Tokyo. Among the friends she has
found here are Dr. and Mrs.
Harry H. Bryan, former mis
sionaries to Japan who speak her
;native language. Twice recently
;she has spoken to groups at the
j nearby Beverly Hills Presby
terian Church, where Dr. Bryan
■ is pastor, telling them of condi
tions in Japan.
The daughter of a dentist in
Kochi, Japan, Miss Yokoya was
graduated last June from Kobe
College, where she majored in so’ ciology. She entered Marshall
College at the beginning of the
present semester to study educa, tional guidance and counseling.
The friendship that is respon• sible for Aiko's being in Hunting
ton today was formed -two years
‘ ago when she met Esther Selvey;
i they went from Tokyo to Hong
kong, China, together with a work
camp party sponsored by the
American Friends Service Com
mittee. Their purpose was to help
build houses for thousands ref
ugees from Red China.
“In the five days from Japan
to Hongkong on the boat, Esther
and I became good friends,” Aiko
relates. “Thirty young people
participated in the international
work camp. We lived in tents to
gether and worked together for
three weeks. From morning to
evening we helped to build the
houses on the island; in the eve
ning we had discussions and tried
to understand each country’s sit

(
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nation and its problems. Through i of the"15tal’^Xttrffefif population, 1
the hard work and talking to ‘ which bravely confronts the com- |
gether, we tried to understand munistic theorists with the be- j
each other as’ equal human lief in spiritual revolution through i
beings created by God. We say the Christian individual as the
that this international understand constructive answer to the world’s ;
ing and idea of working together ills.
is called an evangelical move “The Japanese spirit is greatly ,
troubled and confused,” Miss
ment.”
Back in Tokyo the two young Yokoya reports, mentioning her ;
women continued their friend belief that one of the most im
ship. Aiko would sometimes visit portant facts about Japan today
Esther at the social settlement of is the surprising rebirth of Shin- j
the United Christian Church of toism, the old folk religion, in a
modern form that is greatly in
Japan.
fluenced by Christian thought and
“Esther is very busy and has
a full day,” her friend explains. practice.
“The work of the Christian mis
“Besides her work at the settle sionaries is basic to the growth
ment, she has a week-end work
thought,'
camp, studies Japanese once each of Christian thought," ’ Miss
week, and teaches two nights in Yokoya says.
the English school.”
On learning that the Japanese
girl had an opportunity to come
to the United States with an uncle
who was making a business trip
to tliis country, and that it was
her desire to attend an American
college, Esther Selvey wrote to
her parents who invited Aiko to
live with them and attend Mar
shall College.
At Ohio Wesleyan College
Esther Selvey decided to become ’
a missionary. After college grad-.;
uation in 1952, she attended a
course in missionary training in
Hartford, Conn., and went,to Ja
pan the same year. She taught
English in Kasui College, Naga
saki, for a time, then studied
Japanese and transferred to the
settlement in Tokyo. She is now ■!
25, slightly more than a year ‘
older than her friend.
;
As a Christian sociologist, Aiko f
Yokoyo is familiar with the
thoughts prevalent among post
war Japanese youth. Many Jap
S»r anese college students have
joined the labor movement and
be observed Monday at a meet
study ideological communism;
ing of the Huntington High
they dream of social revolution
School Parent-Teacher Associa
and a new society in which the
tion. The meeting will be held
problems of modern Japan will
be solved economically. Opposed
to these are the small Protestant
Christian group, only 0.6 per cent

[Steiner To Be
Science
,
Institute Talker
Professor'll E. Steiner/ chair-;
man of the Oberlin College Chem-;
istry Department, will be one of
the featured lecturers at the Mar-;
shall College Summer Science!
Institute from June 4 through July;
13 at Marshall, it was announced;
today.
1
Professor Steiner is listed in,
American Men of ■ Science and
Who’s Who in America. He for- !
merly taught at Yale University !
before accepting his present posi
tion at Oberlin College. His field is
physical chemistry and he has
written several books on the sub
ject in addition to journal articles
and review papers. .
The Marshall College institute is I
one of twenty-one being conducted I
throughout the country by the Na
tional Science Foundation. It is
designed to help high school! I
science teachers gain a better in- [ |
sight into the basic-concepts
of the j
"F
physical sciences, so
they—
may bet- I'
ter present them in their class- |
rooms.
—-1

PTA College .Night Set

MISS EMMA
, rCI• ROGERS
*
*-IAuAVAj

mma Rogers, daughter "of 355
Miss. Emma
355 Fifth
Fifth Avenue. Cadet
ol Mr. and Mrs. R. I. Rogers of Scherffius is in his second year
St. Albans, and a Marshall Col at the academy.
lege student, was recently
She is a member of Pi Kappa
elected “Sweetheart of C o m- Sigma sorority at Marshall, and
pany M 1” at the United States
has visited the academy three
Military Academy at West times this year.
Point, N. Y.
As a company sponsor, Miss
She was chosen sweetheart of Rogers will be formally p r ethe company in a contest of 40 sented to the Cadet Corps dur- ■
candidates. Miss Rogers will be
introduced with 19 other c o m- ing the five June Week dances.
President Eisenhower, General
pany sponsors at a formal
George C. Marshall, and Gen
Easter hop March 31. The gilds
eral Douglas MacArthur are
will also be presented during
June Week at the Graduation among the dignitaries expected i
Hop.
at the June Week festivities.
Miss Rogers is employed by
Miss Rogers is pinned to Ca
det Joseph Scherffius, s o n of the Cabell County Board of Edu
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Scherffius, cation.

I

M. at the school audi

« • »• «■ “ “ •

torium.
i
Dr. J. Frank Bartlett, dean
of the college of arts and
sciences; Dr. D. Banks Wilburn, |
dean of the teachers college, i
i
and Lieutenant Colonel T. E.
1
Carter, head of the ROTC Unit, |
will be the speakers.
Other PTA groups from high ■
schools in Cabell County have .
been invited to attend. An in-<
formal question period will fol-;
low the talks.
I
Tom Fulcher, a graduate of,
Huntington High School and a.
student at Marshall College. :
will give the invocation. Mi's. ■
Don Baker will preside at a
i| short business session preceding J
| the program.

Student
Recital
Scheduled ,
/■

;
■

'
'

i
5 '5 I?
Barbara Walden, soprano', Sylvia Ohlson, pianist, and Robert
Tweel, horn player, senior students of John W. Creighton and
Wilbur Pursley, of Marshall Col
lege, will be presented in a Senior Recital Tuesday at 8:15 P. M.
in the College Auditorium.

Miss Walden is the daugh
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Bill Walden,
; of Hamlin. She is a member
1 of Music Educators, Symphonic
Choir and Delta Omlcron.
Miss Ohlson is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Ohlson,
i of Columbus, O. She attended
Ohio State University for two
years and has studied piano
for 12 years.

)

ROBERT E. Tweel is the
■ son of Mr. and Mrs. S. G. Tweel,
of Huntington. He is a member
of Music Educators, the Mar
shall Band, Brass Ensemble,
Phi Mu Alpha, Sinfonia, and
Symphonic Choir.

Music I Heard With You
Hageman
I Wonder As I Wander
J. J. Niles
I Can’t Be Talkin’ of Love

Ks
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National School Board
Head To Address Parley,

■ WH

Y:

Dunhill

Nymphs And Shepherds
Purcell
Miss Walden

II
“Edward” Ballade

Brahms
0. H. ROBERTS JR.

I

Guest speaker at t^e banquet £o
be held in conjunction with the
fourth annual convention of the
W. Va. School Board Associate ?n:
Thursday and Friday will be a
O. H. Roberts Jr., president of
the National School Board Asso
ciation, Inc.
;!
Mr. Roberts will address a joint
meeting of the SEA and the W Va.
As. delation of School Superintend
ents at 6:45 P. M. Friday, in the
■
H( iei Governor Cabell.
Mr. Roberts is a graduate of
Evansville College and received his
J. D Degree in 1940 from the
George Washington University law
school. He is a member of the law
firm of Roberts and Roberts in his
. home city, Evansville, Ind. and
has been an active member of
Indiana school Boards for several
years.
Mr. Roberts has been the re
cipient of the Evansville College
Phi Zeta award; the Distinguis icd
~ Service Award of the Indiana S'-ate
I Junior Chamber of Commerce; tha

Whims

Interviews with architects inter*
ested in drawing plans for Mar-;
shall College’s new health a n d;
physical education building will bej
conducted next week, President:
Stewart H. Smith announced to-,
day. He said eight architectural;
firms have asked for the job.
A building advisory committee!
appointed by President Smith has !
prepared a schedule of appoint
ments for the architects. After
they have been interviewed and
further study has been given the
matter, the college will select the
architect it would like to see get'
■ the job and recommend to the
State Board of Education-• that he
be hired.
Writes Attorney General
1 Dr. Smith said he handwritten
[the state attorney general for an; swers to several specific questions
relative to procedure and interpretation of the bill which makes pos
sible erection of the new facility
on the campus.
The bill, passed at the last ses
sion of the Legislature, authorizes
the State Board of Education to
sell up to $950,000 of revenue bonds
to finance construction and ac
quire new land. The bonds will be
retired with certain college fees,
, some of which now go into the
state general fund.
The bill states that the money
will not be available until after
July 1, 1957.
Wants Clarification

Schumann
Miss Ohlson

m
Sonata For Horn and Piano
Samuel Adler
Robert Tweel and Wilbur Pursley
IV
O Don Fatale, from Don Carlo
Verdi
Miss Walden
V
Night Winds
Giriffes
Diary of a Fly
Bartok
Allegro Barbaro
Bartok

1

Smith Asks Date
Funds Ready 1

_

I
To The Queen of Heaven

Schumann

Marshall
Gym Plans
Go

A special musical service wilVoe
held at 5 P. M. Sunday at the
! First Presbyterian Church. The
Charles program will include an old fash
ioned hymn sing and numbers by
•
Miss Walden
the Symphonic Choir of Marshall
College.
VII
The congregation directed by Dr.
Sonata for Horn, Trumpet and
Walter D. Eddowes, will be in
Trombone
Poulenc vited to participate in the unre
Robert Tweel, Elmer White and hearsed singing of favorite hymns.
Mrs. Eddowes will accompany the
Peter Donathan
singing on the organ.
Miss Rosalie Hudson will ac
The Symphonic Choir, directed
company Miss Walden on the
by Professor R. Wayne Hugoboom,
piano.
will present a program of secred
selections.

The program for the evening
will be as follows:

In The Evening

I Music Service
Is Set Sunday ,

.w.rrt Af
th. Indiana
Indiana School
award
of the
School
Boards Association, given to the
outstanding school board member
in the state; the Junior Chamber
of Commerce Certificate of Merit:
■and the Good Government Award
J of the Junior Chamber of Com
i merce.
Mr. Roberts will be introduced
at the banquet by John D. Hob’itzell Jr., president of the W. Va.
Association of School Board Mem
bers, who will preside.

President Smith. “I do not
know yet just how far we can pro
ceed with plans, whether we car
advertise for bids and award a
• contract in view of the fact thathe money will not be available
until a year from this July. Whei
I hear from the attorney general
I will be in a better position to dis
cuss plans.
• The college purchased land eas
of Eighteenth street in 1954-55 fc
■ the new building.
The new building will be fo<
men students. Jt will include
gymnasium, swimming pool, clas;<
rooms, faculty offices, locker ar.
shower rooms and other facilitie
Women students and Marsha
high school students will contini
' to
t use the present physical educ
tion building on theJ campus.

—......—i

^Education Is Community
Job,
School Parley Told
!
2' 2 H* 6 6 /S’-

I Separate and joint sessions of . with the democratic countries of
By Dofc Hatfield '/ >, w'eX.c-K star Harry Wheeler and
the West Virginia Associations of | the world?”
Marshall College’s baseball current Marshall pitchers Jim;
School Superintendents and the
Lane and Rudy Chandler.
,!
team will be put through an intra
West Virginia School Boards As
Shaping Up
;
squad game tomorrow, weather
sociation, which opened here on
“Our infield has been looking;
Thursday, closed last night with
permitting, at Inco Park, head “We’ve got in a few good sessions;
a banquet at the Hotel. Governor
coach Bill Chambers said today. pretty good,” said Chambers.i.
Cabell.
Chambers pronounced his group ; the past few days and they’re
Speaking at the banquet, O. H.
“in fine condition” today and said really shaping up. We had sort of
Roberts, Jr., of Evanston, Ill.,
all his candidates were ready for an informal scrimmage session J
president of the National School
yesterday. That Greer looked aw-i
Boards Association, told the ed
the contest, slated for 3:45 P. M. fully good hitting. And Wolfe‘
ucators and board members that
He listed a tentative starting blasted a couple of long balls, too.!
the responsibility of fitting to
lineup, adding a few first-line sub “Some of the boys have sore
day’s youth for today’s world
stitutes which are sure to see ac arms, but that’s only natural this
must be accepted not only by pro
fessional educators but by the
tion. The team will go against a time of the year. It told them
there are thousands of sore arms
citizens, and the various com
group headed by Chambers, him throughout organized b a e b a 11
f munity organizations.
self.’
right now. A lot of my boys are
The school board organization
Easter Vacation , Chambers’ starting group in in their eighth,, week of practice.
elected R. E. Barnett of Bluefield
cludes: first base — Hal Greer; And they’re looking better.
as president; H. G. Kennedy of
Will
Beam
“That hitting we’ve had these
Charleston as vice-president, and
second base — Gary Wolfe; third past four days has done us a lot
Mrs. Rosalie S. Detch of Lewis
The Easter racaUon^for Hut.tingbase — Stan Miclecki; shortstop of good.”
burg as secretary-treasurer.
ton parochial schools will begin to
— John Mayberry; catcher—Sam
Earlier yesterday the two
morrow afternoon.
Smith; left field — Lafe Parsley;
groups, meeting in joint sessions,
Marshall College and Marshall
center field >— Dyke Six; right
discussed problems of public re
laboratory school students will be
lations and of integration.
dismissed at noon Thursday while ( field — Bill Anderson.
Assistant Raleigh County School
Top Subs .
Cabell county public schools will
iSuperintendent C. D.'Munson said
close at the end of the regular
Top subs included outfielders
that the schools should proceed
school day Thursday.
Joel Jones, Dick Brown and Clar
(immediately to complete the pro
All schools and Marshall College
ence York, first baseman Ron
gram of racial integration in the
Williamson, second baseman Jerry
will reopen Tuesday morning,
Schools since the ruling of the
Cook and third baseman Donzil
April 3.
U. S. Supreme Court represents a
Hall.
St. Joe Closes First
blear mandate.
Assuming the pitching duties
St. Joseph’s Catholic school will
I Superintendent Virgil Flinn of
will be Paul Underwood and Bob
i the Kanawha County school sys
close at 11:30 A. M. tomorrow and
Ashley, • top hurlers for the Big Marshall Net
tem, where integration has been
Sacred Heart school, at noon.
Green last year.
put into effect at certain levels,
Classes at St. Peter Claver and
These starters will face quite an Team To Host
declared that the obligation to
Our Lady of Fatima schools will
experienced pitcher — Coach
provide integration of the schools
be dismissed at .the close of
Chambers himself. Chambers is a ND Tomorrow ,
should be approached on an
classes tomorrow afternoon.
former Double-A minor leaguer.
7
A cX- t
ethical level.
Tonight at 8:15 o’clock in the
Backing, him up will be a few Big
The Fighting Irish of the Uni
“This whole matter must be
city auditorium the St. Joseph’s
Green reserves, plus the ineligible versity of Notre Dame invade
settled on a higher basis than the
High School Dramatics Club will
Al Brown, former Marshall catch
law,” said Mr. Flinn. “It must be
present Robert Benson’s “The Up
ers Delano Adkins and Jim Clary, Huntington tomorrow for a tennis
settled in the realm of ethics,
per Room”, the story of the pas
- match with Marshall College at
Christian principles, and applica
sion and death of Christ.
the campus courts. Starting time
tion of the Golden Rule.”
A special Easter assembly for
. is 1 P. M.
Mr. Flinn said the crux of the
both the Marshall elementary'and
Coach Lanny Brisbin would!
problem is the sincerity of the
high school will be held in the
citizenry of the nation, adding:
make no predictions about the!
college auditorium Thursday pre
“We have given lip service to
ceding the close of school for the
match today, but he did admit'
equality of opportunity. Now we
holiday.
his
players were in good condi
'stand before the judgment bar of
Special Easter programs also Rivlin Speaker
tion. In fact, Brisbin confessed,
,the world. The question is: will
are being held this week in many
the brown, yellow and Negro
he expected a “pretty good year.”
of the public schools of the county. At Vinson Fete
races swing into the Communist
Top men for the Big Green:
orbit or will they cast, their lor j
Jules Rivhn^Marshful College
should be former city singles
basketball and track coach, will
champion Bill Bias and a new-,
Ldadi r.***«f*«" —--------comer, Charlie Bearden. Also in
be the featured speaker at a
line for assignments are Dubby
banquet honoring the Hunting I
Morris, Bill Seidel, Larry Hite
ton Vinson basketball t e a m
and Cebe Price. Another prospect
Wednesday, April 4.
is George Templin, who has been
The Tiger eagers will be feted
working daily with the football
squad.
by the Westmoreland Athletic
The No. 1 doubles outfit will
Association in the new school’s
home economics room at 6:30
consist of Bias and either Bear
den or Morris.
P. M.
Toastmaster will be Bernard
i Brisbin said he plans an 18match schedule for the Big Green
Queen, principal, and letter
netmen.
awards will be presented by
head coach George Ketchum.
“We’ve got an awfully good
schedule this year,” he added.

' Schools,
Marshall
To Close

c

Marshall Nine Slates
Squad Tilt Tomorrow |

I---------------- —I

------- --j _____ _______ __
Big
FeteGreen
April Cage
11
I Board Formally Recognizes

ThfsO/coikge^asket- Graduate School At Marshall !
?'
' -5 U. jQJ
’
» CHARLESTON, March 21'$)—I er education experts headed by
The State Board
tJnnrH of
nf Education
Education has
has; Dr. John E. Brewton of George
made
— Ij
toward! Peabody College, Nashville, ~Tenn,
f__ > its first move
Baer said, however, that the ac
changes in the nine state colleges tion represented much of the
it was announced today.
Head coach Jules Rivlin will I recommended to the 1956 Legis- board
* the before
rec-1
--------’s thinking
were made.
I
1 be the guest speaker.
lature by an education survey | ommendations
c__ 2 ‘
Tickets are now on sale at the ’ team.
___ _______
Marshall athletic office, the Elks
mm Secretary H. K. Baer
Board
Club, Dan’s Sports Shop, Johnny
said
1today the board has formal-;
Angelo’s Pizzeria, Dunhill’s ly designated
Marshall College as
men’s store, Humphrey’s South*
the only one of the nine to have
side Pharmacy, and Walgreen’s ( a graduate school. It also called'
1 drug store.
for comprehensive appraisals at
all the colleges to improve the
quality of pre - engineering pro
grams and off - campus general
3 -a/S
extension instruction.
The Mozarteum Orchestra or formed admirably in both solo and
A survey also will be made, by
Salzburg, Austria, recreated the duet roles. Madame Locse is of
Baer, on degree and course of musical dream world of Mozart in the Vienna State Opera and Mi*.
ferings at the colleges including a superb performance at the Herbert sings with the Metropoli
< / *" *7
<
. I
Marshall's golf squad ^s’trbked costs and the like. Baer said the Keith - Albee Theater last night. tan Opera.
the type of courses, enrollments,
Motivated by the very spirit of The Mozarteum concert was
their way in fashionable style
four
resolutions
were
approved
at
the great Austrian composer, the truly a musical treat. It proved
past a strong Denison team. 18%the board’s last meeting and con touring Europeans presented an once again, that music which as.
5% yesterday afternoon in their
today.
all-Mozart program in observance defied the wear of the ages neverseason opener at the Guyan firmed
The resolutions ” generally are
fails to produce an evening thor
Country Club. The Big Green win in line with recommendations of of his bicentennial year.
The concert was under the able oughly refreshing and inspiring. !
came over a veteran Denison a report made by a team of high! direction of Ernst Maerzendorfer.
JAH
squad that had all their regulars
It was enthusiastically received
, from last year’s team that only
by a capacity Marshall College Ar
dropped one match.
tists Series Audience.
.
The Green’s Jack Freeman, a
The
music
was
full
of
life.
It .
sophomore surprise inserted into
was marked by a string section ■
the No. 1 spot, turned in the best
that reached the soulful and ten
score of the day. The Huntington
der; by brasses and horns that
! youngster fired a 76 over the par
were as soothing as a soft touch,
. 72 course, finishing with a 36 on
and by rhythm as vitally regular
! the back nine.
as the human heartbeat.
The results: Freeman (M) 40Reared and educated in a Mo- I
, 36—76, Bob Stewart-- (D) 46-37—
zartian atmosphere, Mr. Maerzen
83; Jack Stewart (M) 42-42—85,
dorfer displayed an exceptional
Phil Rouce (D) 46-43—89; Rogers
ability to achieve the exact inter
White (M) 41-39-80, Mike Griley ( Marshall College’s god' ’team pretations intended by Mozart.
(D) 47-41—88; Thurman Watts'
opens its schedule today at t h e This was particularly evident in
(M) 41-46—87, Walt Milar (D) Guyan Country Club against a the softening of downbeats so
45-44—88; Dix Preston (D) 44-38- I Denison University outfit at 2 characteristic in Mozart’s day.
82, Jack Powers (M) 4544—89; I
Mr. Maerzendorfer, combining the
I Ray Burcham (M) 42-41—83,I o’clock.
fancy of a musician and the pro " “Marshall College^Night” will
Coach
Neal
(Whitey)
Wilson
I Charles Baker (D) 45-44—89. |
has chosen six players for opening fundity of a scholar, led the mu be observed by Huntington high
day action. He added, however, sicians in a colorful venture in. school PTA at 8 P. M. today in the
that he wouldn’t be certain of their Mozartian melody.
.school auditorium.
The program opened with the
positions until the match got un
Miss Lucy Prichard, first prin
Star
Spangled
Banner
and
the
cipal of Huntington High and a
derway.
Austrian
Anthem.
Particularly
Named were Veterans Jack
former member of the Marshall
Stewart, Roger White and Jack well - received were “Eine Kleine College faculty, will be the guest of
Powers, along with newcomers Nachtmusik”, “Bassoon Con honor.
Jack Freeman, Ray Burcham and certo”, a duet, “Crudele Per che
Guest speakers will be Dr. J. F.
Thurman Watts. The latter three finora from Nozze di Figaro” and Bartlett, dean of Arts and Science
“
Jupiter
Symphony
”
.
College; Dr. D. Banks Wilburn,
are sophomores.
Mme. Emmy Locse, sdprano,
dean of the Teachers College, and
and Ralph Herbert, baritone, per Lt. Col. T. E. Carter, head of the
ROTC program.
The invocation will be given by
Tom Fulcher, a Marshall College
student.
Musical selections will be given
by a clarinet quartet from the
| Entries' ^ere~ invitg'd yesl
high school band.
iferdaypof the contest for Huntington’s i sor contestants may contact Major
Mrs. Don Baker, president, will
seventh annual tribute to- the Phillips at the military depart
■in a “Miss Armed Forces” con armed forces, said entrants be ment at Marshall College. The
preside at a short business meet
ing.
test which will be a feature of tween 16 and 21 years old may be deadline for entries will be some
Other county PTA groups have
Huntington’s observance of Armed sponsored by military units, fra time next month.
I
been invited to the program which
Forces Day on May 19. The queen ternal orders, clubs, business es
is the first of its type.
of the event will be crowned at a tablishments or similar units.
dance at Memorial Field House Last year the contest attracted
entrants.
lihat night.
Organizations desiring to spon-1
; Major Purdy Phillips, chairman

ball team, champions of t h e
Mid-American Conference, w i H
be honored with a banquet• in
•
the honored
college dining
April 11,
be
with ahall
banquet
in

Salzburg Orchestra Brings
Mozart's Dream World Alive

Marshall Golfers
Defeat Denison.

marshall Hosts
Denison Golfers

I'Miss Armed Forces' Contest Under Way

'Huntington High
To Hold Marshall
Night At 8 P.. M.,

7—The Herald-Dispatch—Tues., March 20, 1956 *;

Big Green And
Marshall Golfers
Illinois Net men .
Open Season Today
Battle Tomorrow

Quartets Compete Tonight
In College Benefit Event

MW »

Marshall’s untested gblf squad
: opens their season today against
Denison ’ University at 2 P. M. at
; the Guyan Country Club, with
Coach Neal B. Wilson still won
dering about the order in which
his sextet will tee off.
Wilson named six players,
Jack Stewart, Roger White, Jack1
• Powers, Jack Freeman, Thur
man Watts and Ray Burcham
for opening day action, but he
hasn’t as yet designated their
rankings for this afternoon’s i
match. The first three are re• turning lettermen, while the lat .
ter three are sophomores.
Accompanying
the Big Red
-- .-- v-links squad will be Mid-Ameri- 1
can Conference Commissioner
Dave Reese. After their match t
j today, Denison
___ will
..-1 head for t
White Sulphur Springs to engage 9
in a weekend encounter with y
Ohio U., Washington-Lee, and s
* Colgate.
c

f

^(Picture

Cot. 6) '

Approximated 15“M^rrshaH ’Col^ favorites, according to Pete Donlege campus quartets will com- athan, —
.. . senior and con- i
Huntington
pete for top honors in popularity I test chairman.
............................. - -- I
ffor
n,. t).
the popularity phase i
and musical ability tonight at 7:15 ( ofVoting
the contest will be done by the !
P. M. in the Shawkey Student Un
“penny-a-vote” method. Judges
ion building.
The occasion is the Barbershop- who will determine' the group
Beautyshop Contest sponsored by with the most musical ability are:
the Marshall College Choirs to John Phillips, WHTN - Radio;
raise funds for the Symphonic Milton Slater, WHTN-TV; Be r t
Choir’s April trip to the National Shimp, WSAZ-TV; Sterrett O.
Neale, Jr., WSAZ-TV; and Naseeb
Music Convention in St. Louis.
The competing quartets will Tweel, WTCR-Radio. Ashland, j
Trophy cups will be presented;
sing a variety of songs during the
to
the popularity winner and to,
public program,, but most of them
I
will be old barbershop harmony .the judges selection.

The University of Illinois in
vades Huntington tomorrow for a
two-match, three-day engagement I
with Marshall College’s varsity
tennis squad.
The Hlini and the Big Green i
battle at Marshall’s campus
courts tomorrow at 2 o’clock and
again Monday, also at 2.
Marshall opened its season yes
terday against Notre Dame, losing 8-1. The only winner for Mar
shall was Dubby Morris, who defeated John Metz, 6-2, 1-6, 6-4.
Other results:
Harry Smith (ND) defeated Bill
Bias, 6-3, 6-1; Chuck Danoncini
(ND) won over Charles Bearden,
3-6, 6-3, 6-1; Dean Richards (ND)
beat Larry Hite, 6-2, 6-2; Jim Rich
(ND) topped Bill Seidel, 6-3, 6-0;
Tom Gullfole (ND) downed Cebe
Price, 6-3, 6-3.
In doubles action, Smith and
Danoncini knocked off Bias and
Morris, 6-0, 5-7, 9-7; Metz and
Rich defeated Swidel and Bear
den, 6-4, 6-4 and Richards and
Duane Van Dyke outlasted Price
and George Templin, 64, 6-3.
B/1ND CLINIC HELD
RAVENS WOOD A March '19v —
Members of the Ravenswood High
School gave a clinic rehearsal for
Dr. C. Lawrence Kingsbury, head
of the music department of Mar
shall College, Huntington.
The numbers rehearsed will be
used in the forthcoming state
band festival to be held in Hun
tington in May.

Faculty Club
Will Meet
For Dinner,

•I

The Faculty Wives Club of
Marshall College will hold a din
ner meeting at Robinson’s Lake
side Inn this evening at 6:30
o’clock honoring their husbands
and other faculty and staff
members at the college.
Mrs. James J. Barron is chair- i
man and Mrs. Carl E. Miller,
co-chairman of the dinner. The
assisting committee includes
i Mrs. Harold M. Maynard, Mrs.
Herschel Heath, Mrs. Rex C.
• Cray, Mrs. P. L. Galloway, Mrs.
Thomas O’Connell, Mrs. Paul R.
Collins, and Mrs. Thomas Bauserman.
Prof. Frederick A. Fitch of
the physical education depart
ment will show sound films.___ •

400 To Join
In Lawrence
Musical
Event
y- -/ */- 4<

SOUTH POINT; March 26. —
Four hundred pupils from all
parts of Lawrence County will
take part in the annual county
school music festival at the South
Point High School Wednesday
night.
John W. Creighton, vice instruc
tor at Marshall College, will di
rect the choral groups.
A. Kimble Suiter of Gallia
Acalemy at Gallipolis will direct
130 selected musicians in the in
strumental features.
Mr. Suiter was formerly band
director at South Point High
School.
John McCoy, president of the
association in charge of arrange
ments, anticipates a record turn
out of spectators for the two-hour
festival.___ _________________

College Begins Inquiry
Into Drinking At Dances
President ^tewwfc fi/smith bf|

Dr. Smith said a number c
Dr. Smith said a number of
Marshall College yesterday ad faculty members will serve on
dressed letters to approximately the committee being formed.
30 student organizations asking They will not be as numerous as
that each appoint a member to the students on the committee.
a student-faculty committee to College rules provide that each
investigate reports of drinking social event sponsored by a colat some college organization- lege-connected organization must
sponsored dances and other be conducted in accordance with
rules and that approved chaper
events.
Dr. Smith earlier called on ones must be present.
fraternities to observe a no-drink Dr. Smith said reports of drink
ing rule prescribed by the college ing at dances and parties spon
for all events under sponsorship sored by some organizations in
of student organizations recog dicated that “the situation is not
nized by the college. He said the serious,' but we intend not to letI
I
reported drinking took place at it become so.”
; off-campus functions.
Dr. Smith said no disciplinary
action has yet been taken against
■ students for the appearance of
placards which appeared on a
platform and gallows erected on
the campus to advertise a Col
lege Theater play. The placard
read, “Hail the 21st Amendment"
and “Hang Prohibition, Let Us
Keep Our Rights.”
Dr. Smith also had asked fra
ternity cooperation in eliminating: INTERVIEWS AT'COLLEGE
appearance of scantily-clad male
P. W. Martin of Welch, as
students at some costume events. sistant
superintendent of McDow
Dr. Smith said in his letter ell County schools, will be on the
that he is a member of a college Marshall College campus tomor
fraternity and has always be row to interview Marshall seniors
lieved “fraternities and fraternity seeking teaching positions. Inter
men should be the first to abide ested seniors may arrange for
by college regulations and should interviews through the office of
set the standards for the entire Dean D. Banks Wilburn of teachcampus.”
|ers college.

Sorority Officer
Will Visit Here
3■2

£

Rivlin Conducts Rough
rill. AReviews
Reports
fa ~

Mrs. 7.
ii • By DON HATFIELD '
bus, 0., a national province
Marshall College’s basketball
president of Alpha Chi Omega > team was in for a rough scrimsorority, will pay her official ' mage session this afternoon
concentrating on scouting re
visit to Gamma Omicron chap
ports made by head coach Jules
ter at Marshall College Monday.
i' Rivlin during last night’s More
Mrs. Sachs will be honored
head-Western Kentucky game.
“It was a great game, beauti
Tuesday with a tea from 3 until
fully played,” said Rivlin today.
4:30 P. M., at the chapter house,
“I thought Western would win
1601 Fifth avenue.
it, they looked like they were
going to. Both teams played
well and tried hard. Morehead,
of course, looked awfully tough
on those backboards.”
It’s that factor which brings
a bit of gloom to Marshall fans
these days. The Big Green must

r

Miss Reeser Named Queen

By VERONA GRAHAM
Miss Mary Elizabeth Reeser,
a senior at Marshall College,
will be crowned Centennial
Queen of Sigma Alpha Epsilon
fraternity tonight at the Centen
nial Ball to be held in the ball^-x.room of the Hotel Prichard from
( 10 until 1 o’clock, with the Mc/ Coy Brothers Orchestra playing.
Miss Reeser is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Reeser of
409 Eleventh avenue. Her escort
will be Vernon Ferrell, treasurer
of the active chapter.
Preceeding the ball, a formal
Initiation will be conducted with
Larry Hite, EA, in charge. The

Polio Chapter

Meets Tuesday ,

(

face
.— Moi
Morehead, which beat
Western, 84-80, in the first round
of the NCAA tournament at Fort
Wayne Monday night. And, with
the loss of its tallest man, cap
tain Charlie Slack, Marshall is
hurting for rebounds.
Rivlin, however, issued a
statement which may erase that
gloom. Said the coach:
“I think we’re going to win
out there Monday. I think we’ll
beat them.”
The Big Green will drill again
in the morning at 10:30 before
leaving the Tri-State airport to
morrow at 3:30 P. M. for Fort
Wayne. Rivlin said he expected
to arrive in Fort Wayne about
6 P. M.
„

pledges to be' initiated are:
David Mitchell, Guy Cain, Sonny
Thornton, Richard Arnold, Phil
Barnhart, Joe Bordaille, Ray
Lambert Jr., Sam Smith, Rich
ard Brown, Thomas Light, Gor
don Pratt, Lowell Cade, Roger
Scaggs, J. P. Jones, Leonard
Beverage.
Among the members of the old
local, Phi Tau Alpha, to go
Sigma Alpha Epsilon are: Dr.
Paul Loflin of Beckley, Judge
Ralph Stevens of Portsmouth
and Victor Shumate, Bob Davis,
Jack Hamilton, Buck Thompson,
Joe Capehart and Don Leap of
Huntington.
A banquet will be held at-7:30
P. M. at the Hotel Prichard at
which time the model pledge
will be announced. Following the
banquet there will be a closed
circuit broadcast from the site
of t h e founding, University of
Alabama, Tuscaloosa, Ala., dra
matically depicting the story of

With The
Colors

the founding of SAE 100 years
ago.
The Alumni committee in
charge of arrangements for the
celebration is: Richard Ward,
president, Harry E. Fischer and
Churchill Hi ’

Tne
The vttuui*
Cabell' County„ chapter of
u«. National
.1 Foundation
for In
the
~
X ■/ t-. /J..?
fantile Paralysis will have a meet
Army Second Lieutenant David
ing of special interest Tuesday at
8 P. M. in Room 116 in the Old W. Stallings, 22, son of Mr. and
College,
Main at Marshall College.
Mrs. John S. Stallings, 343 Fourth
< the avenue, recently was graduated
The annual meeting of
chapter will be the first since the
announcement of last April that from the ordnance school at Aber
) Salk vaccine had been established deen Proving Ground, Md. Lieuten
as effective in preventing polio. ant Stallings attended a 14-w e e k
This and other progress during associate company
------ r officer course,
the past year will be reviewed.
E* I during which 1he
— studied tactics, ;
Chapter Chairman Calvin F
service
Welch and W. W. Payne, chair- ordnance s----- in the field and .
_ • ’ • The lieu'
man of
graduated in 1955 from |
tenant
was
paign
the 1 campaign.• Marshall college. His wife, Pat, is
on t—
living in Harve de Grace, Md.

...

S“„z; = ““■

For those of you who’re in- .
terested enough to send good
luck telegrams, they’Jl be stay
ing in the Hotel Van Orman,
Fort Wayne, Indiana.
Marshall plans another ses
sion Sunday at 10:30, after a,
visit to a local church, at the'
Fort Wayne War Memorial
Field House. That afternoon the
Big Green eagers will take in
a professional basketball game,
followed by a pro hockey game '
that evening.
Monday, of course, will be
“rest-up” day. Rivlin plans a
walk around town and one big
mral. “And then we’ll try to
win,” he added.
Rivlin will go along with the
lineup used in Wednesday’s ex
hibition with the Frosh. That
outfit has, on offense, Dave Kirk
at center, Hal Greer and Cebe
Price at forwards, and Paul
' Underwood and Jack Freeman
»r at guards.
• On defense, Greer will ext
change positions with Kirk.
i

PauFOn 2nd Team

■

Slack,. Price Chosen
On Coaches' All-MAC
(Special to The Advertiser)

KALAMAZOO, Mich. — Once
again Marshall College, winner
of the 1956 Mid-American Con
ference basketball .champion
ship, has been heaped with hon
ors.
The Big Green, the MAC’S
representative in the NCAA
tournament next week, was
voted to places on the league
coaches’ all-conference first
team.
These honors went to Charlie
Slack, Marshall center and cap
tain, and Cebert Price, slick
Big Green middleman and for
ward. Additional honors went to
Paul Underwood, Marshall, set
shot artist, who was named to
the second team, and Hal Greer,
Marshall forward, who was
awarded honorable mention.
Filling out the first five with
Slack and Price are Jack Smith,
Western Michigan, James Ray,
Toledo, and Don Barnette, Mi
ami.
Other second teams choices
besides Underwood were Rob
ert Diment, Western Michigan,
Bill Kennon, Miami, Dick Gar-

rison, Ohio University, and a
four-way tie for the center posi
tion involving Fred Corbus,
Western, Dan Potopsky, Kent
State, Gene Ray, Bowling
Green, and Scotty Griesheimer,
Ohio U.
Honored with Greer were
Chrystal Ellis, Bowling Green,
Max Chapman, Bowling Green,
Larry Edmunds, Kent, and Jim x
Gorsline, Kent.
For Slack and Price, it was
the second time they have been
picked to an all-MAC team this
week. Just two days ago, they >1
were voted first string positions
by the Associated Press.
Both also were first team
choices last year.
Meanwhile, - according to sta
tistics released by conference
statistician Horace Dunham
show Marshall dominated the
loop. The Big Green had placers
in rebounds, percentages, free I
throws and averages.
Greer topped the percentage
department with a .615 mark. ,
He ranks second in the nation.
Slack, of course, headed the
rebound category, snaring an
average of 23.6 per came.

H

i

Sororities,
Frats Pick
New Officers

By twSRNE''LOGAN‘Z • .
Several social organizations re
cently elected officers and initi
ated new members. The organiza
tions and officers are:
Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity—
Dave Dunlap, Huntington senior,
'president; Paul Jones, vice-presi
dent; Jim Eddins, secretary;
Pele Williamson, senior marshal;
land Ait Keyser, junior marshal;
Chuck Romine, guard; Dave Kirk,
Chaplain, and Dick Sutherland,
historian.
Margaret Quintier, Beckley jun
ior, was elected president of Pi
Kappa Sigma sorority. Other of
ficers are: Loretta Huber, vicepresident; Drema Morgan, cor .
responding secretary; Jeanne Lo
gan, recording secretary; Delores 1
Kamees, treasurer; Louise.
Hanna, publicity chairman; Joan’
McClellan, rush chairman; Ann
Crockett, Lenora Greenlee, and
Kathleen Duddera, assistant rush I
chairman.
Tri-Sig Elects
Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority
elected Mary Adkins, Charleston I
junior, president for the next |
!
year;
Other officers are: Mina Hen '
sley, vice-president; Nancy Con
nally, assistant vice-president;
Virginia Crookshanks, correspond
ing secretary; JoAnn Reilly, re
cording secretary; Jerrie Wil
liams Gillenwater, treasurer; and
Sydney Green, keeper of grades.
■ Margaret Ann Taylor, Charles
ton junior, was elected president
of the Delta Sigma Epsilon so
rority. Other officers are: Ann
Flack, vice president; Pat
Reamey, corresponding secretary;
Barbara Meadows, recording sec
retary; Mary Lou Maloney, treas
urer; and Nancy McGinnis, Huntington sophomore assistant treasurer; Karen Harvey, historian;
Peggy Shawver, chaplain; Jo Ann
Walters, publicity; and Jessica
Smith, social chairman.
Alpha Sigma Alpha sorority re
cently initiated 15 women. They
are: Lydia Lewis, Cherry Bazzie,
Virginia Ellis, Judy Marcum,
Vickie Blevins, Nancy Hanger,
Noreita Payne, Mary Sue Hoey,
Dora Goodman, Mary Lou Doug
lass, Barbara Kingsbury, and
Mary Hutchinson.
• Five men were initiated re
cently by Kappa Alpha Order.
They are: Joe Baracalil, John
Kohler, David Deeds, Roger
Baird and Anthony Bischoff.

Charlie Slack, Cebe Price Named
To MAC All-Conference Team By AP
COLUMBUS, '"Ohio/ March 7.
—Marshall’s reigning Mid-Ameri c a n Conference champions
landed two berths on the first
team Associated Press all-con
ference squad while placing
two others on the third squad.
Charley Slack, the Big Green’s
6’5” center collected the most
votes of the coaches and sports
writers thereby acknowledging
him captain of the mythical
team. Cebe Price, Marshall’s
playmaking whiz joined Slack,
Dan Potopsky of Kent St., Don
Barnette of Miami, and Jim Ray
of Toledo as first team choices.
With the exception of Price who
is a junior, all are seniors.
With the addition of Paul
Underwood and Hal Greer on the
third squad, Marshall annexed
four of the 15 spots allocated.
Miami, runner-up in the conference managed to land one rep
resentative on each of the three
teams.
The towering Slack who
started every game in his four
year varsity career was the
leading point producer for the
Green along with heading the
rebound department. In 22
games, Slack accounted for 497
points for a 22.5 average. He
swept the boards for 520 rebounds, an average of 23.6 per
contest.
Price meanwhile, finished be
hind Slack in the scoring figures
but a shade ahead of Under
wood. The jump shooting junior
swished 461 markers for a 20.9
mark, while the set shooting
Underwood, in 21 tilts, manufac
tured 428 tallies for a game
average of 20.3.
The lanky Greer also man
aged. in the double figures with
a 15.6 average per game. The
Huntington sophomore was the
leading scorer percentage wise
with a shiny 61.5 per cent ac
curacy, rimming 123 field goals
on 200 attempts.
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CEBE PRICE

CHARLIE SLACK

AP MID-AMERICAN TEAM
PLAYER
COLLEGE
Ccbert Price, Marshall
Dan Potopsky, Kent State
Charley Slack, Marshall
Don Barnette, Miami
Jim Ray, Toledo

HT.
6-2
6-2
6-4
6-0
6-1

SECOND TEAM
PLAYER
COLLEGE

WT.
158
185
220
160
180

POS.
F
Bill Kennon, Miami
Jack Smith, Western Michigan F
Gene Ray, Bowling Green
C
Dick Garrison, Ohio University G
Jim Gorsline, Kent State
G

CL.
Jr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.

HOMETOWN
S. Charleston, W. Va.
Independence, Ohio
Pomeroy, Ohio
Middletown, Ohio
Toledo, Ohio

THIRD TEAM
PLAYER
COLLEGE
Bob Diment, West. Mich.
Harold Greer, Marshall
Ron Albers, Miami
Bob Evans, Ohio University
Paul Underwood, Marshall.

I-----------------------------------

Dr. Hampel Tq Be Speaker
Dr. Margaret T. Hampel, pro
fessor of education at Marshall
College, will be the guest speak
er at the monthly dinner-meet
ing of the Huntington Business
and Professional Women’s Club
Thursday evening. The dinner-

Fraternity

Worship

Membei/of ?hFw. Va^Ga'mSm

Chapter of Sigma Phi Epsilon Fral termty at Marshall College will be
ne^eS? °f the Pirsfc Evangelical
thP
ethIen Church borrow
in the worship service
at 10:45

swer to Life’s Riddle.”

A

meeting will be held in the Crys
tal Room of the Hotel Frederick
and will begin at 6:30 P. M.
Dr. Hampel’s topic will be: |
“Education and Vocation.” A
panel discussion will follow her
talk.
I
The club next Saturday morn
ing will conduct a baked goods
sale in the lobby of the Hotel
Frederick for the combined ben
efit of three charitable projects.

(EAGLES OVERPOWER
B!G GREEN 107-92,
SWARTZ
SCORES 39
3"/,?- ,s £ <9 A--')

FORT WAYNE, "Ind., March 12 W — Morehead’s top-scoring
Eagles overpowered Marshall, 107-92, and scrappy little Wayne upset
.
,
_
■ Depaul, 72-63, in first round games of the NCAA
Basketball
Tournament tonight.
The two winners will go to Iowa City for second round play Fri
day.
Morehead and Marshall, one-two in the national scoring picture,
! lived up to their billing as they matched fast breaks. It was the
third victory of the season for
' Morehead, the Ohio Valley Con
In the Wayne - DePaul game,
ference champion, over Marshall,
Clarence . Straughn, 5-11 sopho
the Mid • American Conference
more guard, hit from all over-the
• winner.
floor as he scored 27 points for
Wayne. Straughn and guard Bob
Marshall led only briefly in the
Kendrick, who scored 14 points,
first half, and Morehead was on
took the ball away from the big
top at the half, 51-46. Marshall
ger Blue Demons time after time.
DePaul’s leading scorer, Ron
never got closer than four points
Sobieszczyk, was held to 17 points
In the second half.
and got only five in the second
Dan Swartz, 6-4 center, scored
half as Wayne pulled away.
Wayne led after a seesaw half
39 points for Morehead, mostly
37-36. DePaul led for the last time
underneath. When Marshall de
at 42-41, after which a Wayne
fense jammed up for Swartz,
spurt put the Tartars ahead at 53Steve Hamilton opened it up with
44. DePaul made it close at 62-60
but never caught up again.
outside and .corner shots, con/ " \ tributing 25 points. Cebe Price
G F 1P T
MOREHEAD
/carried the load for Marshall with
10 5-7 1 25
Hamilton, f
0
r 27.
Carroll, f
0 0-0 0i
Morehead hit 38 of 83 shots,
7 0-25i 14
Keleher, f
2
arid Marshall sank 40 of 90. More
0 2-20I
Jewell, f
head sank 31 of 42 free throws , Richards, f
0
0 0-00I
and Marshall only 12 of 21.
12 15-18 4; 39
Swartz, c
Morehead had averaged 96
3 2-41
8
Tolle, g
points a game for the season.
0 0-00•
0
Thompson, g
Marshall’s average was 93.
0 0-00I
0
Shimfessel, g
6 7-92! 19
In their two previous meetings,
Gaunce, g
the high scoring Eagles soared
over the century mark twice
38 31-42 13 107
Totals
against the Big Green, 102-89 at
G F P T
MARSHALL
Morehead, and 108-103 in over
11 5-11 5 27
Price, f
time at Huntington to account for
0
0 0-00
Pierson, f
two of Marshall’s four seasonal
5 2-33 12
Greer, f
8 2-24 18
Kirk, c
losses.
2 2-3 5
6
Ashley, c
The height-hampered Marshall
9 0-05 18
Underwood, g
squad managed to out-shoot More
0
0 0-02
Mayfield, g
head from the floor 40 to 38, hut
5 1-22 11
Freeman, g
could not successfully cope with
the Eagles’ heighth advantage
40 12-21 26 92 \
Totals
and was forced to foul through
•
51 56
:c—107
ici i
MOREHEAD
out most of the contest.
46 46— 92 ]
MARSHALL
The Big Green managed to re
main close for the most part,
and only trailed 84-78 with 7:07
left in the contest. However, in
the next three and one-half min
utes the Eagles with five different
players scoring, hit for 10 points
while Marshall only produced a
single free throw to zoom into a
' 94-79 bulge with 3:30 remaining,
to just about salt away the vic
tory.
r
.........
wj

Parents' Week End .

1

Planned .
%y LAV&M&GAN
Arrangements and plans for a 1956 Parents’ Week End May 11, .
,12 and 13 on the Marshall campus have been drawn up by a commit
tee of students and faculty members. •
. -" ,
---------------------------------------------------------The event will --------------------consist of departmental displays, demonstrations,,
guided campus tours, special programs, teas, luncheons, religious <
services and other events designed to interest parents.
/ ■
According to Maywood Ellifritt, Greenwood senior and progranK
chairman, efforts will be made to
conduct the program annually if
dance chairman, Edward Davis
this year’s event is successful.
Hagen, Huntington junior.
Sing Is Scheduled
Open House committee, William
The program is intended to ac Moran, Huntington junior; Mar
quaint parents and relatives of stu garet Ann Taylor, Charleston
junior; and Mary Pondek, Boomer
dents with the college and. its ! senior*,
overall academic and social pro Other chairmen and committee
gram.
members will be appointed as ar
The annual Mother’s Day Sing rangements progress.
sponsored by the Inter-fraternity
Council and the Pan-Hellinic Coun
cil will conclude the week end of
activity.
Committee members include: ,
Steering committee, Maywood:
Ellifritt, Major Purdy Phillips,
assistant professor of military
science; James H. Herring, as
sistant professor of journalism
,and Director of Information Serv
ice; and R. Wayne Hugoboomj
associate professor of music.
Publicity, Robert Adams, Hun
tington senior and Pat Cooper,,
Huntington sophomore.
Finance, James Davis, Hunting
ton senior; Events, K. A. Ammar,
Bluefield senior; Jim Eddins,
Huntington junior; Joanne Jef
fries, Clarksburg junior; and
Nancy Williams, Hurricane senior.
Will Name Others
Intramurals events, G. David
Humphreys, Huntington senior.
Information desk, Tommy Orr,
Huntington junior; and Gloria
Biggs, Beckley freshman.
Presidents Reception, Jean
Ford, Huntington sophomore;
Omicron Delta Kappa Awards,7 <
William Keesee, War senior; and
I

■'K

Inter-Faith
Luncheon
Program Set
I

Israeli Speakers Appear
On Forum Here Tomorrow

1

The program for thb' inter
faith luncheon being held next
week has been announced. The
luncheon will be at 12:30 P. M.
Tuesday at Johnson Memorial
'Methodist Church.
The Rev. Constantine Mitsopoulos of St. George Greek Or
thodox Church will give the in
vocation.
After the luncheon, Mrs. J. S.
Weaver will give the welcome,
and the responce will be by
Mi-s. I. S. Hyman. An address
on “Our Common Faith” will
be given by the Rev. John W.
Hollister, pastor of the Beverly
Hills Methodist Church and a
colonel in the Chaplain’s Corps
of the Army Researve.
/John W. Creighton of. the mu
sic department at Marshall College, will sing two selections,
Rabbi Theodore Levy of Ohev
Sholom Temple will address the
group on “Brotherhood for
Everyday Living.”
The Rev. Moses Newsome,
pastor of the First Baptist
Church at Charleston, will talk
on “Brotherhood and Nature of
Man,” and a talk on “Better
’ Understanding” will be given by
the Rev. Father Charles E.
Hamlin of Sacred Heart Catho
lic Church.
Dr. James T. Browning, pastor
of the host church, will give
the benediction.
The planning committee for
the inter-faith luncheon includes
Mrs. I. S. Hyman, Mrs. J. S.
Weaver, Mi's. N. V. Blanken
ship, Mrs. C. A. Riley, Mrs.
Frank Weiler, Mrs. J. E. Pres
ton, and Mrs. J. Elbert Wells.

•
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Three speakers will'appear hfee
on the Israeli Town Hall Mission
tomorrow at .8:15 P. M. in the
Marshall College auditorium.
The program is being sponsored
by the Marshall Community Forum
as an added attraction of the
1955-56 season, Members may
bring guests.
Curtis Baxter, forum manager,
termed the visit “timely” in view
of the fact that Israel has featured
prominently in the news this week.
Local arrangements have been
made by the World Affairs Council
Group in cooperation with the Com
munity Forum.
The speakers will be Bernard
Cherrick, director general of the
Board of Governors, Hebrew Uni
versity of Jerusalem? Dr. Hanoch
Reinhold, director of youth reset-:
tlement in Israel, and Mrs. Phyllis
Palgi, anthropological adviser to
the Ministry of Health in Israel.
Town Hall, a non-partisan, non-

profit'educational institution, was
founded in 1894 as the League for
Political Education. The name was
changed in 1937.
The Israeli Town Hall Mission,
like its predecessors from other
countries, has a solely educational
purpose. Members of the mission
have been invited to the United
States so that the American people
may obtain more information about
the history, culture, economy and
problems of Israel.
Following the forum program to
morrow, there will be a coffee hour
in the North Parlor of Old Main.

<
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Miss Reeser Is Centennial Queen ;
Dial Queen of the West Virginia
Chapter of Sigma Alpha
---------Epsilon
fraternity at the Centennial Ball I
tonight at the Hotel Prichard.
Miss Reeser, a senior at Mar- •
I << shall College, was chosen as .
queen by a committee from the ’
fraternity’s Alumni Association.
Choosing a Centennial Queen isv
part of the observance of the
Three speakers^rfee^ntmg ’the ] tion. They are in the U. S. to ac-1 non-political organization founded
100th anniversary celebration of
Three speakers . ________ ____
SAE.
!
Israeli Town Hall Mission will ap quaint people better with Israel’s more than 60 years ago as the
The fraternity was founded
history,
culture,
economy
and
League
for
Political
Education.
pear tonight at 8:15 P. M. at the
March 9, 1856, at the University i
current problems.
A coffee hour will follow the
Marshall College auditorium.
of Alabama, Tuscaloosa. Phi
Town Hall is a non-partisan, forum speaking program.
Sponsorship is by the Marshall x------------------------------- —~-------- ’
I
Tau Alpha local fraternity at
College
Community
Forum.
Marshall College became the )
Members may bring guests.
West Virginia chapter of Sigma ,
The speakers will be Bernard
Alpha Epsilon in November, j
Cherfick, director - general of the
• 1953.
Board of Governors of Hebrew
The Centennial Ball will be
University in Jerusalem; Dr. Hanheld from 10 P. M. to 1 A. M. ,
och Reinhold, director of youth re
Also included in the observance ’ ’
settlement in Israel and Mrs.
will be an initiation ceremony at .
Phyllis Palgi of the anthropoligi5:30 P. M. when 15 pledges will .
cal adviser to the Ministry of
be initiated into the chapter, I
Health in Israel.
{
and a banquet at 7 P. M; at the '
Forum Manager Curtis Baxter
hotel. The name of the model i
said the fact that Israel has fig
pledge will be announced at the .
bllCJ van
. 3 their local librarian I
ured prominently in international
they can have
banquet by Larry Hite, presi
news recently makes the speakcontact the Huntington librarian.
dent.
—
•
_
ers^PPearan^ga^M
Mr
Harold William Apel, librarian at ’
Marshall College, said junior high
and high school students desiring
Students interested _in entering books from the college library may
Marshall College
Sci |get them by presenting a note
the Marsimu
vy^ev Regional
‘™"”{ind
ence Fair April 6 and 7 can find from their school librarian or sci
much helpful information in books ence teacher.
’and
xFor
viother
,uwpublications.
.------. Huntington The deadline for submitting enthis
reason
Public
Library,
the the
James
E. Mor-| tryj blanks is March 15,
15. one week
row
nfhpr fmm
today.
These
blanks
may be j
from
today.
These
U
_
Library at Marshall and other 1obtained from science 1:
Richard 0. Curry, Marshall Col
teachers in
libraries of the area covered by the schools or by writing Dr. How lege graduate student, has been
the fair are cooperating in making ard L. Mills, director of the fair, awarded a scholarship for ad
such reading.materials available.
vanced study in history by the
at Marshall.
400 Books Available
Each student may enter only! board of education of the Presby
Professor N. Bayard Green, one exhibit,, but schools may enter • terian Church in the United States.
The scholarship is for $750 and
publicity chairman, said he had as many as desired.
’ may be used for advanced study
been informed by Omar A. Bacon,
head librarian at the downtown The fair is open to exhibitors in any accredited college or uni
Huntington library, that 400 books from the sixth to the 12th grades versity.
Curry received his A. B. degree
on science are available either at enrolled in public, private or paro
the library, its branches at Mil chial schools in the following coun- at Marshall in 1952, and expects
ton and Barboursville, .or on “Gulli■ ties: Boyd, Carter. Floyd. Greenup, 'to obtain his Master of Arts de
Johnson. Lawrence. Martin or Pike gree there this year. He is a vet
ver”,. the library’s bookmoile.
Mr. Bacon said students in in Kentucky; Gallia, Jackson, eran of the Korean War.
Curry, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ern.
schools outside the area served by Law, Meigs, Scioto or Pike in
» M*ngo, Wayne^ est Curry of Ronceverte, resides
the Huntington library may ->
re Ohio and - CabeU
‘
--------- - western with his wife Patricia at 1533 Sixth
'—i the*
ceive books from
t'..- local
__ ' library
” Mason, Lincoln. Logan or
avenue.
exchange plan where Putnam in West Virginia.
through an
---Miss Mary Elizabeth Reeser,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W. M.

Reeser, of 409 feleVeWAVenue,
will be crowned as the Centen-

i
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Israeli, Party Lectures At Forum Tonight

2 Libraries
WiSI Assist

)

Scholarship Is
Given To Curry -

. . JWfcu..

Marshall Play Is March 21-23
(.

7

n
“The Crucible’’’, **_
"a 'r~.
two-act
drama by Arthur Miller, will be
presented March 21-23 at 8:15
P. M. in the Old Main auditorium
by Marshall College Theatre, un
der the direction of Clayton R.
Page.
The play . is a dramatic
version of the trial and convic- tion of 19 persons accused of
witchcraft in Salem, Mass., in
Colonial times.
Arthur Miller, author of
“Death of a Salesman,” has of|
. ...................... ---

tn “TItp nmr.ihlP.” an AYfered In
“The Crucible" an ex
planation of the famous trials,
placing blame for the misfortunate incidents upon a group
of young girls with too vivid
imaginations.
The action revolves around
“Abigail Williams,” played by
Sandra Alexander, and “John
Proctor”, played by Paul
Wright. The entire town of
Salem becomes involved in the
trials as accusations run to the
extreme.

J-fat-aA

Tn fhp rnlpc nf Ahio-ail’c <rirl
In the roles of Abigail’s girl
friends who conspire with her
against members of Salem so
ciety are Nancy Lee Johnson
as “Betty Parris,” Betty Moore
as “Susanna Wolcott” and
Karen Harvey as “Mercy
Lewis."
Jane Garrette appears as “Re
becca Nurse,” with Joe Borradaile as “Rev. Samuel Par
ris” and John Murphy as “John
Hale." Charles Ricketts will ap
pear as “Thomas Putnam” and

non flniilriinn- «e. “nsiar. Hnnv »
Dan
Goulding as “Giles Cory."
John Seffense will play the
role of “Deputy Governor Dan
forth" aided in the trial scene
by Keith Fitzpatrick who will
play “Judge Hathorne."
Ida Ruth Duffey will appear
as “Mrs. Proctor," Shirley
Bowyer as “Tituba," Patricia
Blackburn as “Mary Warren,"
Mary Lou Maloney as “Mrs.
Ann Putnam” and Bill Brooks
as “Ezekial Cheever."
Chee ver."

Forum Speakers Call Varsity Pushed To Defeat
Israel Needs Urgent Frosh And Slack, 100-96
ByH?GH MAXWEt^'^'____ _ .

7

By................... -■

■ Coach Jules Rivlin’s Marshall
' varsity got what they wanted last
rick,
-----, Dr. Reinhold and, Mrs.
| night at Memorial Field House
will speak at Marshall under the!When the freshman team, plus
auspices of the Marshall Commucharlie Slack, played them to
nity Forum.
an air tight game with the Big
Green finally winning 100-96.
It was a touch-and-go affair and
the frosh were very much in it.
They actually led for a 14-minute
stretch, from the ten-minute mark
in the first half until four minutes
were gone in the second half.

Israel is in imminent danger of
attack by neighboring hostile states
and must have arms to defend her
self. The world’s newest state is
in an emergency so critical that
the United Nations couldn’t move
fast enough to save her.
These statements were made
Underwood’s added speed made
this morning by Bernard Cherrick,
the entire varsity look faster than
director-general of the Board, of
it has for some time and Under
Governors of Hebrew University in
wood was stronger in the rebound
Jerusalem.
If Rivlin and the Marshall fans department than he ever has been.
Mr. Cherrick was in Huntington
didn’t realize how valuable Slack In all Rivlin was well pleased
with a delegation representing the
has been they know it now for it with the wai-mup game and re
Israeli Town Hall Mission.
was Slack and the slick shooting marked, “it was just what we
His colleagues of the delegation
Leo Byrd who made it tough on needed. The varsity had to over
are Dr. Hanoch Reinhold, director
the varsity. The varsity was lead come that good man-to-man de
of youth settlement in Israel, and
ing by five points when Slack fense the freshmen used and it
Mrs. Phyllis Palgi, anthropological
' went to the bench and in a matter helped us a lot. Of course we
adviser to the Ministry of Health
in Israel.
of four minutes the varsity went missed Slack but Underwood and
from a 62-57 lead to 81-63, the six Kirk did a real good job on those
Mr. Cherrick said: “Israel is in
imminent danger of attack now.
frosh points coming on two field boards. The Freshmen got some
ers by Byrd and a pair of fouls valuable experience and I liked
The emergency is a critical one
the way that Byrd performed, he
by Ennis Canterbury.
and Israel must have arms to de
was against some real opposition
fend herself. She wants to buy
Slack came back in at this point and he scored 39 points and
these arms and cannot. The Arabs
Dr/ Stanley Jaks^and -fils lec- and the varsity lead was cut to played a great floor game.”
and Egyptians are able to buy
The varsity starting five aU hit
ture-demonstration,
“Curiousities just four points with 4:55 to play.
arms.
of the Mind,” will be presented However the Big Green had the in double figures with Under
War At “Any Moment”
on the Marshall College convo stuff and had an eight point lead wood’s 29 as tops. Price netted 19,
“The arms have been made
cation program tomorrow at 11 when subs took over in the final Greer and Freeman 15 each a n d
available to Israel’s enemies by A. M. in Old Main Auditorium.
Kirk 13.
;; / j
minute and one-half.
the Soviet and war may break out
Dr. Jaks will present a lecture
Slack also went out again at
Of course Byrd was the big
any moment.
on the odd and the unusual, the this point and once again he got
scorer with 39 and Slack netted
"There will be no war if Israel
strange and the unexplainable, an ovation from the some 3,500
25. No statistics were kept on the
is allowed to buy arms and arm
all illustrated by dozens of ex •fans present. It was his last ap
game but Slack had 18 rebounds
herself adequately. This will deter periments in which the audience
pearance before the home fans. by half time and pulled in about
aggression. The mere fact that Is takes part.
He is not eligible to play in the ten more in the second half.
rael is ready to repel enemies will
Included in the performance will NCAA tournament but will accom- >
keep these enemies at a distance. i be a discussion on the psychology pany
the tearii to Fort Wayne.
' VARSITY
G F P TP
“An appeal to the United Nations of handwriting.
4 11-12 3 19
Price, f
is no answer to Israel’s present
Rivlin chose the combination of Greer, f
7 1- 1 3 15
situation. The machinery of t h e
Cebe Price and Hal Greer at Kirk, c
2 9-10 4 13
United Nations would move too
forwards, Dave Kirk at center in Underwood, g
13 3- 5 2 29
j slowly to save Israel which might,
Slack’s old spot and Paul Under Freeman, g
7 1- 3 2 15
at the time of the appeal, have
wood and Jack Freeman at Dingess
0 0- 0 1 0
enemy bombers above her terriguards.
1 0- 0 3 2
Mayfield
‘ tory.
2 3- 4 2 7
Another combination Rivlin used Ashley
"Russia’s veto power in the
0 0- 0 0 0
Hunnicutt
was
Kirk
at
center,
Price
and
United Nations Assembly must be
0 0- 0 0 0
Pierson
Freeman
at
forwards
and
Under

considered also as a factor that ,
36 28-35 20 100
TOTALS
wood and Bob Ashley at guards.
might weigh against action by the
G F P TP
This same combination also FROSH
United Nations to save Israel.
4 2- 6 3 10
worked a while with John May- Hull, f
Cannot Appeal
17 5- 10 4 39
x
- •'/- A £
.
field in for Kirk and Greer in for Byrd, f
“My country cannot appeal to
11 3- 4 4 25
Slack, c
‘‘Curiosities of the Mind,” a lec
Freeman.
4 0- 1 2 8
the United States, Britain or • ture-demonstration by Dr. Stanley
Fabish,
g
Actually the game was one of
0 4- 6 4 4
France for direct military interven- i Jaks, will be presented on the Mar
AHen,
g
the best played this season and
tion because international law j shall College convocation program
Hart
1 0- 0 2 2
while the fans were busy watching
holds that such intervention may; tomorrow at 11 A. M. in Old. Main
1 0- 0 0 2
Slack and Byrd, Underwood was Mullen
0 6- 1 1 6
Canterbury
take place only where there are; Auditorium.
busy
displaying
one
of
his
best
treaties to defend.
38 20-34 20 96
Dr. Jaks will present a lecture
TOTALS
performances of the season.
VARSITY
41 59—100
“Israel must have treaties with : on the odd and the unusual, the
46 50— 96
friendly nations. Israel is not ask strange and the unexplainable, all
Underwood has been under the FROSH
ing for a gift of arms; s h e is illustrated by dozens of experi
weather with the effects of some I Officials — Don Wickline and
ready and willing to buy them.”
ments in which the audience takes
teeth which were knocked loose I BiH Chambers.
Mr. Cherrick spoke this morning part.
before two Marshall College
Included In the performance will
classes and shortly before noon ad be a discussion on the psychology
dressed women of Johnson Memo- of handwriting and an internationI rial Methodist Church at the ■ ally famous demonstration of lightI church. Later he spoke at the Ex Ining fast forgery.
change Club’s lunch meeting at
1 the Hotel Governor Cabell.
Tonight at 8:15 o’clock, Mr. Cher-

College Speaker
To Explore Mind

Dr. Jaks Speaks
At Convocation

(,

and had to be removed, an in
jured shoulder and a weak knee.
AH of these ailments have cleared
up and he was the Underwood of
old . •. popping them in from out
side ... racing down the right
side on the fast break with more
speed than he has shown recently
and in general playing as smart
a game as he ever did.

'Could Haye_Won With Slack'

Proud Rivlin Says 'They Never Quit'
’3 ~7 j
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FORT WAYNE.M^rcli^'^beaten them with Charlie
erating from his center
FORT WAYNE "Ml____
spot against
the shorter
in
there.
I
wish
he
could
'
’
12 — “They did real well
Hal Greer and Dave Kirk.
have
played.
He
cried
like
and I’m proud of them.”
Once he had posession
a baby in t h e dressing
A slightly moved but not
of
the ball underneath, it
room before the game,”
downcast Jules Rivlin,
was almost an automatic i
he revealed.
Marshall’s successful first
basket as he used his
As was evident, the 6’4”
year coach, had that to
height advantage to perDan Swartz was prac
say immediately follow
tically
unstoppable
opfection.
ing his squad’s 107 - 92
loss to Morehead in to
night’s second game of
the NCAA tourney first
round.
3"/6 U £->
“I have no regrets,”
Now that basketball season has 1 Greer.
the mentor continued.;
come to an end and interest inJ The addition of these men to
“My boys played it the I
those who’ve been working daily
spring .football sessions has leaves head coach Bill Chambers
way I drilled them. They
slacked up a bit, sports atten with only one chief worry —
never once quit out there
tion on the Marshall College those baseball prospects now
tonight,” he added.
practicing football.
campus is turning to baseball.
When asked whether
At least four members of the At least three of these — Stan
the presence of his star
Marshall basketball squad are Milecki, Jack Bryan and Camp
bell Platt — may be counted on
rebounder would have
expected to report for baseball heavily by Chambers. Milecki is
made a difference, Rivlin
drills this week and all are top a fine glove man and can be
replied: “Definitely. I am
notch prospects. Back are pitch used anywhere in the infield.
sure we could have
ers Paul Underwood and Bob
And speaking of the infield,
Ashley, along with outfielder Joe Chambers admits there may be
Hunnicutt. Another Big Green considerable shifting of positions
eager who’ll play his first year there this season. Greer, who's
of varsity competition is Hal always played at third or short,
— 1
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Sorority
Elects

Q

Crusade Drive
Walker Long, general manager
of The Huntington Publishing Co.
and publisher of The Herald-Adv
ertiser, and Dr. Stewart H. Smith,
president of Marshall College,
have accepted appointments to
an Honorary State Committee
for the 1956 campaign of the
Crusade for Freedom.
O. W. Van Petten of Charleston
'is state chairman. Funds raised
are for the purpose of financing
the operations of Radio Free
Europe and Free Europe Press.
Others on the honorary comcom
mittee are:
' Governor Marland, the Rt.
Wilburn C?
EuRev. Wilburn
xz. Campbell,
--------gene A. Carter, Dr. Leonard .
Riggleman,, Chapman Revercomb, |j
D. W. Stubblefield, the Rev. Sam
uel Volkman, and Stanley C.
(Morris, of Charleston; Dr. Perry
E. Grcshman, Bethany; George
Warren Hodel and Joe L. Smith,
Jr., Beckley; Don R. Potter and
C. E. (Ned) Smith, Fairmont;
Dr. William J. Scarborough, ;
Buckhannon; William G. Stathers,
Clarksburg; Mark T. Valentine, *
Logan; and James H. Shott, Blue
field.
j

xt- _x

3 officers were elected re
New
cently by Pi Kappa Sigma soror
ity at Marshall College.
They include Margaret Quin
tier, of Beckley, president; Lor
etta Huber, of Clarksburg, vicepresident; Drema Morgan, of
Hometown, corresponding secre> tary; Jeanne Logan, of Hunting- ■
ton, recording secretary; Delores
Kamees, of Huntington, t r e a surer; Louise Hanna, of Hunting
ton, publicity chairman; Joan' >
McClellan, of Huntington, rush I
chairman and Ann Crockett, Le- I
nora Greenlee and Kathleen Dudderar, of Huntington, assistant
rush
chairmen.
Also/
Carol Dawson, of South
Charleston, assistant treasurer;
Janet Britton, of Huntington,
chaplain; Jan Whitley, of North
fork, keeper of grades; Phyllis
Holderman, of McMechan,
keeper of archives and Sandra
Snyder, of Whitesville, corre-,
spending editor.
Julia Bearzi, of Welch, is the
retiring president.

■>
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n.ay be moved to first, as may
Milecki, previously a third base
man. .
Hunnicutt and Platt may alsc
see action on the initial sack
Bryan may do some pitching.
Chambers, former minor league
pitcher himself, has been greeted
with some top-flight material this
year, although few of his candi
dates are really experienced.
The few veterans he can boast
of include hard-hitting Al Brown,
former Ceredo-Kenova athlete,
Lafe Parsley, also an ex C-K star,
Bill Anderson and Dyke Six. All
are outfielders. Other promising
outfield boys include Richard
Brown and Clarence York.
Infield possibilities are Gary
Wolfe, fine hitter in last year’s
local Industrial League, John
Mayberry, likewise a slugger in
an up-state Industrial League,
Jerry Cook and Donzil Hall.
The Marshall nine will open
its schedule April 6 against Vir
ginia Tech at Blacksburg, Va.

FTA Parley
Set Friday
At Marshall
;

Andrew Club
To Hear M-H
Professor'/"Z

The" fifth annutt? ’regirihaA'bdn-

i ference of Future Teachers of
America will be held tomorrow at
Marshall College.
■i'
'A-'
'
The conference sponsored
jointly by the West Virginia Class-,
room Teachers Association and the
Education Department of Marshall
College, will begin at 9:30 A. M.‘
in the Science Hall auditorium.''
This is one of eight regional meet
ings being held in the state.
The Otis G. Wilson FTA Chap
ter at the college will be host at
a “doughnut hour” to delegates
from high school FTA Clubs in
the seven southwestern counties
of West Virginia—C a b e 11, Lin-,
coin, Logan, Mason, Mingo, Put
nam and Wayne.
C. E. ROTH
.
jWilburn To Talk
Following registration, greetings
Professor C. E. Roth, head ofthe
will be extended by Dean D. Banks History and Social Science Depart
Wilburn of the Teachers College.
ment at Morris Harvey College,
An orientation period will follow
Charleston, will be the guest
under the direction of Walter
speaker at the President Night
Felty, faculty sponsor of .the col meeting of the Andrew Club of the
lege chapter. Other activities on
Johnson Memorial Methodist
the day’s program will include a
Church to be held next Friday eve
movie, an hour in the laboratory,
ning in the church social hall. Res
a tour of the campus and a lunch ervations should be made with
eon in the college cafeteria.
team captains or the church office
Delegates and their sponsors will. by Tuesday evening.
be guests of the West Virginia
Born in Marshall County. Mr.
Classroom Teachers Association at
Roth attended Marshall College,
the luncheon.
1 West Virginia University, and Co
Highlight of the afternoon’s pro lumbia University: and before go
gram will be a panel on the
ing to Morris Harvey in 1934, he
theme, “Why Teach?”, presented
taught in the public schools of
by the local chapter of Delta
Summers County, at W. Va. Uni
Kappa Gamma, t e a c h e r s’ hon versity, and at W. Va. Wesleyan
orary society. Members of the
College. During World War H he
panel are Miss Virginia Foulk,
served 41 months in the Navy as
Miss Miriam Gelvin, Mrs. Mona
an officer, mainly in England.
James and Miss Julia Bearzi.
The last meeting of the 1955-56
The conference will close at
season, the ‘dinner marks the close
2:30 P. M. with a “coke hour”
of the eleventh season of the An
at which Delta Kappa-Gamma and
drew Club, which was organized
the campus educational fraternity,
in 1945 by the Men’s Bible Class
Kappa Delta Pi, will act as hosts.
and the Taylor Forum. The meet
The committee in charge of ar ing will begin at 6:15 P. M.
rangements for the conference in-'
eludes Dean Wilburn and Mr.
Felty representing Marshall an'd
Mrs. Leta Foglesong and Miss Virginla E. Lewis, representing the
state RTA board of directors.
■
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MARO1ALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 3-13-56

For Immediate Release

(Dr. Stewart H. Smith)

Dr. Stewart H. Smith, president of Marshall College, >’111 speak
on March 9 at 7:30 p.m. for the St. John’s Laymen League of St. John's
Episcopal Church in Huntington.

Dr. Smith will talk on ’’Giants in th© Land.”

On March 14 at 12 noon, Dr. Smith will address the Ashland Kiwanis

Club at a meeting in the Henry Clay Hotel.

of Leadership.”

- 30 -

His topic there will be ’’Qualities

MARSHALL COLLEGE EWOREATION SERVICE
FOR ECMRDIATE RELEASE
TO THE HERALD DISPATCH

(Marshall Art Exhibit—1)

An exhibit of contemporary American art will

be on M1WEEKK

display on the second floor of the James E. Morrow
library
Monday through ^aturday^
building on the Marshall College campus
’until
April 2,
The exhibition is entitled "Young American Printmakers” and is
sponsored by the Junior Council of the Kusoum of Modern Art and

circulated by that museum.

The M30KX* exhibit features the talents of more than
C 68 artists, according to Professor Joseph S. Jablonskit

head of the Marshall Art Department,
The paintings are on display from 9 a,m. to 4 p.m. Monday through

Frida}*- end--3J®S^£ 9 a.m, to 12 noon Saturdays,
-- 30--
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE

March 13, 1956

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
TO THE ADVERTISER

(Marshall Art Exhibit—1)

Young American Printmakers,” an exhibit of contemporary American

art will be on display at the Janes E. Morrow library on the Marshall
College campus until Zipril 2.
The exhibition is being shown from 9 a .m. to 4 p.m. Monday through

Fridays and 9 a.in. to 12 noon Saturdays. It is sponsored and circulated by
the iqiseum of Modern Art.
The display features the talents of more than 68 artists, according

to Professor Joseph S. Jablonski, head of the “arshall art department.
-- 30--
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE— 3-13-56

To the Herald-Dispatch, Huntington, W. Va.
For Immediate Release

(Teachers College Interviews-- )

Arch S* Brown, Parma, Ohio, school administrator,
will be at Marshall College today to interview prospective
June Teachers College graduates for possible employment in
his district*
Those interested may contact the Marshall Teachers

College office for an appointment.
- 30 -
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I-URSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 3-13-56

To the Advertiser, Huntington, u. ^a.
For Immediate Release

(Marshall College Science Institute-—1)

Professor L« E. Steiner, chairman of the Oberlin College Chemistry
Department, will be one of the featured lecturers at the Marshall College
Summer Science Institute from June 4 through July 13 at Marshall it was an

nounced today.

Professor Steiner is listed in American Men of Science and Fho’s
Who in America. He formerly taught at Yale University before accepting his
present position at Oborlin College. His field is physical chemistry and he
has written several books on the subject in addition to journal articles and

review papers.
Professor Steiner will lecture on various topics including atomic

and molecular structure at the Marshall institute.

He has taught high school

classes and attended other science programs of this type during his career

including one in chemical education at Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical
College, Stillwater, Oklahoma, in 1950#

The Marshall institute is one of twenty-one being conducted through
out the country by the National Science Foundation.

It is designed to help

high school science teachers gain a better insight into the basic concepts of

the physical sciences, so they may better present them in their classrooms.
Stipends are available for qualified high school science teachers

of seven states who desire to attend the 1956 summer progrein at Marshall.

Sums

of £300 to $450 will be awarded to aid teachers from West Virginia, Ohio,
i

(more)
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WSKALL COIXEGE INFORMATION SERVICE—-3-15-56
(Marshall College Science Institute-—2)

Kentucky, Virginia, Tennessee, North Carolina, and South Carolina, who wish

to participate in the institute.

The stipends will be awarded on the basis of need, eligibility of
applicant for graduate work, professional science preparation, and teaching
experience.

high school.

The applicants must presently be teaching in junior or senior
For further information write to Dr. Donald C. Martin, director

of Summer Institute for Science Teachers, Marshall College, Huntington, 17. Va.
- 30 -

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE— Huntington, W. Va.-—3-14-56
For Immediate Release

(Choir at National Conference—3
HUNTINGTON, W. VA.-- (Special}-- The Marshall College Symphonic Choir
will sing at two sessions of the Music Educators National Conference in St. Louis,

Mo., April 16 and 17.

The choir's April 16 program will demonstrate various techniques in
building choral tone and the use of the small ensemble in forming the large choraK^/^J

unit.

The April 17 program for the general session will highlight the use of

foreign languages as a means of bettering English pronunciation and enunciation.

In inviting the Symphonic Choir to accept the additional honor of a
featured program, President Robert Choate commended the choir on its performance

at New Orleans last year.

He added that he felt the group should be heard by the

entire conference because of the high level of its performance.

The Symphonic group is presently engaged in plans for the trip, including

a fund-raising campaign and selection of program music for their St. Louis ap

pearances.
Chaperons for the convention trip will be Dr. C. L. Kingsbury, head of

the music department, and professors John W. Creighton and R, Wayne Hugoboom of
the music department staff.

Invitations have been extended to President and Mrs.

Stewart H, Smith and Dean D. Banks Wilburn, of the Teachers College, to attend

the conference with the choir.

30 (
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MARSHALL COLLEGE IHFOFl'ATTOH fTxRVICE-- 3-14-56
To the Advertiser, Huntington, West Virginia
For Immediate Release

(West Virginia School Board Association Meet-- 1)

Registration for the combined meeting of the W. Ve* Schoo?. Board

Association and the w* Va. Association of School Board Superintcndezits ?;ill
take place at 2:00 p.r:. at the Governor Cabell hotel end at 7:00 p.n* r.t the

Marshall C0.1le.7e Science Hall Auditorium on tfurch 22.
The joint convention *dll take place at ths Governor Cabell Hotel

end the .Science Holl Auditorium at Marshall College•

Keibers of most of the

state‘s 55 county school boards are expected to attend and take pert in

panel discussions and special reports*

Other issues to he discussed ore '*Lujor problems confronting Boards
of Education in West Virginia”; a film on Greenbrier County entitled ”A

County Looks at Its Schools”, and. various topics to be discussed from reports
given by delegates to the meeting*

John D* Hoblit^ell, Jr., President of ?•* Vh. Association of School
Board Members, and virpil 1* -'linn, Superintendent of Kanawha County Schools,
will be interviewed on a special program over W3AZ Radio at 1:00 p.m* and
WSAZ-TV at 1:30 p.m* on March 22.

The theme of the fourth annual convention of the School Board
Association is ■‘Working Together for Better Schools.”

Special speakers for

the event include Olin C. Mutter, Superintendent of Cabell County Schools;

P* D. Harrah, Coordinator-Superintendent of Greenbrier County Schools;
Meredith Perry, Asst* Superintendent of Kanawha County Schools; Rex Smith,
(more)

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFOPJAATION SERVICE-- 3-14-56
(West Virginia School Board Association Meet—2)

Superintendent of Monongalia County Schools, and Raymond Dispanet, Super
intendent of Hardy County Schools,

Special topics will be presented by Stark Wilmouth, Superintendent
of Randolph County Schools, and Mrs# Douglas Tomkies, former president of
School Superintendents Association,

Guest speaker at the banquet to bo held at the Governor Cabell
Hotel at 6:45 p.m, March 23, will be 0. H, Roberts, Jr,, president of the

National School Soard Association, Inc.
First registration for the convention will take place at 2:00 p.m.

on March 22 at the Governor Cabell Hotel.

Later registration may be made »t

the Science Hall Auditorium at Marshall College at 7:00 p,n. Tuesday,

- 30 -

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE---Hunting ton, W. Va. —3-14-56
For Immediate Release

(Marshall College Science Institute—3
HUNTINGTON, W. VA.— (Special)—Professor L. E. Steiner, chairman of

the Oberlin College Chemistry Department, will be one of the featured lecturers
at the Marshall College Summer Science Institute from June 4 through July 13 at
Marshall it was announced today.

Professor Steiner is listed in American Men of Science and Who’s Who

in America.

He formerly taught at Yale University before accepting his present

position at Oberlin College.

His field is physical chemistry and he has written

several books on the subject in addition to journal articles and review papers.
The Marshall College institute is one of twenty one being conducted

throughout the country by the National Science Foundation.

It is designed to

help high school science teachers gain a better insight into the basic concepts
of the physical sciences, so they may better present them in their classrooms.
Stipends are available for qualified high school science teachers of

seven states who desire to attend the 1956 summer program at Marshall.

Sums of

$300 to $450 will be awarded to aid teachers from West Virginia, Ohio, Kentucky.

Virginia, Tennessee, North Carolina, and South Carolina, who wish to participate
in the institute.

The stipends will be awarded on the basis of need, eligibility of ap

plicant for graduate work, professional science preparation, and teaching experience

(

The applicants must presently be teaching in junior or senior high school

For further information write to Dr. Donald C. Martin

director of Summer Institute

for Science Teachers, Marshall College, Huntington, W

Va.
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 3-14-56
To the He raid-Di spat ch, Huntington, W. Va.

For Immediate Release

(West Virginia School Board Association Meet-- 1)
"Solving the integration problem" is one of the topics to be
discussed at the W. Va. School Board Association meeting with the W. Va.

Association of School Superintendents^ ;dn Tuesday and Wednesday, March 22
%

and 23.

The joint convention will take place at the Governor Cahell

Hotel and the Science Hall Auditorium at Marshall College.

Members of

most of the state’s 55 county school boards are expected to attend and
take part in panel discussions and special reports.

Other issues to be discussed are "Major problems confronting

Boards of Education in West Virginia"; a film on Greenbrier County en
titled "A County Looks at Its Schools", and various topics to be discussed

from reports given by delegates to the meeting.

John D. Hoblitzell, Jr., president of W. Va. Association of
School Board Members, and Virgil L. Flinn, superintendent of Kanawha
County schools, will be interviewed on a special program over WSAZ Radio

at 1:00 p.m. and WSAZ-TV at 1:30 p.m. on March 22.
The theme of the fourth annual convention of the School Board

Association is "Working Together for Better Schools."

Special speakers

for the event include Olin C. Nutter, Superintendent of Cabell County

Schools; D. D. Harrah, Coordinator-Superintendent of Greenbrier County
Schools; Meredith Perry, Asst. Superintendent of Kanawha County Schools;
(more)

V

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 3-14-56
(West Virginia School Board Association Meet-- 2)

Rex Smith, Superintendent of Monongalia County Schools, and Raymond
Dispanet, Superintendent of Hardy County Schools.

Special topics will be presented by Stark Wilmouth, Super

intendent of Randolph County Schools, and Mrs. Douglas Tomkies, former
president of the School Superintendents Association.

Guest speaker at the banquet to be held at the Governor Cabell
Hotel at 6:45 p.m. March 23, will be 0. H. Roberts, Jr., president of
the National School Board Association, Inc.

First registration for the convention will take place at 2:00
p.m. on March 22 at the Governor Cabell Hotel.

Later registration may

be made at the Science Hall Auditorium at Marshall College at <7:00 p.m.

Tuesday.
-30-
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i-rossi of os>t Virginia end the ennuel meting of tv;n affiliated or^snlzntlcmo

to nn indefinite f^ll dMe was announced today by ProfosJW re 'p&rp 5’dtt , htMul
of the F'nr&hcill C^lK-je dnpartnent of jCAirnalisei*
Tn addition to tie 7VTP meeting usually hold in th© spring the ront*

ponerwit affects the inth convent ion of the

Virginia Tournnllsn Teachers

; csc-cintion arid the Hth yearly motiug of the ■-er<t Virginia Flf*h Cabool Yearbook
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itrofo^snr Utt, -?KP founder and executive secretory* oald tl a cl enr.o
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Meh school extra currioulnr activities this spring.”

Tl.e e»:ct tiiuO of th© full nuaetlnr^ will ba dMor"Lni>d by /nv^stlonE
from ©st Virginia high schooliu

It will not bo earlier than Cet» l^t according

to '■'rofoiifior Pitt*
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too meh school for extra mirrtcula* act.-ivitioa during tho spring and that it in
tins ecrAe of tltesc activities bo curtailed♦
to a suitable date la the

'e Mlleve that by moving th© Siting

w* vill avoid coafllots and provide cn npiwtunity

for a fulltir ncy^leo of th® thr^e org-. nl2ati<jns«w
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MARSHALL COLLEGE FORMATION SERVICE-- 3-15-56

To the HeraId-Dispatch, Huntington, W. Va.
Tor Immediate Release

(Future Teachers of America Meet——1)

Future Teachers of America will conduct an all-day meeting from
9:00 a.ra. to 2:30 p.m. in the Science Hall Auditorium at Marshall College in
Huntington today, March 16.

The meeting is sponsored by Marshall College end the West Virginia

Classroom Teachers Association for the purpose of giving 100 students from 7
counties in West Virginia an opportunity to see the activities in a teachers

college at first hand.
The program will include an orientation program following registration.
Students will see a movie, visit the Marshall College Lab School, tour the campus
and have lunch In the Marshall Cafeteria ♦

A panel discussion will be given by members of Delta Kappa Gama,
honorary teachers sorority.

Counties to be represented include Cabell, Wayne, Mason, Lincoln,
Logan, Putnam, end Mingo,

All high schools in tho region have been invited to

send a sponsor and five students whether the school has membership in FTA or

not.
An afternoon refreshment hour in the Student Union at Marshall will

conclude the meeting at 2:30 p.m.
- 30 -

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 3-15-56

For Immediate Release
f v,-.< fa

v

(Science Fair Grand Brize-- 1)
HUNTINGTON, W. VA.-- (.Special)-- Grand Prize to be offered for the winners
of the Marshall College regional Science Fair to take place in Huntington April 6
and 7 will be a free expense-paid trip for a boy and a girl to enter their exhibits x'
,./7 /
/>?
in the National Science Fair in Oklahoma May 10-12.
The teachers of the top winners will also attend the national exhibit,

{ 71 7/

accompanied by Dr. Howard L. Mills, director of the Marshall College Regional
Science Fair.

The deadline for entries to the fair has been announced as March 15.

Schools wishing to submit student entries should contact Dr. Mills in the Botany

Department of Marshall College, or send entries given out by high school science
i

teachers immediately.

Students from the Tri-State area eligible for entry include students
from the following counties:

Cabell, Wayne, Lincoln, Mason, Mingo, Logan and

western gutnam in West Virginia; Gallia, Jackson, Lawrence, Meigs, Scioto, and Pike

in Ohio; Boyd, Greenup, Lawrence, Martin, Pike, Carter, Floyd, and Johnson in
Kentucky.

Each student may enter only one exhibit, but schools may send as many
student representatives as desired.

5

Regional science fair exhibits should be designed to show a biological,

a chemical, an engineering, a mathematical, or a physical principle, a laboratory

or other procedure, or an industrial development.
(more)

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 3-15-56
(Science Fair Grand Prize-- 2)

Additional prizes will include medals for outstanding exhibits and

certificates of merit for all participating schools.
Additional information in the form of a bulletin may be obtained from
Dr. Mills.

- 30 -
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KARST. ALL COLLEGE INFGRNATICN SBE7ICE

•.?:? p-^leace

For

(Carson L* ^ottrell—-1)
Carsen L. Cottrell, assistant superintendent of Putnam

County Schools, will be on the Marshall Co'.lege campus

Monday, F-areh 26, to interview prospective teachers for t’-e
19 ^$-57 school term*
■Seniors in Vouchers 6olleg£ who expect to graduate in Nay

or August may ar’ange apy ointrer.ts with hr. Cottrell
through the office of Dr* D* Banks Wilburn, cP-‘an of Tear hers
College*

I'he lutean County official will be seeking teachers in

band, eleven tery educ©tion, .Erglish, home ecorord c s, library
science, KKi-Kr.X mathematics, physical edvcanion, ar-.d science*
—30—’
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 3-15-56

To the Advertiser, Huntington, W. Va.

For Immediate Release

(Teacher’s Conference—-1)

The annual Home Economics Supervising Teachers Conference will begin

tomorrow, March 17, at 8:30 a.m. in Northcott Fall on the Parshall College campus•
The conference will start with, a coffee hour for the visiting delegates
after which there will be a panel discussion.

The topic of discussion will be,

"Student Teaching Experiences." Dr. Paul Musgrave, professor of education, will
serve as moderator.

Other panel members ere:

6/

Mr. I. D. Dailey, 3r., Marshall Laboratory

School Instructor; Miss Miriam Gelvin, associate professor of music; Mrs. Iris

Dolin, instructor at Sherman High School, Seth, We«t Virginia.
Conference evaluation will be given by Marlene Spradling, Lucille Mullins,
Shirley Jenkins, and Mary To Cochran.

Others attending the conference will be: Has Pauline Stout, Charleston,

W. Va.; Miss Genevieve Williams, Charleston, W. Va.; and Dr. D. Banks Wilburn,

Dean of Teachers College.
Supervising teachers from off-campus centers: Mrs. Evelyn Carter, Bridge
port, W. Va.; Hiss Frances Lynch, Buckhannon, W. Va.; Miss Sully Tennant, Follansbee,

W. Va.; Mrs. Ruth Skidmore, Gassaway, W. Va.; Miss faille Cook, Grafton, W. Va.;
and Mrs. Margaret Roush, Moundsville, W. Va.

Hrs. Garnet Stanley, Pt. Pleasant, W. Va.; Hrs, Marlon G. Parsons, Ripley,
W. Va.; Mrs. Mary Heboid, Sistersville, W. Va. and Mrs. Lillian Lycan, Wayne, W. Va.
- 30 -
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MARSHALL COTlr.CE

SERVICE---- 3-15-56

For to-©Slate Release

(Dr. Hempel to New York)

Dr. ’-ar^aret Hampel, professor of education at Marsks.ll College, will

have a leadership part in a study group at the annual conference of the Associa

tion for Supervision and Curriculum Development in New York City March 19-23.
She will be resource person for the group discussing the subject,
’Research Findings on Human Development.**

Dr. Hampel also had a leadership part in th© ASCD annual meeting last
year.

The Marshall College faculty member will leave Huntington by train

Saturday evening (Harch 17) and return Thursday of next week.

v>hile in How York

she will stay et the Hotel New Yorker.
Them of the cor.fei-once is "Creative Thinking, living and Teaching."

- 30 -
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MARSHALL COLLEGE WO3JMATIOH SKRVXCE-- 3-15-56
For Cranediate Release

(Silver Tea)
A sliver tea to raise funds for the Marshall College Symphonic Choir’s
participation in the Music Educators’ T&tional Conference at St# Louis, Mo#,

next month will take piece at lambda Chi Alpha fraternity house, 1701 Fifth Ave.,
• >7
Sunday (March 18) between 2:30 and 5

The tea Is sponsored jointly by the Choir ’/.others’ Club and lambda Chi
Alpha Wives and Mothers Club#
Money raised by the event will finance th© choir’s trip to St# Louis,

where it will sing twice. The first appearance will be a demonstration of singing techniques raid the second will be a concert before all delegates from the

Vnited States end its possessions#

The ten Is open to all Marshall College students end faculty merabern and
to other interested persons of the Huntington area#
The Symphonic Choir will present a one-hour program at the First Pres*

byterlen Church Just after the tea# The service will begin at 5 x>#m#
Professor R» Wayne Eugoboom will direct the group, as he will at the

national conference.
Included on the program are the opening chorus of Bach’s "Magnificat",

"Vigil by Christiansen, and "Ail Breathing Life" by Bach; "Soon Ona Morning" by

Mells; the Lawrence Morton "Psalm 150"; Malotte’s "The Lord’s Prayer" end "Lord,
Thou Hast Been Our Refuge" by Vaughan Williams#

Adi offering for the St# Louis trip will be taken#
- 30 -
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MARSHALL COLLEGE WOWATION’ SERVICE-- 5-16-56

For Release Wednesday, March 21
To The Parthenon

(Student Admission at Theaters)
Marshall College students must now present student activity cards to

be admitted at special student ratos to Huntington’s downtown theaters.
A joint announcement of the new requirement came today from officials

of the Palace theater and the Greater Huntingtion Theatre Corporation, repre
senting the Keith-Albee, Orpheum and State theaters.

Edwin Hyman, publicity director of the corporation, and John Goodnoe,
manager of the Palace, explained that frequent attempts by non-students to gain

admission at Marshall student rates had made the now rule necessary.
rt0ur action,* said the Hyman-Goodnoe statement, "is intended to protect

tho privilege of Marshall College students bo be admitted at reduced rates.”

Marshall students must now shov; their current student activity cards at

the time they buy tickets. Unless these cards are presented, the four downtown

theaters will charge the full rates.
- 50 *
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MARSHALL COLLEGE IMIWAATION SERVICE---- 3-16-56

Fc-r Immediate Release

(School Officials)

A Maryland school official and another from Elizabeth, W. Va., will

core to Marshall College next week to interview prospects for teaching positions.
George Robinson of Upper Marlboro, I'd., assistant superintendent of

Prince George County Schools, will be on the canpus Tuesday (March 20) to talk

with seniors expecting to graduate from Marshall’s teachers college in May.
Sam Williams, principal of Wirt County High School at Elizabeth, will

question graduation prospects Thursday (March 22) about positions in physical

education for girls, band, commerce, mathematics, physical science, and social

studies.
Seniors interested may arrange interviews through the office of

Dr. D. Banks Wilburn, dean of teachers college at Marshall.
- 30
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MARSHALL COLLE® INFORMATION SERVICE—-Huntington, W. Va.---- 3-16-56

For Immediate Release

(West Virginia School Board Association Meet-- )
HUNTINGTON, W. VA.-- (Special)-- "Solving the integration problem" is

one of the topics to be discussed at the W. Va. School Board Association meeting
with the W. Vao Association of School Superintendents in Huntington Tuesday and

Wednesday, March 22 and 23.
The joint convention will take place at the Governor Cabell Hotel and
the Science Hall Auditorium at Marshall College.

Members of most of the state’s

55 county school boards are expected to attend and take part in panel discussions
and special reports.

Other issues to be discussed are Major problems confronting Boards of
Education in West Virginia", a film on Greenbrier County entitled "A County Looks

at Its Schools", and various topics to be discussed from reports given by delegates

to the meeting.
The theme of the fourth annual convention of the School Board Association
is "Working Together for Better Schools."

Special speakers for the event include

Olin C. Nutter, Superintendent of Cabell County Schools; B. B. Harrah, CoordinatorSuperintendent of Greenbrier County Schools; Meredith Perry, Asst. Superintendent of

Kanawha County Schools; Rex Qnith, Superintendent of Monongalia County Schools;
and Raymond Bispanet, Superintendent of Hardy County Schools.

Registration begins at 2:00 p.m. Tuesday (March 22) at the Governor

Cabell Hotel.
- 30 -
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For Immediate Release

X
(Marshall Parents Week-end)

HUNTIN&TON, W. VA.-- (Special)-- Parents of Marshall College students

■will have an opportunity to get acquainted with their sons1 and daughters1 "home

away from home,” May 11-12-13, when the first annual Marshall College Parents
Week-end begins.
Final plans and arrangements for the event are being drawn up by a

committee of students and faculty members.

The week-end is intended to acquaint

the parents of students with the college and its over-all academic and social

program.
Designed to interest the parent, the program will consist of depart
mental displays, demonstrations, guided campus tours, special exhibits, teas,

luncheons, religious services, sings, musical concerts, special convocations,
and other events.

Concerning the event Dr. Stewart H. Smith, Marshall College president

said, "I extend a cordial invitation to all. parents to come to the college for
the week-end.

A program of activities is being planned that will present as

much of college life as possible and members of the faculty and administrative

staff will be glad to see you.

We hope that all parents will make a special

effort to spend this weekend with their sons and daughters.”

- 30 -
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M/1RSHALL COWEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 3-16-56
For Re loose Wednesday, Ma rah 21
To The Parthenon

(Student Admission at Theaters)
Marshall College students must now present student activity cards to
be admitted at special student rates to Huntington’s downtown theaters.

A Joint announcement of the new requirement came today from officials
of the Palace theater and the Greater Huntingtion Theatre Corporation, ropre-

senting the Keith-Albee, Orpheum and State theaters.
Mwin Hyman, publicity director of the corporation, and John Goodnoe,
manager of the Palace, explained that frequent attempts by non-students to gain

admission at Marshall student rates had made the new rule necessary.
*0ur action,” said the Hyman-Goodnoe statement, wis intended to protect
the privilege of Marshall College students to be admitted at reduced rates.”

Marshall students must now show their current student activity cards at
the tine they buy tickets.

Unless these cards are presented, the four downtown

theaters will charge tho full ratea.
- 30 r
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- Huntington, W, Va.-- 3-16-56
To the Beckley Post-Herald, Beckley, W. Va.

For Immediate Release

(Margaret .Ann Quintlor)

HUNTINGTON, W. VA .—(Special)-- Margaret Ann Quint ie?r, daughter
of I£r. and Mrs. Fred flintier of Beckley was recently elected president of

Pi Kappa Sigma social sorority at Marshall College in Huntington.
Miss Quintier is a junior in Teachers College at Marshall and a
member of the Women’s Athletic Association, the Marshall College Band* and
is a Dormitory Councellor for freshmen women.
30 -
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MARSHALL COLLEGE BTOI&ATION SERVICE-- Huntington, W. Va.-- 3-16-56
To the Clarksburg Telegram, Clarksburg, W. Va.

For Immediate Release

(Loretta H. Huber)
HUOTINGTON, W. VA.-- Loretta M. Huber, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.

D. N. Huber of 110 Duncan Avenue in Clarksburg, was recently elected vice

president of Pi Kappa Sigma social sorority st Marshall College in Huntington
Miss Huber is a junior in the College of Arts and Sciences nt Mar

shall and a member of various campus organizations. Her tern of o??fice is for
the 1956-57 academic year.
- 30 -
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 5-16-56

To the Mullens Advocate, Mullens, W. Va.

For Immediate Release

(Jerrie Lee Williams)

HUNTLTrTON, W. VA.—-Jerrie Lee Williams, daughter of Mr* and Mrs.

Norman
C. Williams of 402 Fairview in Mullens, W. Vao. , was recently elected
nn
treasurer of Sigma Sigma Sigma social sorority at Marshall College in Hunting

ton.
Miss Williams is a junior in Teachers College at Marshall and a

member of Future Teachers of America. Her term of office is for the 1956 aca
demic year.
30 -
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MARSHALL COILECE INFORAATIOH SERVICE-- Huntington, W. Va.-- 3-16-56

To the Hurricane Breeze, Hurricane, W. Va.
For Immediate Release

(Drema Ellen Morgan)
HUOTINCTON, W. VA.-- Drema Ellen Morgan, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.

Everett Morgan of Hometown, W. Va., was recently elected corresponding secre

tary of Pi Kappa Sigma social sorority at Marshall College in Huntington.
Miss Morgan is a graduate of East Rank High School and a Junior

in Teachers College at Marshall.

She is a member of various campus organiza-

tions. Her term of office is for the 1956-57 academic year.
- 30 -
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- Huntington, W. Va.-- 3-16-5G

To the West Virginia Herald, Clendenin, W. Va.
For Immediate Release

(Morelia Ann Payne)
Noroita Ann .Payne, daughter of Hr. and Mrs. Asa M. Payne of
Clendenin, was initiated recently into Alpha Sigma Alpha social sorority

at Marshall College in Huntington.

Hiss Feyne is a senior in Teachers College at Parshall and a

member of various campus organizations.
Fourteen women students of Marshall were initiated along with

Miss Payne at a banquet at the Hotel Governor Cabell in Huntington.
- 30 -
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE—Huntington, W. Va.-- 3-16-56
To the South Charleston Free Press, So. Chas., W. Va.

For Immediate Release

(Mary Lou Douglas)

Mary Lou Douglas, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ray Douglas of 302

Viinona Street in South Charleston, was initiated recently into Alpha Sigma
Alpha social sorority at Marshall College in Huntington.

Miss Douglas is a graduate of South Charleston High School and is

presently enrolled as a sophomore in Teachers College at Marshall.
Miss Douglas was initiated along with fourteen Marshall women at
a banquet at the Hotel Governor Cabell in Huntington.
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MARSHALL COLLEGE IHFORT4ATION SERVICE----Huntington, W. Va.----3&16-56

To the Williamson Daily Mows, Williamson, W. Va.
For Immediate Release

j

(?rina Jean Hensley)
Mina Jean Hensley, daughter of Mr. and Hrs. Moses Hensley of 1

Sunset Boulevard in Williamson, was recently elected vice-president of
Sigma Sigma Si&na social sorority at Marshall College in Huntington.
Miss Hensley is a senior in Teachers College at Marshall and a

member of various canpus organizations.

Both of her parents attended

Marshall College.
Miss Hensley’s term of office is for the 1958 academic year
-J
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORHATION SERVICE-- Huntington,

Va.-- 3-16-56

To the Logan Banner, Logan, W. Va.
For Immediate Release

(Vicki Rae Blevins)
Vicki Rae Blevins, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Frank T. Blevins of

Logan, was recently initiated into Alpha Sigma Alpha social sorority at
the Marshall College chapter house in Huntington.

Miss Blevins is a freshman in Teachers College at Marshall and a

member of the A. S. A.

She is a graduate of Logan High School.

- 30 -
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MARSHALL COLIEGE INFORMATION SERVICE---- Huntington, W. Va.---- 3^16-56
To the Logan Banner, Logan, W. Va.

For Immediate Release

(Dora V. Goodman)

Dora Virginia Goodman, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jack Goodman

of Accoville, hf. Vu., -was initiated recently into Alpha Sigma Alpha social
sorority at Marshall Colloge in Huntington.
Miss Goodman is a graduate of Man High School and is presently
enrolled as a freshman in the College of Arts and Sciences at Marshall.

Fifteen women were initiated along with Hiss Goodman at an initiated along
with Miss Goodman at an initiation banquet at the notel Governor Cabell in

Huntington.
- 30 -
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 3-16-56

To the Charleston Gazette9 Charleston, W. Va*
For Irnmedlato Release

(Roger Thurnon Baird)

HUNTINGTON, W. VAt—-Roger Thurmon Baird, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Bartlett T. Baird of 1304 Woodland Drive in Charleston, was initiated recently

into Kappa Alpha Order at Marshall College in Huntington.
Mr. Baird is a junior in the College of Arts and Sciences at Marshall
and a member of various campus organizations.

- 30 i
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MARSHALL COLLEGE IiWORMATION SERVICE-- Huntington, W. Va.—3-16-56

To the Charleston Gazette, Charleston, W. Va.
For Immediate Release

(Virginia Rae Ellis)
Virginia Rae Ellis, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ray W. Ellis of

2175-21st Street in Nitro, W. Va., was recently initiated into Alpha Sigma
Alpha social sorority at the Marshall College chapter house in Huntington.
Miss Ellis is a graduate of Nitro High School and a freshman in
the College of Arts and Sciences at Marshall.

campus organizations .

- 30 -
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE---- Huntington, VI. Va.

3-16-56

To: the Charleston Gazette, Charleston, W. Va.
For Immediate Release

(Carol Dawson)
Carol Dawson, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles C. Dawson of 4609
Country Club, South Charleston, was recently elected treasury assistant for

f

Pi Kappa Sigma social sorority at Marshall College in Huntington.

(py

Miss Dawson is a graduate of South Charleston High School and is

presently enrolled as a freshman in the College of Arts and Sciences at Marshall.
- 30 -
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MARSHALL COLLEGE FORMATION SERVICE-- Huntington, 17. Va.-- 3-16-56

To The Independent Herald, Pineville, W. Va.
For Immediate Release

(Sherry Eva Bazzie)
Sherry Eva Bazzie, daughter of Mr. and ?lrs* Amerigo Bazzie of

Pineville, W* Va., v?as recently initiated into Alpha Signa Alpha social
sorority at the Marshall College chapter house in Huntington.
Hiss Bazzie is a graduate of Pineville High School and a fresh

man in the College of Arts and Sciences at Marshall.
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For Release Monday, March 19
To the .Advertiser, Huntington, W. Va.

(W. Va. 8. C. A. Banquet Speaker)—|
Guest speaker at the banuqet to be held in conjunction with the

Fourth Annual Convention of the W. Va. School Board Association March 32-23
will be 0. H. Roberts, Jr

president of the National School Board. Association,

Inc.

Mr. Roberts will address a joint meeting of the SBA and the W. Va

Association of School Superintendents at 6:45 p.m. at the Governor Cabell Hotels
on March 23.

Er. Roberts is a graduate of Evansville College and received his J. D.

Degree in 1940 from the George Washington University Law School. He is a member
of the law firm of Roberts and Roberts in his home city, Evansville, Indiana, and
has been an active member of Indiana School Boards for several years.

His activities on behalf of his community include baveing been a member
of numerous civic leagues and citizens committees and acting as president of

The Welfare Council of his county, the Evansville Community Chest, the Evans
ville College Alumni Fund Committee, end various chairmanships of civic campaigns.

Mr. Roberta has been the recipient of the Evansville College Fhi Zeta
award; the Distinguished Service Award of the Indiana State Junior Chamber of

Commerce; the Distinguished Service Award of the Evansville Junior Chantjt of
Commerce; first recipient of the am rd of the Indiana School Boards Association,
given to the outstanding school board member in the state; the Junior Chamber

of Commerce Certificate of Merit; end the Good Government Award of the Junior
Chamber of Commerce.

Mr. Roberts will be Introduced at the banquet by John D. Hoblltzell,

Jr., president of the W, Va, Association of School Board Members, who will
/more)
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MARSHALL COLLEGE P^ORMATION SERVICE---- 3-16-56
(v?. Va. S. C. A. Banquet Speaker—2)
preside otfer the meeting.
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 3-16-56

To the Herald-Advertiser, Huntington, W. Va.

For Release Sunday, March 18

(Barbershop and Beautyshop Contest)
Two awards will be given in the "race for pennies" among Marshall

College campus organizations competing in the Barbershop-Beautyshop Contest
on Tuesday, March 20.

Fifteen campus organizations have thus far entered the contest to so© which
group can collect the greater number of pennies on behalf of the Symphonic Choir.

Proceeds are to help sponsor the choir’s trip to the Music Educator’s National
Convention in St. Louis in April.

The first of the two awards—Silver trophy cups»—will be given to the
organization collecting the largest amount of money.

A second cup will be awarded

by judges to the group showing the most outstanding musical ability.
Sororities-have"entered the competition so far are: Sigma Sigma Sigma,

Alpha Sigma Tau, Alpha Sigma Alpha, Pi Kappa Sigma, Alpha Chi Omega, and Delta
Sigma Epsilon.
Fraternities Are: Pi Kappa Alpha, Sigma Phi Epsilon, and Alpha Sigma

Phi.
Other groups in the contest are: Phi Hu Alpha, honorary music fra

ternity; Omicron Delta Kappa , campus leadership society; Caveliers, men’s
independent social group; Cavalettes, women’s independent social group; and
Freshmen Women’s Residence Hall*

Judges for the event are: John Phillips, WHTN-Radio; Milton Slater,

WHTN-TV; Bert Shimp, WSAZ-TV; Sterret Neale, WSAZ-TV; and Seeb Tweel, 7JTCRRadio, Ashland, Kentucky.

Pete Donathan, Huntington, senior, is general chairman of the event.
- - ■ .
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MARSHALL COLLEGE KFOTS/.ATION SERVICE-- 3-16-56

(Barbershop and Beautyshop Contest—2)

The sorority and fraternity groups have described themselves as the
’’Barbershop and Beautyshop Quartets.”

Final winners in the two classes will

be announced at 7:30 p.m. at the closing session of the contest on Tuesday 9
March 20 in the Shawkey Student Union at Marshall College.

- 30 -
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- Huntington, W.Va.-- 3-19-56

To The Herald-Dispatch, Huntington, W.Va.
For Immediate Release

(College Theatre)
Marshall College Theatre’s production of "The Crucible” opens

Wednesday evening at 8:15 P.M. in the Marshall College Auditorium.

Clayton Page’s production of the Arthur Hiller drama will be
presented in two acts with a cast of seventeen.

The play involves

one of the blackest episodes in American history-- the hanging of
nineteen persons accused of witchcraft in Salem, Massechusetts in 1690.
The story begins with a group of hysterical young girls persuading

a mammy-servant from the Barbadoes to conjure up magic in the woods

around Salem.

Their actions bring the wrath of the village down upon

their heads. In defense, the girls begin to accuse members of Salem

society of being possessed by the devil.

As imaginations are stim

ulated, accusations run wild.
The sensational trials brought about by the witchcraft fever end

in death for the town’s most reputable and disreputable pfctlians.

Arthur Miller has preserved the historical purity of the story by

observing the facts to the letter.

The text of the play is based upon

actual interviews collected at the time of the trials from the people

who lived the story.
■

The setting of the play is in five scenes with authentic copies of

i
■

Puritan dress, peculiarities of speech, and customs of living drawn from

historical Information on Colonial times.
The play will run Wednesday through Friday, March 21-23. Admission

is sixty cents for townspeople and by activity card for students.

I

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-3-19-56

(Marshall Collage Theatre—2)

The play will ran T-’ednesdey through Friday, March 21-23. Adriission

is sixty cents for townspeople or by student activity card.
-30-
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To The Huntington Advertiser, Huntington, W.Va.
For Immediate Release

(Marshall College Theatre)

’’The Crucible", a $rama in two acts, will opeji Wednesday evening
at 8:15 P.M. in the Old Main Auditorium at Marshall College, under the

direction of Claytcn R. Page.
The play is concerned with the trial and conviction of nineteen

persons accused of witchcraft in Salem, Massachusetts, some seventy

years after the Pilgrims landed at Plymouth. Arthur Miller, who also

authored "Death of a Salesman", has taken the text of the story from
factual accounts of the episode collected from the accused themselves

at the actual time of the

and prominent citizens who survived

the incident.
The story begins with the misguided enthusiasm of a group of

teenage girls seeking excitement.

With the help of an irresponsible

servant girl from the Barbadoes, they attempt to conjure up the devil
through witchcraft in the woods. Their antics are discovered when a
member of their group feigns unconsciousness to get attention for herself.
Frightened by the reprimands they receive from older members of the
village, the girls seize on their only opportunity for defense-- the claim

that their witching is the real manifestation of a pact with the devil
made by prominent goodwives of the town.
Carried away by theicfdent of their claim on their listeners, they
begin to accuse various members of Salem society. Later, in fear of their

own lives, they are compelled to substantiate their false claims in court,
bringing condemnation upon the innocent victims of their afrttek.

(More)

0

WJiSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE

FOB IMMEDIATE RELEASE
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(Barbershop Beautyshop contest—1)
Approximately fifteen Marshall College canpus quartets will compete

for top honors in popularity and musical ability tonight

Tuesday,

March 20, at 7:15 p.m. in the Shawkey Student Union building.
■:

v

.

The occasion is the Barbershop-Beautyshop Contest^ sponsored by the

Marshall College Choirs to raise funds for the Symphonic Choir’s April
trip to the MEMO National Music Convention in St. Louis.

The competing quartets will sing a variety of songs during the proceedings,

but most of then ^ill be old barbershop harmony favorites, according to Pete
Jonathan, Huntington

senior and contest chiirnan.

Voting for the popularity phnse of the contest will be done by the

*ponny-a-voteu method. A group of selected judges will dotermine the groupJMX
with the most musical ability• Judges for the event or©: John Phillips,

WHTN-Radio; Milton Slater, 6HTN-TV; Bert Shimp, WA2WTV; St or ret Neale,
WSAZ-TV; and SKF-b Tv/eel,

VTCR-Redio, Ashland, Kentucky.

'SvM Silver trophy cups will be presented to the MOK popularity winner
to
and the 'jhXX judges selection.
The following organizations will participate in the contest:

Sororities—Signa Digma Sigma, Alpha Sigma Tau, Alpha SigmaAlpha,

Pi Kappa Sigma, Alpha Chi Omega, and Delta figma Epsilon.
Fmternitiea—H Kappa alpha, Sigma Phi Epsilon, and Alpha Sigma Phi.

(more)
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Marshall College Information Service

For rmmediate Release

{Barberrkop-Beautyshop contest—2)
Other croups—rhl Mu Alpha, honorary music fraternity; Ord cron Delta Kappa,

leadership fraternity; Cavaliers, men’s independent social club; Cavalcttcs,
women'a independent social group; and Freshman Vtanen'a Residence hall.
The contest ia open to the public.
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 3-19-%

To The Huntington Advertiser, Huntington, W.Va.

(X-Ray Unit at Marshall College)

The W.Va. State Health Department’s x-ray unit began

taking free x-rays of students and faculty members on the

Marshall College campus at 9s00 A.M. this morning.
The mobile unit will remain on campus Monday through

Friday and will be open from 9*00 A.M. to ^:00 P.M. Students
and faculty members may have chest x-rays made during this
time without cost to themselves. The unit will remain at the
east end of the Science Building throughout the week#

According to Dr. Charles 3. Hagan, clinic physician
at Marshall, approximately 75 per cent of the studentsetuid

faculty participated in last year’s program. Dr. Hagan
called for a 100 per cent participation this year.

He

stressed the importance of keeping a check on one’s health,

adding that "most diseases could be arrested if detected in

their early stages". The purpose of -fehe x-ray unit is to give

people, an opportunity to keep check on thejjr health without
cost.

Doctor Hagan added that several cases of mild lung infection

were detected as a result of the unit’s visit to the campus last
year, allowing the patients to get prompt treatment which might

not otherwise been thought necessary. The actual picture-taking
process requires only two minutes and results are mailed to the

students within thirty days.
-30-
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(President to fraternities-- 1)

President Stewart H. Smith today asked fraternity
presidents to "remove whatever basis there is for recent reports
about the use of alcoholic beverages and the wearing of scanty

attire at fraternity dances” and announced that a facultystudent
committee to investigate the reports would be appointed.

"I wish to make it very clear,” President Smith said in

a general letter to fraternity presidents, "that the college
administration will not tolerate further violations of existing

regulations governing social conduct at dances.

H

He recognized that "all fraternities are not equally
guilty of the violations mentioned," but emphasized that all

fraternity men "must share the responsibility of correcting
a condition that is bringing unfavorable Bfe criticism upon all

our fraternities as well as the college."
The College Administrative Cabinet last Wednesday
recommended that a complete investigation of college social

events be made©
"In compliance with this recommendation," said President
Smith, "I am now engaged in appointing a student-faculty committee

to carry out this assignment."

(more)
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 3-19-56
(President to fraternities-—2)

Explaining that he himself was a fraternity man, the

president said he had always believed that fraternities and
fraternity men should be the first to abide by college regulations
and “should set the standards for the entire campus*"

-30-
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MAR53IA1L COIIMGE WOWTION SERVICE---- 3-20-56

For Immodiato release

By Robert G. Adams
Marshall Student Journalist

(Army Veteran Feature—1)

February 14, 1945, dawned hot and sunny on the Pasig river near the

burning city of Manila •

Small arms fire crackled and mortar shells burst as

the desperate Japanese fought to slow up the advancing American forces.
Taist deep in the muddy, swirling waters of the Pasig, the 1678th

Engineer Battalion worked furiously to erect a much-needed military bridge.
Bullets whistled around the laboring men and small geysers of water spurted up

here and there as proof of Japanese markmenship, but the engineers never

faltered and the work went on.
"It was a miracle that none of us v?er® hit," said Edwin C. Berry,

Marshall College senior, recently as he recalled that hectic day in the Fhillipines olevon years ago.

*1 don*t know how we finished the job, but wo did” he

said, "and considering the number of troops and supplies that poured across that
bridge, I guess we helped to finish tho Japanese in Manila."

(Military records

indicate that the city fell three days later on February 17.)
The 1876 Engineer Battalion later received a presidential citation

for their valuable work in the FhlUlpine campaign.
Berry recently begun his senior year at Marshall after having his

educational plans interrupted tgr military service in -A’orld Tar IT and the Korean

Tar.

According to college records he is one of five veterans on the canpus who

have served in two wars.
(more)
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HARSIiALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 3-20-56

(Army Veteran Feature—2)

Berry, now a sociology major at Marshall, was sent to Japan after
the war ended.
trouble.

"I remained there for 45 days," he said, "and I never saw any

The Japanese were very much defeated."

Berry returned to the United States in 1946 where he was discharged
in February.

He became an employee of the Huntington Post Office later that

year and has worked there since.

He now puts in 40 hours per week at the post

office in addition to carrying a full academic load in college.

"Its a good job",

said Berry, "and it enables my family to live confortably while I complete my

(7

education."

Originally enrolling in the College of Arts and Sciences at Marshall

in 1939, Berry dropped out to enlist in the army in 1943.

During his World Kar$ II

service he saw action in Mew Guinea, the Dutch East Indies, the Phillipines, and

Japan.

Berry was recalled to active duty in 1950 when the Korean War broke
out.

After training at Ft. Meade, Maryland, he v^as sent to Korea as a Warrant

Officer, junior grade.
In Korea Berry was appointed postal officer in charge of prisoner of

war mail.

His job was to carry mail to Panmunjon for the American prisoners of

war and being held behind the Red Lines.

”1 was never at ease around the Com

muniots but I felt good about carrying that mail," said Berry.
"The Reds were completely formal about the entire procedure," com
mented Berry wryly.

"They weren’t going to accept mail from me at first because

I wasn’t a commissioned officer, but we talked hard and they finally agreed.
After that things went smoothly.”

(more)
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COLLEGE WOP-tfATION SERVICE---- 3-20-56

(,AW Veteran Feature—3)

Berry’s dally mil run took him and an enlisted man through three

miles of communist territory. He remained in Korea ton months.

After his discharge in 1953 he returned to his old job at the Hunting
ton Post Office, H© later decided to resume his education and in September of

1954 ho re-entered Marshall College*

”1 have never regretted either of those two

actions,” commented Berry*
Berry resides with bls wife Huth, a 1944 graduate of Marshall College,

and their two children, Eddie and Beverly, at 1669 Fifth. Avenue in Huntington.
Mrs* Berry formerly taught elementary education in Cabell County Schools*

~inc© re-entering Marshall Berry has maintained a 3*5 academic average.
he is presently taking Spanish, English Literature, and several courses in

sociology
One of 30 World War II veteran’s now enrolled at Marshall, Berry hopes
to enter some phase of government work upon his graduation*

”Supporting a fnmily

and attending college at the same time is difficult,w he said, "but I think it

will pay off eventually.
- 30 i
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 3-20-56

For Immediate Release

(Science Fair-- 1)
The Marshall College Regional Science Fair is scheduled to take place

at the Science Hall Auditorium at Marshall College in Huntington April 6 and 7,
according to Dr. Howard L. Mills, director of the fair.

Prizes will be awarded to students showing the most outstanding ability
through exhibits in several scientific fields.

Exhibits to be presented include

displays in chemistry, engineering, mathematics, biology, laboratory procedures
and industrial developments.

Winners of the fair will be given a free trip to Oklahoma City to submit
their exhibits in the National Science Fair May 10-12, accompanied by Dr. Mills.

A boy and a girl will be selected for the grand prize.
Every school presenting an exhibit will be awarded a certificate of
merit, with special medals and citations for individual exhibits of outstanding

merit•
The purpose of the science fair has been described as "an opportunity

for the display of scientific talent and to provide recognition of this talent;

to motivate, encourage, and inspire in students and teachers the desire for
scientific experimentation and discovery; to encourage talented youths to enter

scientific careers; and to focus attention on science and stimulate student,

teacher, and community interest in scienceon
(more)

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 3-20-56

(Science Fair-- 2)

Tri-State counties to be represented in the fair include Cabell, Wayne,

Lincoln, Mason, Mingo, Logan, and western Putnam in West Virginia; Gallia, Jackson,

Lawrence, Meigs, Scioto, and Pike in Ohio; and Boyd,. Greenup, Lawrence, Martin,
Pike, Carter, Floyd and Johnson in Kentucky©

Exhibits at the fair will be open to the public daily from 9:00 a©m©
to 4:00 p.m© in the Science Hall Auditorium at Marshall College in Huntington©
30 -
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE---- 3-20-56
To the Herald-Dispatch, Huntington, W* Va*

For Innediate Release

(Marshall College Theatre-- )

"The Crucible”, a two act dramatization of the 1692 Salem witchcraft
trials will open a three night stand this evening at 8:15 p.m* in Marshall Col-

x

&

lege’s Old Main Auditorium*

The College Theatre production will deal with the trial and conviction

of nineteen persona accused of witchcraft in Salem, Massachusetts some seventy
years after the Pilgrims landed.

The play is presented with five changes of scenery, authentic copies of
Puritan dress, peculiarities of speech, and living customs drawn from historical

information on Colonial times*

The play will run Wednesday through Friday, March 21-23*

is sixty cents for townspeople and by activity card for students.
is 8:15 p.n*
- 30 -
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 3-20-56
To the Advertiser, Huntington, W. Va.

For Immediate Release

(Marshall College Theatre-—)
"The Crucible", a dramatized version of the infamous Salem witch trials

of 1692 will be presented tonight at 8:15 p.m. in Marshall College’s Old Main

Auditorium by the College Theatre group.
The production will be presented in two acts with five changes of

scenery, authentic copies of Puritan dress, peculiarities of speech, and living
customs drawn from historical information on Colonial times.

The play deals with the trial and conviction of nineteen persons
accused of witchcraft in Salem, Massachusetts some seventy years after the

Pilgrims landed.

The production will run tonight through Friday, March 21-23.
is sixty cents for townspeople and by activity card for students.

is 8:15 p.m.

- 30 -
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 3-20-56

To the Herald-Dispatch, Huntington, W. Vs.
For Immediate Release

(VZ. Va. School Board Meet-—1)
"Solving The Integration Problem" is ono of the topics to be discussed

at the joint meeting of the W. Va. School Board Association and the W. Va. As

sociation of School Superintendents to be held in Huntington Thursday and Friday,
March 22-23.

The Meeting will take place at the Hotel Governor Cabell and in the
Science Hall Auditorium at Marshall College.
Theme of this year’s coi'.|entlon is "Working Together for Bettor Schools."

Guest speaker for a banquet to be held at 6:45 p.m. Friday at the Governor Cabell,

will be 0o K. Roberts, Jr., president of the National School Boards Association,
Inc.
Representatives of West Virginia’s fifty-five county school beards are
expected to attend the convention, with special topics to he discussed by various

superintendents•
Registration will begin at 2:00 p.n. March 22 at the hotel, with an

evening registration period in the Marshall Science Hall at ?:00 p.m.
Topics for panel discussions by the group will include ’’Solving the
Integration Problem", "Major Problems Confronting Boards of Education in West

Virginia", a film on Greenbrier County entitled "A County Looks at Its Schools",
and various topics to be introduced from the floor.
An address of welcome to the delegates will be delivered at the Thursday

afternoon session by Olin C. Nutter, Superintendent, Cabell County Schools.
Special topics at this meeting will include T’Fringe Benefits for Teachers",

(more)

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 3-20-56

(V?. Va« School Hoard Meet—2)

’’Written Policies for Schools Boards”, "Revision of School. Laws", and Research

Committee reports•

- 30 -

MARSHALL COLLEGE rm^’ATTOM SERVICE---- 3-20-56

To the Herald-Dispatch, Hunt last on, ’7. Vfe.
For Immediate Release

(’”. Va. School Board Beet-- 1)

The ’7. Va. School Board Association will conduct its fourth Annual
Convention in a joint meeting with tho

Va. Association of School Superintendents
/
/ .

Thursday and Friday, March 22-23 in Huntington.

Part of the meeting will t ake place at the Governor Cabell Hotel, v?ith---

special sessions in tho Science Ball Auditorium at I'nrsb all College.
Theme of tliis year’s convention is ’’Working Together

r-r

Petter Schools.”

Guest speaker for a banquet to be held at 6:45 p.n. Friday at the Governor Cabell,

will he 0. K. Roberts, Jr., president of the national School Boards Association,
Inc.

Representatives of Host Virginia’s fifty-five county school boards are
expected to attend the convention, with special topics to be discussed by various
superintendents•
Registration will begin at 2:00 p.n. March 22 at the hotel, with an

evening registration period in the Marshall Science Hell st 7:00 p.n.
Topics for panel discussions by the croup will include ’’Solving the

Integration Problem”, ’’Major Problems Confronting Boards of Education in T"est

Virginie”, a film on Greenbrier County entitled ”A County Looks at Its Schools”,

and various topics to bo introduced from tho floor.

(more)
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 3-20-56

(W. Va. School Board Meet-- 2)
An address of wlecome to the delegates will be delivered at the Thursday

afternoon session by Olin C. Nutter, Superintendent, Cabell County Schools.

Special topics at this meeting will include ’’Fringe Benefits for Teachers”,
"Written Policies for Schools Boards”, "Revision of School Laws”, and Research
Committee reports.
- 30 -
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MARSHALL COILEGB INFORMATION SERVICE-- 3-20-56
For Irncdiate Release

{’.'art in at Earshall)
P. K. Hartin of Welch, assistant superintendent of
McDowell County schools. will be on the Marshall College

campus Thursday (March 22) to interview Marshall seniors

seeking teaching positions.
Interested seniors nay h grange for interviews
through the office of Dean D. Banks •.'ilburn of Teachers Col-

lege.

- 30
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MARSHALL COLLE® INFORMATION SERVICE— -3-21-56

For Immediate Release
From:

Joe Maynftr, Sports Publicity Director
By Joe Maynor

The Marshall College Basketball team released their 1955-56 all
opponent team Wednesday picking two men from Morehead in the first five.
Sophomore Steve Hamilton of the Eagles was a unanimous choice to
gain the captaincy®

His teammate Donnie Gaunce also gained a first team

berth.

Two men from the Mid-American Conference made the first team

selection.

Toledo’s Jim Ray and Miami’s Don Barnette were the only two MAC

representatives on the first five. Ray Brott, Denver University’s 6-^8 center
was voted the pitf$bt slot.

On the second five were: Bill Kenon, Miami; Dan Potopsky, Kent State;
Dan Swartz, Morehead; Bill Hawkins, Baldwin Wallace; and Don Flora, Washington
and Lee.
30 -

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 3-21-56

To the Herald-Dispatch, Huntington, W. Va•

For Immediate Release

(W. Va* School Boards Meet—1)
Representatives of the 55 counties of West Virginia are expected to

arrive in Huntington today for the Fourth Annual Convention of the W. Va.
School Boards Association.

The Association will hold a two-day joint meeting

with the W. Va. Association of School Superintendents.

The meeting is scheduled to open with registration at the Hotel
Govemor Cabell at 1:30 p.m. this afternoon.

at 4:00 p.m.

/. - g f
X--

The afternoon session will adjourn

Delegates will resume thoir meeting at 7:00 p.m. tonight at the

Science Hall Auditorium at Marshall College.

Virgil L. Flinn, Superintendent of Kanawha County Schools and president

of the Superintendents Association, will preside at the afternoon session.
Music will be presented for the delegates entertainment, folloived by

an address of welcome from Olin C. Nutter, Superintendent of Cabell County
Schools.

Special topics and Research Committee Reports will be presented,

folloxved by an open discussion from the floor.
A second registration period will take place at 7:00 p.m. this evening

in the Science Hall Auditorium at Marshall.

The evening meeting will feature

panel discussions, county reports on "Solving the Integration Problem," and a
film on Greenbrier County entitled "A County Looks at Its Schools. n

Friday*s sessions will begin at 9:00 a.m. at the Science Hall Audi

torium when the School Boards Association will decide on the main goal of the
association for the coming year and how it can best be achieved.

(more)
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 3-21-56

(W. Va. School Boards Meet—2)

The joint convention will end with a bqnquet at the Hotel Governor
Cabell at 6:45 p.m. Friday, and an address by guest speaker, 0. H. Roberts, Jr,,
President of the National School Boards Association, Inc.
- 30 -
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MARSHALL COLLEGE DEFOLIATION SERVICE---- 3-21-56
To the Charleston Gazette, Charleston, T’. Va.

For Immediate Rolease

(Ugly Tian Contest—)

Glen Edward Smith, son of Mr. and Mrs. Chando H

.Smith of 5148

McCorkle Avenue in Charleston, recently won the "Ugly Han" contest sponsored

by Alpha Chi Omega, national service fraternity at Marshall College in Hunting
ton.
Represented in the contest were members of all campus fraternities.

The "Ugly Man" constitutes the most hideous, amusing, or repugnant disguise
which the fraternity men can create from make-up and costumes.

The purpose

of the contest is to raise money each year for a worthy cause.

The proceeds

of this year’s event will go toward the expenses for the Symphonic Choir to

attend the National Music Educator’s Convention in St. Louis in April.

Mr. Smith is a senior in the College of Arts and Sciences at Marshall

and a member of Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity, which he represented in the contest.

SO -
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 3-21-56

To the Logan Banner, Logan, W. Va.
For Immediate Release

(S. A. E. Initiate-- )
Roger Scaggs, son of Mrs. Anna M. Scaggs of 403 Cole Avenue in Logan,

was initiated recently into Signa Alpha Epsilon social fraternity at Marshall
College in Huntington,

Mr. Scaggs was initiated along with fourteen other fraternity pledges
at an initiation banquet at the Hotel Prichard.

He is a graduate of Logan High

School and a freshman in the College of Arts and Sciences at Marshall.

mother, the former Anna Mae Duncan, also attended Marshall College.
- 30 -
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 3-21-56
To the Moundsville Echo, Moundsville, W. Va.

For Immediate Release

(S. A. E. Initiate)

Phillip Herold Barnhart, son of Mr* and Mrs* Harold Barnhart of
1601 Center Avenue in Moundsville, was Initiated recently into Sigma Alpha
Epsilon social fraternity at Marshall College in Huntington.

Mr* Barnhart was Initiated along with fourteen other fraternity
pledges at an initiation banquet at the Hotel Prichard. He is a graduate

of Moundsville High School and a freshman in the College of Arts and Sciences
at Marshall. His campus affiliations include Alpha Psi Omega, S. A. E. and
the Pershing Rifles.

- 30 -
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 3-21-56

To the Advertiser, Huntington, W. Va•
For Immediate Release

(W. Va. School Boards Meet—)

The Fourth Annual Convention of the 17, Va, School Boards Association

and the W. Va. Association of School Superintendents opens with registration
at 1:30 p.m. today at the Hotel Governor Cabell in Huntington.

/33

The meeting is to continue through today and Friday with sessions in\^
the Science Hall Auditorium at Marshall College.

Virgil L. Flinn, Superintendent

of Kanawha County Schools and president of the Superintendents Association, will

preside at the afternoon session.
Music will be presented for the delegates entertainment, followed by
an address of welcome from Olin C. Nutter, Superintendent of Cabell County

Schools,

Special topics and Research Committee Reports will be presented,

followed by an open discussion from the floor.
A second registration period will take place at 7:00 p.n. this evening

in the Science Hall Auditorium at Marshall.

The evening meeting will feature

panel disucssions, county reports on "Solving the Integration Problem,’* and a

film on Greenbrier County entitled "A County Looks at Its Schools."
Friday’s sessions will begin at 9:00 a.m. at the Science Hall Audi

torium when the School Boards Association will decide on the main goal of the

association for the coming year and how it can best be achieved.
The joint convention will end with a banquet at the Hotel Governor

Cabell at 6:45 p.m. Friday, and en addrees by guest speaker, 0. r. Roberts, Jr.,

president of the National School Boards Association, Inc.
- 30 -
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By John L’evenor
Increased enrollment in Teacher’s Collage is reflected
in the residence of 56 Teacher’s College non in Hodges Hall this
aercester.

A survey of 45 future teachers in the men’s dormitory

representing 18 counties in West Virginia, two other states (Ohio
and Hew Jersey), and one foreign country (Costa Hica) 9 shows 33 men

enrolled in secondary education, 5 in the single curriculum course,
and only two enrollees in elementary education.

fix .ajor fields are represented uith 27 enrolled in physical

education, 6 in biological science, 5 in social studies, 2 In English,
and 1 in mathematics.

Of the 45 men interviewed, 28 plan to teach upon graduation.
Kight men plan to enter the service, with two making the array a career,

2 plan to train for physical therapy, 1 will enter the ministry, 1 nodical

school, 1 guidance work in correctional institutions, 1 pro football, end

1 educational supervision.
Thirteen of the twnty-oight who will teach plan to tench in

V7@st Virginia, twelve out of state, and three are undecided.

Of the

twelve teachers leaving the state, six will go to Ohio, too to Florida >
one to Vow Jersey (pro football coach), and three are undecided.

(; tore)

-—o

Twenty-two of the 45 men entered the teaching profession
because they"love to work with children,” eight because they "like
the working conditions," eight because of interest in atheletics,
and seven for security•

Jan Caldwjl, Mullens sophmore sumad up the opinions of
all 45 men concerning the recent pay increase for West Virginia

Teachers#

"The pay raiwe was badly needed and is a step in the right

direction, but it still not enough," said Jan#

The men expect an

average wage of $3680 for therl first year*s instruction, naming figures
from £3000 to $6000.

The survey representing 15 sophoinoi*es, 11 juniors, 11 freshmen.

7 seniors, and 1 graduate student, showed that fourteen men as?® Doriocrato,
eight Republicans, end 23 have no fixed political views.

in

from 18 to 39 and only one is married.

The men range

Five religions were re^re*

sented by fifteen Methodists, thirteen Haptists, seven Catholics, and

three Episcopalians.

i

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 3-22-56

To the HeraId-Advertiser, Huntington, W# Va.
For Release Sunday, March 25

(Cutline Information--Edwin C. Berry)
Edwin C. Berry, Marshall College senior, returns to the

campus to begin his final year of study after having his education

interrupted by two ??ars.

Berry originally enrolled at Marshall

in 1939, but withdrew to serve overseas in World War II and the

Korean War# He recently enrolled for his senior year$ of study.
- 30 -
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MARSHALL COLLEGE WORMATIOIT SERVICE---- 3-22-56

To the Beckley Post-.Ierald, Beckley, ’’’• Ta.

Tor Immediate Release

(Jesse Ethel Davis)
Jesso Ethol Davis, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J reach Davis of 106
Church Street, Beckley, x;es initiated recently into -i Kappa Sigiia social

sorority at Marshall College in Huntington.

Miss Davis was initiated along v/ith nine other pledges at core
monies in the Johnsen Memorial Church in Huntington.

One foimerly attended

Alderson-Broaddus College and is pi'oseatly enrolled as a sophomore in
Teachers College at Marshall.
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CRRVICE—3-22-56

To the Raleigh Register, Reoklcy, ”* Va.

For Tnnediate Release

(Gloria Key Piggs)
Gloria Huy Aiggs, daughter of I.'r. and hrs. Thom s J. Riggs of

202 Honroe Avenue in Peekloy, ?jas initiated recently into Pi Zappa Signa
social sorority at Hai*shall College in Huntin^on.
I’iss Higgs v.’as initiated along, vdth nine other sorority pledges
in an initiation cererony at the Johnson Honorial Church*

Che is a graduate

of ’.'oodros ’"ilson High. School and a freahrtan in the College of Arts end
Cc i e - c •' r. a t ’ h.r ah all •

’"Isa Figgs IS active in canpus affairs ar.d is s

merfoer of the A Capella Choir.
- 30 -
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE---- 3-22-56

To the Charleston Gazette, Charleston, VI Va.

For Zn&cdiate Release

(Carol Kay Dawson)
Carol Kay Dawson, daughter of Mr. end Mrs

Charles C. Dawson of

4609 Country Club, Charleston, was initiated recently into Pi Kappa Signa
social sorority at Marshall College.
Miss Dawson was initiated along with nine other sorority pledges

in an initiation ceremony at the Johnson Memorial Church.

She is a graduate

of South Charleston High School and is presently enrolled as a freshman in

the Collego of Arts and Sciences at Marshall.
- 30 -
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MARSHALL COLIEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 3-22-56

To the W. Va. News, Ronceverte, W. Va.
For Immediate Release

t&X Kappa Sigma)

Two Ronceverte women students of Marshall College were initiated
recently into Pi Kappa Sigma social sorority in Huntington*

Helen Kay Heslep, duaghter of Mr. and Mrs. Howard E. Heslep, and
Bessie Goldia Harvey, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Buster B. Harvey, were initiated.,

along with eight other sorority pledges in an initiation ceremony at the

Johnson Memorial Church in Huntington.
Roth girls are freshmen in the College of Arts and Sciences at

Marshall, and both are graduates of Greenbrier High School. Miss Harvey’s
mother, the former Ethel Rodgers, also attended Marshall College*
- 30 -
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 3-22-56

To th© Herald-Dispatch, Huntington, W• Va.

For Immediate Release

(Greek Week Project-- 1)

Like a free baby sitter?

Or maybe your car washed for nothing?

If you do just call 7385 anytime betwon 10 a.m, and 4 p.m.

tomorrow, Saturday, March 24, and members of Marshall College fraternities
and sororities will be available for various types of odd jobs in the local
area with no charge involved.

Job time should not exceed one half-hour.

The free odd-job project is part of the over-all Marshall College

"Greek Week" program during which members of Greek letter organizations on

the campus strive to better relations between their groups and the towns
people •
"Greek Week" began on the campus Monday, March 19, and will con

clude tomorrow evening with a dance and awards presentation ceremony at
Memorial Field house from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.
- 30 -
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 3-22-56
To the Advertiser, Huntington, W. Va.
For Immediate Release

(Greek Week project—-)

Do you have any odd jobs lying Joose around the house?

1

Don’t put off doing them any longer, dial 7385 between 10 a.m.
and 4 p.n» tomorrow, Saturday, March 24, and a member of a Marshall Col

lege fraternity or sorority will wash your car, paint your fence, or
baby-sit for you free of charge.

Lob time should not exceed one-half hour.
The free odd-job project is part of the over-all Marshall

College "Greek Week” program during which members of Greek letter organiza

tions on the campus strive to better relations between thoir groups and the
townspeople.

"Creek Week" began on the campus Monday, March 19, and will con
clude tomorrow evening with a dance and awards presentation ceremony at

Memorial Field House from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.
— 30 •fit
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MARSHALL COLLEGE P1FCRMATION SERVICE---- 3-22-56

For Immediate Release

(M. L. Reynolds)
M. L. Reynolds, director of the Star Cornmanwealth School for Boys,

Albion, Michigan, will be at Marshall College Monday, March 26, to interview
men interested in teaching at his institution.

Hr. Reynolds will be interested in teachers of English, mathematics,
science, social studies, remedial reading, and coaching.

He also needs two teachers for elementary school positions in the
sixth and seventh grades.
Those interested may apply at the Marshall Teachers College office,
room 120, Old Mein, for an interview appointment*
- 30 -

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 3-26-56
For Immediate Release

From:

Foe Mayntbr, Sports Publicity Director
Sy Foe Maynor

(Notre Dame U.-- )
Marshall College Tennis Coach, Lany Brisbin, has announced his team members

for the opening match to be played on the Marshall campus this Friday when the Fight

ing Irish of Notre Dame University invade the Big Green*
Taking the number one spot again this year will be Bill Bias, a left hander

who is one of the strongest defensive players in the Mid-American Conference*

Bill

Seidel, a number three regular last year, will also be returning as a regular this

year*
Larry Hite, who played positions from 2 to 6 last year, has showed more

improvement than any other player on the squad, according to coach Brisbin.
Cebe Price, a first team basketball player, and George Templin, a full-back

on the football team, will also be returning from last year’s squad.

Price is an of

fensive player who has shown a great deal of improvement, and Templin in one of the
most valuable doubles player on the squad.

Three new comers round out this year’s squad.

Dubby Morris, a transfer

student from West Virginia University, will bolster the squad in both doubles and
singles.

Charles Beardon, another new addition to the squad, is a good bet for either

the number one or number two spot.
Foe Wilburn, a junior from Sotrbh Charleston, is rounding into a good player

considering the fact that he has not been with the team very long*
expects to cojnt on him next year*
- 30 -

Coach Brisbin

Faculty Bulletin
Office of the Secretary

March 24, 195&
CALENDAR OF THE WEEK
Monday, March 26, 8:30 p.m.
Monday, March 26, 3: 00 p m
Wednesday, March 28, 3’00 p.m.
Thursday, March 29> 12.00 noon
Friday, March 30; 12:00 noon

Artists Series, The Mozarteum Festival, Keith Albee Theatre
Parthenon Financial Control Board, Council Room
Faculty■ Men vs. TKE"Fraternity
Classes dismissed for Easter vacation
Offices close for Easter vacation

COMING EVENTS
April
April
April
April
April
April

3
3
5
6-7
12
23

Classes Resume
Marshall College Symphonette Concert
Convocation - Emilie Jacobson
West Virginia Association of Higher Education
Artists Series - The Rochester Symphony
Community Forum - Curt Nagel -Travel Picture

7*r

NOTICES

Office Hours - College Offices will open at 8:30 a.m, Friday, March 30 and Monday, April 2.
Offices will be closed Friday afternoon March 30 and Saturday morning,
March 31.
Blue Cross

Mr. Galloway reports that Blue Cross rates will he increased April 1.

Cap and Gown Orders - Orders for senior caps and gowns will be taken the week of
April l.See Mi-. Galloway in the Bookstore.
Association of Higher Education - All members of the WVEA are invited to attend the an
nual meeting of the Association of Higher Education at Bethany College, beginning the
afternoon of Friday, April 6 and continuing through Saturday, April 7* A supply of registra
tion cards for housing and meals on the Bethany campus will be found on the faculty bulle
tin board in the mail room. Conley H. Dillon has made arrangements for the use of the college
Plymouth for the first five who register for attendance.
Faculty Intramural Softball Team - This year the Marshall Faculty will have a fcaulty intea-..
mural softball team. Any facility member wishing to play should contact Dr. Michael Josephs.
The first game is to be played Wednesday, March 28, 1956 ax 3:00 p.m, Opponents- TKE Frater
nity No 2.

Exchange - The Spanish Department is willing to exchange $15-00 in Educational Repairs and Al
terations for $15.00 in Educational Supplies. Contact Prof. Fors.

Fire Drill - The Safety Committee appreciates the excellent response to the fire drill last
week -- "The best yeti ’’
Mrs. Mary Williamson White , a member of the Executive Committee, attended the National Con
ference on College composition and Communication in New York, ^arch 22, 23, 24.

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 3-28-56

For Immediate Release

(Marshall College Regional Science Fair-- )
The Marshall College Regional Science Fair will present more than 200

exhibits by high school and grade school students of the Tri-State region when

it opens on the Marshall campus for a two-day show April 6-7.

The exhibits will be open to the public in the gymnasium of the Athletic
Department at Marshall on Friday evening, April 6 from 7:30 to 10:00 p.m. and from

9:00 aomo until 12:00 noon on Saturday, April 7.
More than twenty-five judges will evaluate the exhibits in the junior and

senior divisions.

Winners will be announced at the Awards Dinner at 6:00 p.m. iivfTVX

the College Cafeteria on Friday.

The junior division includes exhibits in biological and physical sciences,
while the senior division includes exhibits in chemistry, geology, physics, engineering, laboratory science and other fields of biological and physical science.

The junior division includes grades 6 through 9, with high school students in the

senior division.

Campus tours and special entertainment features are being planned for the

students visiting the campus.

A guest speaker from the International Nickel Company

will address the group at the banqueto
Dr. Howard L. Mills, Associate Professor of Botany at Liar shall, is di

rector of the Regional Fair.

The event will offer two grand prizes for a boy and a

girl in the senior division in the form of an all-expense paid trip to Oklahoma to
enter their winning exhibits in the National Science Fair in May.

- 30 -
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PARSHALL COILEGE UjyOl^TION SERVICE---- 3-26-56

For Immediate Release

To The Parthenon

(Backstage--- Adans—-1)
Witchcraft, deviltry, and superstition came to Old Main Auditorium

Friday night end a large and appreciative audience of students and tov?nspeople enjoyed it immensely J

The occasion was College Theatre’s final presentation of Arthur

/

Miller’s terrifying tale of the Salem, Massachusetts witch hunt in 1690
"The Crucible.”

The play revealed the events which resulted in the execution of
nineteen innocent men and women on the basis of accusations hurled by four

vicious young women.

The College Theatre production of "The Crucible" was a roasterpiece
of excellent staging, lighting, and costuming, all of which heightened the

sombre mood, authenticity, and dramatic impact of the play*
A comparatively inexperienced group of performers delighted the
near capacity audience with their competent handling of Miller’s formidable

creation.

Paul bright gave tho part of "John Proctor" the necessary mascu

linity end humaneness that it needed.

His interpretation of the honest,

courage0113 faster, who paid with his life for his one mistake, was tremendous!

A real talent 1

As tho loader of the four accusing young women, Sandra Alexander
as "Abigail Williams” wee superb in a role that called for emotions ranging
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from cold hatred to warm tenderness.

V/e can think of no one locally who

could have played the part with more ability.
Ida Ruth Duffey was no less talented in her portrayal of "Goodwife Proctor." Her cell scene was handled with genuine artistic proficiency.

The part of the presiding judge, "Deputy Governor Danforth," was
smoothly done by John Seffense. Even while shouting SSffense delivered his lines
flawlessly, without slurring or garbling his words.

He would be a good man fo

Shakespearian drama with his excellent diction and forcefulness.

John Murphy played the role of a mild mannered, sincere, clergyman
with a deftness that belied the fact that he was appearing in his firtit College
Theatre production.

"The Reverend Parris" part was adroitly handled by Joe Borradaile.

Borradaile had ona of the more denanding roles and he carried it well.
Spiritel, lively, cantankerous "Old Man Corey" was so skillfully
portrayed by Dannr Goulding that the audience sighed regretfully when he left the

stage•

Goulding displayed the sniffling gait, the quick wit, and the short

temper of the old man with complete finesse.
Among tie supporting players Shirley Bowyer as "Tituba" and Patricia

Blackbum as "Mar? Warren" stood out. They played their respective roles of
slave women and servant girl with aptitude.

Of the College Theatre productions we have seen in the last four

years we must clang "The Crucible"
and acting.

the best on the basis of story, staging,

It is sufficient to say that we saw no one in the audience bolting

for the door as the play’s climax approached.

there is no better test of a show’s success.
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